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IT TAKES a small army of
people to see a record from
conceptual to commercial stage.
Artists and record companies
need at different times to call on
the services of a very diverse
collection of independent
operators — from custom
pressing plants, through sleeve
designers and printers, to
pluggers and people who make
crazy objets d'an for
p-omoti^i.
in this week's MW special
supplement the spotlight is
turned on those services to the
industry, and the companies
which provide them.
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A iEM OSJTLEI FOR UP-AiD-COMING BANDS

Sponsordiscs
A UNIQUE deal between record
promotion company Public Eye
and Wrigley's paves the way for
what are believed to be the first
sponsored records and heralds a
new promotional outlet for up
and coming bands.
From the New Year, Public Eye
will distribute to each of the 500 plus

professional club and disco DJs on
its list a one-sided 12 inch disc
featuring two new releases each
month plus three of the
manufacturer's singles.
Explaining the scheme, Glenn
Simpson, manager of the Leeds
based record promotion company,
says: "Introducing the world's first
■sponsordiscs we believe is the first

Mixed wieiis ©n Musexpo
so much of its benefit on a level of attendance.
MIAMI BEACH: The fifth
"It takes about five years for a
Musexpo ended here last Thursday making new contacts, negotiating
deals in restaurants or bars away trade show to establish itself and we
in rather desultory fashion with
have
achieved our initial goal," he
from
the
conference
centre
and
several exhibitors closing their
simply being present for PR said. "We are already preparing and
booths and checking out early, and
looking forward to Musexpo '80."
the last two seminars sessions — on visibility.
Measured in terms of
This year, opinion as to its success
A & R development and creative
services — being inappropriately was sharply divided, but president "heavyweight" executives present it
did
not succeed, probably because
and founder Roddy Shashoua
compressed into one.
Trying to gauge the success of this confidently claimed that it broke all the record industry's problems of
sort of event is always difficult with previous records in terms of the past year have severely curtailed
travel and entertainment .budgets.
Not only is their presence essential to
inject much-needed informed
opinion into the debates, but they
■,
can give instant top level decisions
on deals which otherwise simply slot
into a pipeline which might as well
start in Manchester as Miami.
But viewed as a marketplace in
which to meet people and companies
in one place rather than travelling
the world, Musexpo, like Midem is
still viable and is particularly useful
for foreign delegates as a
springboard for visits to other US
music centres like New York,
Nashville and Los Angeles.
And, unlike Midem, Musexpo's
Miami base is a relatively
inexpensive venue — particularly
hotel and restaurant costs —
although the Konover Hotel is
showing signs of being past its prime
IT WAS very much a case of happy family when Herb Alperl visited England and its location is inconvenient for
last week to promote his hit single, Rise (A MS 7465) and to launch the album access to shops and restaurants."
of the same name (AMLH 64790). Herb who is also co-founder and vice
chairman of A & M Records, brought his wife, singer Lani Hall, and daughter
Aria to enjoy London while he met the media. He also took the oportunity to
congratulate the A & M staff for the company's current prominent market The Chart
position. Pictured with the Alpens are Mike Hales (publicity director A & THE BRITISH Market Research
M), Glenn Simmons (managing director A & M) and Tony Burdfield (senior Bureau issued the following
director A & M).
statement on November 7:
"Following the release of the
Singles Chan on Tuesday
Import offensive continues (November 6). further checks of the
sales data collected from the panel
THE CRACKDOWN on non-EEC alleged copyright infringing revealed an error. After exhaustive
imports is still being applied with records and tapes from outside the investigation, this was diagnosed to
considerable firmness, and the UK EEC, and although (he hearing was have taken place in the preparation
manufacturers arc far from allowing adjourned for a week, Charmdale of the data for the computer.
their offensive to slow down or peter gave an undertaking not to import Having isolated the extent of the
out. 'rhis is the attitude of the major or sell the O'Jays' Identify Yourself error and re-calculated as a result,
record companies' legal and business album.
the sole effect was to reduce the
This was the third action by CBS. number of sales attributed to When
affairs departments this week.
Within the past few weeks several of The earlier ones were against Our You're In Love (by Dr. Hook) so
them have been involved in High Price and Tony Monson's Disc that its true chart position was No.
Court actions against importers, or Empire, both of which gave 2, and not No. 1 as had previously
undertakings not to import or sell been stated. The correct No. 1 was
retailers of illegal imports.
The latest case before the High certain albums made in the US. The One Day At A Time (by Lena
Court on Friday was an application Disc Empire undertaking named Marlell). No other titles were
by CBS UK for an interim Dream Police by Cheap Trick, and involved in any way.
"The investigations revealed no
injunction against Charmdale Children of the World by Stan Getz.
Both defendants agreed to deliver suggestion of malpractice of any
Record Distributors Ltd. CBS
wishes to stop the import and sale of
TO PAGE4 kind."
_ Musexpo reports and pictures p6 • Retailing p8 • International plO • Publishing pI2 •
IMICinL Broadcasting/classic pI4 • Disco pl6 • Tipshect pl8 • Chart section p2S • Manchester
feature p45 • Lcllcrs p66 • Diary p67.
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positive step towards organised
sponsorship of records in the UK.
"We have undertaken extensive
research into the idea and canvassed
the opinion of many DJs whose
reactions were very positive. In a
survey we used a shampoo TV jingle
and while we met a little opposition
from some DJs, most liked the idea
of giving exposure to new bands.
"Going mostly for the 16-35 age
group we bend the ears of about
500,000 people each week and this
scheme will provide free promotion
for record companies in discos. The
sponsors cover the cost of
manufacture and distribution and
Smith to Sire MD
ELLY SMITH, head of press for
CBS, has accepted an invitation
from Seymour Stein to become
managing director of Sire Records
■ UK. She will take the position of
MD officially on January 2 next
year, and Paul McNally is to be head
of A&R and probably also of artists'
development.
Police release 45
OVERWHELMING DEMAND
from both public and radio stations
has persuaded A & M to release
Walking On The Moon by Police as
a single on November 23. Taken
from the platinum album, Regatta
De Blanc, it will be backed with the
previously unreleased Visions Of
The Night. Police, one of the big
British success stories of 1979 tour
(he UK from December 10.

eards?
the only thing we ask from record
companies is the master tapes which
will be used for these demonstration
copies only.
"We would be very interested in
hearing from managers or record
companies who feel they might have
the right kind of music for us to use.
We would take care of production
and pressing."
Simpson
feels
that
"sponsordiscs" could prove
particularly useful for small record
companies finding it difficult to get
outlets for their artists, while also
enabling the sponsors to reach a
wide audience with their advertising.
Disc jockeys involved in the
scheme are not in any way obliged to
play the jingles on the disc as well as
the music tracks.
"It is being tastefully done," says
Simpson, "and the DJs will receive a
promotional package including Tshirts, tour jackets, flexi-discs,
slickers and so on, as well as the
disc.
"Each 12 inch will open with a
jingle followed by the first track,
followed by another jingle, then the
second track- and a third jingle. It
will last about eight minutes in all."
The deal with Wrigley's lasts for
the first three months of 1980 and
Public Eye is currently negotiating
similar contracts covering the other
three quarters of next year with a
building society, a cosmetics firm
and a drink manufacturer. Only one
release each month is planned.
Public Eye can be contacted at
Leeds(0532) 440666.
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Wynd-Up in
Rogers'

gets

TV

LIBERTY UNITED has a busy
autumn schedule with major
campaigns for albums Irom
Kenny Rogers and The
Feelgoods, plus the introduction
of a specially-priced File Series.
The Kenny Rogers Singles Album
which was originally slotted in for
September/October TV ads, is now
scheduled for a two-week peak lime
campaign on Stags, Tyne Tees.
Trident, Granada. Border and
Harlech starting November 26. The
TV campaign will be fully supported
by 300 nationwide window displays,
3D showcards and full colour
posters.
Commented Howard Berman,
Liberty Unitcd's marketing
manager: "This album was one of

A SURPRISE was in store for Boots
exeat live Wilf Price when he
attended a party given by A & M
Records for buyers after the first of
Supert ramp's sell-out Wembley
concerts. He was presented with a
large cake by Supert ramp bass
player Dougie Thompson
commemorating his 45 th
anniversary with the Boots
Organisation on that day. Pictured
(L to R) are Wilf Price, Dougie
Thompson and Bill Groves (A & M
sales director).
As well as being with the company
for 45 years, it is also now exactly 21
years since Wilf Price began selling
records — when Boots libraries were
converted to record departments.

singles

Glasgow—a

LP

boost

the victims of the ITV strike. But it
has already enjoyed chart success.
We now have the perfect base for the
TV campaign to build on —
consumer awareness is already there.
We arc confident this album will
prove to be one of the very top
sellers over the Christmas period."
To promote their just-released
LP, Let It Roll, Dr Feelgood
undertake a massive UK tour
running from November 20 to
December 22. Liberty United will be
supporting the album by over 200
window displays and a
comprehensive
advertising
campaign. Competitions are being
set up around the tour and album
and a limited number of Toby Jugs,
as featured on the LP sleeve, will be
used as prizes.

Four releases this month herald
the introduction of Liberty Unitcd's
File Series: The Very Best Of Jay &
The Americans; Johnny Winter's
The Progressive Blues Experiment;
Soul Sellers, a new Ike & Tina
Turner compilation and The Very
Best Of Jean Shcpard. All arc
specially priced at £3.99 each.
Slated Berman; "All of the
albums selected for the File Scries
will either be top quality compilation
packages, or, where demand merits
it, a straight re-issue. All releases
will be repackaged, with the sleeve
fronts utilising a special logo
appropriate to the particular
album."

£2m prophecy
WYND-UP'S managing director
Colin Rcilly was delighted with
the first week's trading at the
new Glasgow depot and is
predicting the warehouse will
have a turnover of two million
pounds in its first year.
"We initially expected the
figure to be one million, but on
the basis of business during the
first week I am confident that we
shall achieve double that."
Because of the high level of
business, Wynd-Up has decided
to extend its special discounts
until the end of the year. They
had originally only been planned
for the first week.
Reilly, already talking in terms
of expanding the warehouse, said
the main reaction from dealers
has been "Thank heavens you're
here."

'Off The Wall'
-5W

Michael Jackson's
new single
off the album.
(Special re-mix).
Following the Top 3 single Tton't Stop
'Til You Get Enough' and the gold
album 'Off The Wall' comes the new
single. A specially re-mixed version
of the album title-track, it's going
to be yet another Michael Jackson hit.
So get off the mark and get
'Off Tire WaJT

SCOTTISH BAND The Solos have signed to the new EMU Cobra label, and a
single, Talking Pictures, is to be released in January. The band, who are based
in Edinburgh, were previously known as The Monos, but due to a legal wrangle
with a London band of the same name, it was decided to change the name to
The Solos. Pictured (L to R) back row: Freddie King (vocalist) Simon Davies
(Cobra A & R manager), George Duffln (group's manager). Front row: Brian
O'Donnell (drummer), Jamie McGregor Watson (guitarist), David GrayBuchanan (guitarist), Winston Oddoye (bass) and Bob White (lawyer for the
group).

Single; 'Off The Wall' ETC 8045
Album: 'Off The Wall' EPC 83468
Cassette: EPC 40-83468
Order from CBS Order Desk. Tel: 01-960 2155
CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10
'
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A NEWLY-FORMED budget
record company — New Town
Music, headed by directors Marcel
Rodd and William Ross — is
reviving the Boulevard label with a
launch of 12 titles with an RRP
of £1.25.
Artists include The Nolans, Acker
Bilk, Louis Armstrong. Ian
Matthews and Stceleyc Span.
Other titles are Christmas Carols
from Salisbury Cathedral, Party
Fever, Festival Of Famous Brass
Bands, 16 Greats From The Ballet,
1,000 Magic Strings, plus LP
extracts from the shows Hair and
Oliver.
Planned for early 1980 release is a
classical range on New Town's Opus
label, featuring classical favourites
at a budget price.
The Boulevard range is being
distributed through wholesalers

initially and marketing back up
includes ads in the trade press plus
ads in magazines such as The
Grocer.
"We are hoping to sell in to the
cash and carry stores as well jxs the
conventional record rctail'ers,"
explains New Town general manager
Jon Elkon. "We will also be
supplying various merchandising
aids."
The price is being kept low as a
result of a special deal with Allied
Records, says Elkon.
"Allied have recently completely
automated their pressing plants and
the quality of the pressings is now
belter than ever. Budget record
companies need volume sales to
make a profit and at £1.25 for
quality albums New Town believes it
will have little difficulty in reaching
its targets."
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Sixties classics from WEA
REISSUES OF some Sixties classic tracks, and a couple of more recent best
big sellers, arc planned by WEA. Some of Atlantic's classic Sixties recordings
will be re-released over the next few months, starting with Booker T and the
MGs' Green Onions c/w Bootleg on November 23. The special single bag will
reproduce the original Green Onions LP sleeve. Other artists on the list for
these reissues include Wilson Picket!, Sam and Dave, Solomon Burke and Joe
Tex.
/15 WELL as advertising extensively in the trade and consumer music press,
Polydor is launching a big display and merchandising campaign for the new
Head boys LP on RSO (RES 13). Posters, paperback books and alarm
docks for radio and press are being distributed — and local press
advertising will he undertaken as well as radio ads on Clyde and Forth. The
band is pictured at a recent personal appearance at Bruce's Record Shop,
Princes Street, Edinburgh. Pictured with the group and record shop staff
are Malcolm Dunhar (second left back row) Polydor's singles promotion rep
for Scotland and, (second right back row) Ashley Newton, RSO's creative
services manager.
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PETER GOALBY former lead
singer with Trapeze is the first
British artist to be signed to the
newly launched Fuse Record label, a
division of the Fuse Music
publishing organisation. In a
parallel deal, Fuse Music will
administer Goalby's material. A
single and album are scheduled for
early 1980. Fuse Records has now
concluded a distribution deal with
Spartan and the first single release
— There Ain't No Age For Rock 'n'
Roll by the Veterans is set for
November 30 release.
THE SELECTOR w ho are currently
on tour with The Specials as part of
the Two Tone package, have signed
a long-term deal with Two
Tone/Chrysalis. The band will start
work on an album at the end of the
tour which is scheduled for New
Year release.
LATEST SIGN1NGS to Fiction
Records are the Passions and The
Associates. They will be joining The
Cure on their UK tour through
November and December.
FABULOUS RECORDS has signed
Springwater, the brainchild of
producer Phil Cordell. A single, an
instrumental version of Sailing is
released this week.
REGGAE ARTIST/producer Tito
Simon has signed to Splash Records.
His first release on Splash, through
Pye, is the single Monday Morning
Feeling cut on both 7" and 12".
INTERWORLD MUSIC has signed
Middlesborough group Stilettos to a
long-term worldwide publishing
deal. The group has just signed to
Ariola Records and their first single,
This Is The Way, was released on
November 2.
f-

(CiGifiils director

DES BROWN, director of
international affairs at
Chrysalis Records has been
appointed to the board of the
company. Brown has been with
Chrysalis for four years which
have seen the company's
international market expand by
150 per cent.
At the same time, Peter Wagg has
been appointed director of creative
services. Wagg has been at Chrysalis
for just over two years as creative
services manager. He was previously
at C.D.P. and then an account
director at T.R.J. advertising
agency.
BOB HART, EMI's London-based
director of publicity, has been
appointed to co-ordinate
audio/visual matters for EMI Music
— Europe and International. Hart
will, in addition to his current

Chairs

%
responsibilities, facilitate the
effective direction of audio visual
software developments in EMI. He
will continue to report to Ken East,
president and chief operating officer
of EMI Music Europe and
International.
JONATHAN SIMON of Chappell
has been appointed to the PRS
general council to fill, until next
year's AGM, the publisher vacancy
created by the resignation in July of
Stephen Gottlieb.

News in brief...
ZIGZAG, THE independent music
magazine which celebrated its 10th
anniversary in April has been
acquired by new publishers and the
next issue will be out on December
1. Mentor Bridge Ltd's takeover
follows the collapse of Phoenix
Magazines in June. The last issue
of ZigZag was in July this year.
Kris Needs will continue as editor
and Chrissie Gibson becomes
advertising manager.
GEM RECORDS has released the
original soundtrack of the spoofhorror film Phantasm, distributed
by GTO Films and currently on
general release. Composed by Fred
Myrow and Malcolm Seagrave, the
LP includes the Captain Zoro
3
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DAN-1 CELEBRATES his long-term exclusive worldwide publishing deal
with Cavalcade Music and also his Island Records hit Monkey Chop in the
company of Cavalcaders Beth Clough, John Fogarty and Ron Liversage.
Island is releasing an EP by Dan-I next week with full illustrated cover.

single Phantasm, recently released
on Gem in blood-stained vinyl. The
title track of the album has been
produced by Biddu.
EMI'S CHILDRENS album, All
Aboard (EMTX 101) is now to be
TV advertised from December 3.
Learning Tree, the Granada TV
childrens programme has returned
for a second scries. The album of
the same name (EME 6506) was
released in August.
TO TIE in with the November 15
London release of the Moment By
Moment film starring Lily Tomlin
and John Travolta, Polydor is
taking ads in Record Mirror and
Ms London to promote the
soundtrack (RSO RSD 5004).
There will also be posters in
London cinemas which will also be
available to dealers.
TO PROMOTE the new Barbra
Streisand album. Wet (CBS 86104),
CBS will be taking ads in the
Evening News, Daily Mirror, Mail,
and Star. There will also be
nationwide window displays, a
poster campaign at major British
Rail terminals and on London
Underground sites.
THE NEW Isla St. Clair album, Isla
(Decca SKL 5317) and single Child
In A Manger (F 13881) will be
backed up by full-colour in-store
posters, counter display cards and
in-store personal appearances by Ms
St. Clair in major cities.
AMERICAN ROCKABILLY star
Sleepy LaBeef tours Britain through
November. To co-5ncide, Charly will
release a new Sleepy LP, Rockabilly
Heavyweight (CRL 5017), plus a
four-track single (CEP 123).

Lawyer Robert J. Abrahams'
services as a consultant in
international copyright affairs have
been retained by PRS on a full-time,
exclusive basis. The principal areas
covered by the consultancy
arrangement, which is initially for a
one-year period, are the PRS
licensing arrangements with radio
and TV broadcasters.
BRIAN HUDSON to regional
promotion manager Bronze Records
following the departure of Debbie
Littlestone . . . former Glitter Band
drummer Tony Leonard appointed
product manager with the
Merseyside-based Mingard Music
with effect from the end of Gary
Glitter's current UK tour . . . S.
Kempner Ltd., the shrinkwrap
specialist, is moving with effect from
November 26 to 498 Honcypot
Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex HA7
1JZ (01-952 5262).
Coombe Music Ltd has moved to
new premises at Hurston House,
Stoke Road, Kingston-on-Thames,
Surrey KT2 7NX. The telephone
number remains 01-942 6240 and
telex, 22914 CCC. Pandclorium
Records has moved Us Wilmslow
Road, Manchester office to 127a
Oxford Road, All Saints,
Manchester. The company's head
office remains at 6, Lapwing Lane,
W, Didsbury, Manchester.
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Liviiviq In tIie City'
By Disco Rock MAcbiiME p.
Featuring an exciting new talent in Rene Arnell
Arranged & Produced by Trevor Rabin
Available 7"&12"|7mins 20secs longlLicenced from BlueChip
An RPM recording
fridaV
Avav

The In Demand"
Disco 45 Hot from New York!
Dark),Can You Get Me Into Sxudio 94?'
By DANA & GENE PIN 26
Available 7"&l2"(full length version) A Midsong International Recording
Marheted & Distributed by Pinnacle Records
Phone sales hotline: 0689 73141
(When phoning ask for your FREE copy of the
Pinnacle Distribution Catalogue)
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EMI shareholders

RCA denial
RUMOURS THAT RCA's factory
at Washington, Co. Durham, is
about to close were dismissed by the
company. They came at a time when
RCA was in dispute with the General
and Municipal Workers Union over
manning levels in the tape blister
machine operation and the
anonymous stories were being
spread merely to heighten tension ,
claimed a company spokesman.
The dispute has now been settled,
says the spokesman.

4

receive £169M

Thorn offer
FULL DETAILS of the enhanced Thorn Electrical Industries £169
million bid for EMI are being sent to EMI shareholders this week,
and, as in the case of the Polygram offer for Decca, the final decision
rests with them.
The Thorn offer, recommended
by the EMI board, includes a partial
Polygram: The
cash alternative as requested by the
board and contrasts with the original
all-share Thorn offer of £144
last staff
million. It involves 28 Thorn shares
for every 100 EMI shares, plus £58
of seven per cent convertible
changes
preference shares. Hambros Bank,
THE LAST round of pre-mergcr on behalf of Thorn, has agreed to
changes which will directly affect offer 330p in cash for every Thorn
salesmen on Polydor and share to shareholders not wishing to
Phonogram forces were announced accept the ordinary share part of the
to all those concerned at the end of offer.
last week. The combining of the two
If the bid succeeds, Thorn
sales forces, under the current proposes to call the merged
Polydor deputy MD Tom companies Thorn EMI Ltd, and has
Parkinson, has resulted in seven invited Sir John Read, Lord Delfont
technical redundancies, split and Bhaskar Menon to join the
between the two companies. Thorn board, with Sir John
Parkinson emphasised that becoming deputy chairman.
"redundancy" here meant only that
City circles are still speculating
the person's existing job was no whether a counter bid will
longer available.
materialise, and the latest focus of
"There are seven people who attention in this respect js 20th
technically don't have the job they Century Fox, which is believed to be
had last Thursday, but there are six very interested in EMI's film
or seven vacancies within Polydor, division and the possible buyer of an
IMS and Phonogram, which they appreciable number of EMI shares
are being offered."
recently.
Knowing that the merger was
approaching and that it would mean
a reduction in the staff needed he
added, vacancies which occurred in
various areas of both companies
recently had been frozen, so that
they could be offered to those made
technically redundant.
Football
CUP RESULTS: EMI 1 Gas 5. Pyc
4 Different 2, Ice 8 Chappells 0, Our
Price 4 CBS 6. The four semifinalists are therefore Ice, Gas, Pye
and CBS. Applications for the
invitation cup close this Friday.
Details from Ray Williams at Gas
Songs.
League table: played; points. Gas
Songs 6; 12. Ice 6; 8. Pye 3; 6. CBS
6; 6. Our Price 4; 5. Chappells 6; 3.
DJM 4; 2. Different 4; 0. EMI 3; 0.

SAD CAFE were presented with silver discs to mark sales of 250,000 plus for
Everyday Hurts at a party held in a Manchester restaurant last week. Pictured
(I to r) are: Vic Emerson, Ashley Mulford, Paul Young (all group members),
Gerry Fyfe (RCA Records product manager), Derek Everett (director creative
development RCA), Harvey Lisberg (manager Sad Cafe), Bill Kim be r
(manager A & R RCA), David Irving (Sad Cafe) and Danny Betesh (director
Kennedy Street Management).
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WILD

LIMITED EDITION 2,000 ONLY AVAILABLE
E1-00 P O io JEEP 92 Devonshire Road, London W4.
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Oldfield releases Blue

Feter charity single
VIRGIN IS releasing a charily single from Mike Oldfield on which he Plays the
theme tune to the long running children's TV programme Blue Peter,
date is November 30. Royalties from both artist and record company wilI go to
the Blue Peter Cambodia Appeal. Independent promotion man Mike wuns is
also donating his bonuses for working on the single.
Oldfield recorded his version of
the theme — a traditional hornpipe
Pickwick's JXmas bonanza'
— when he appeared on the
PICKWICK'S CHRISTMAS Jim Reeves, Des O'Connor, Andy programme some time ago and it has
stocking for the retail trade this year Williams, Mario Lanza and Perry been used to introduce and play out
contains 16 seasonal albums at an Como.
the twice weekly series ever since.
The latter's album is one of the
RRP of £1.75, two double albums at
Blue Peter and the BBC have fully
£2.99 and cassettes priced at £1.99.
two double ones in the Bonanza.
endorsed the release and are
As part of the Pickwick Christmas The other is Non-Stop Christmas
allowing the programme's sailing
Bonanza, there are five new releases Disco by the Roller Disco Orchestra ship logo to be used on the picture
from Max Bygraves, Don Estelle and both are available in LP form sleeve.
and Mickey Mouse as well as only.
The B side of the single —
Extensive in-store display material
Christmas Country and Christmas
is available, including point-of-sale Woodhenge — is taken from
With The Stars, including John
Oldfield's
new TV promoted album
material
such
as
posters,
talk
cards,
Williams, Glen Campbell and the
crown headers, browser cards and Platinum which is released a week
Nolan Sisters, which is in aid of the
earlier on November 23.
new Christmas dumper units.
National Association for Deaf
Children.
Also available is Elvis' Christmas
Album and seasonal collections by
Bonnet resigns from

m

Impfflst iffimsSwe isimtmiK
up all remaining stock of the strengthening of the pound) that it
offending albums to CBS, to has been necessary to take any overt
provide an account of any profit action. After warning the trade by
made from the sale of these titles, letter on August 1 we have taken
and to hand over copies of all action, starting with traders who
invoices from the importers of these are, literally, closest to us!"
Polydor's legal and business
LPs.
John Brooks, director of affairs advisor, Clive Fisher, pointed
administration and legal affairs at out that as his company still has two
CBS, told MW: "The heat is not off cases awaiting judgement, it could
imports. Our resolve on this is as not comment in detail. But he
firm as it was at the beginning. added: "As far as Polydor is
CBS's view is that it has always had concerned, we think that there
the right to prevent non-EEC should be very few people in the
imports, but it's only been in recent record trade who are now not aware
months (probably with the of our attitude on imports. We are

Mfy-'

FLEETWOOD MAC became the
1714th recipients of a 'Star' on
Hollywood Boulevard's Walk Of
Fame at a recent ceremony. The
band's album, Tusk is currently top
of the UK album charts. From left:
John McVie. Christine McVie, Mick
Fleet wood, Stevie-Micks and
Lindsey Buckingham with plaques
commemorating the 'Star'
dedication ceremony.

closely reviewing the situation; despite what others may say we believe
that imports have dropped. Polydor
has only brought six or seven cases
in the past 13 months — which is
hardly an avenging flood, is it?"
Polydor's action against Bostock
Records ended with the trader
agreeing not to import into the UK,
or sell, Canadian made copies of the
Who's 2LP The Kids Are Alright,
and not to infringe copyright in
Polydor records where that
copyright or exclusive UK licence is
owned by Pancontinental
Productions Ltd, The Who Group,
or Polydor Lid. Bostock also agreed
to pay £1,000 in settlement of
damages and costs.
Like other record companies,
Polydor is approaching traders
selling illegal imports in the hope
that agreement can be reached
without going to court, and in ihe
majority of cases this is how the
matter is settled. Action against
Bostock was, for example, taken
only when (after reaching agreement
over the offending Canadian records
in one shop) Polydor discovered that
the imports were being sold in UK
sleeves in another shop in the chain.
Polydor's attempts to block
Portuguese pressings of the Bee

Rathe Marconi EMS
attended by Bonnet last month
from GERARD WOOG
revealed widely divergent views
PARIS: Michel Bonnet will leave his between himself and the EMI
position of general manager of management as to the future policy
Pathe Marconi EMI this week after of EMI's French operations and he
16 years with the EMI group, tendered his resignation as a result.
Francois Minchin, EMI regional
including service in Italy and eight
director for the European Latin
years in the Paris office.
Il had been assumed that Bonnet countries, will assume a caretaker
was a likely candidate for the role until the end of the year when a
presidency of Pathe Marconi EMI in new president will be announced.
Bonnet is taking a vacation to
succession to Philip Brodie, who has
returned to the UK to take charge of consider some approaches from
EMI's manufacturing and technical other companies as well as
services at Hayes. However, it is investigating some possible projects
understood that a London meeting of his own.

Gees' Spirits Having Flown album
were, however, resisted in the High
Court last Wednesday.
Polydor and RSO asked for an
injunction against Harlequin Record
Shops Ltd and Simons Records Ltd,
but the two defendants have asked
the court to refer the dispute to the
European Court of Justice. They
want the proceedings in the UK to be
stayed until the European Court has
ruled on preliminary legal questions,
under EEC law on free movement of
goods within member countries.
Alastair Wilson, defending
counsel, argued that if a buyer
acquired records from a legitimate
supplier he was entitled to assume
they were not made in infringing
circumstances. He said the
injunction Polydor and RSO want is
"plainly wrong" because it aims to
stop imports from the EEC.
Opposing counsel, Andrew
Morrit, said that firstly the record
companies concerned did not accept
that imports from within the EEC
could not be stopped. But in this
instance they were simply seeking a
ban on a particular album
being imported from Portugal. They
also want an order preventing
commercial sales of the disputed LP
in the UK, and another which would

FROM PAGE ONE
force Harlequin and Simons to name
their suppliers and customers.
Judgement on this action is
expected in two weeks.
Polydor has also taken action, last
month, against Our Price. The retail
chain gave undertakings in respect
of three albums manufactured in the
US, This Is The Modern World
by The Jam, UK by UK, and
Making Magic by Pat Travers, and
paid £250 damages. Costs in that
case are yet to be decided.
A spokesman for EMI said; "Wc
are still pursuing this as diligently as
ever. We have not yet been forced to
take any dealers to court, because all
those wc have approached so far —
and we are making the approaches
systematically — have reacted very
responsibly. But we would like to
emphasise that if we do not get that
responsible reaction from a dealer
who is infringing our copyright, we
will take legal action."
Pyc has also had no cause as yet to
take action. Chief PR Brian Gibson
explained: "As far as we arc
concerned, it is only if imports start
to hurl our major LP artists, like
Donna Summer, that we will take
legal steps. We arc watching the
situation, and would act on
individual albums if necessary."
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STEVIE WONDER'S NEW SINGLE
a
SEND ONE YOUR LOVE1
PICKED FROM HIS MAGNIFICENT NEW ALBUM
"STEVIE WONDER'S JOURNEY
THROUGH THE SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS."
m
[ MQTCM'S
mni
Ucenspd Rcperioire Division. EMI Records Lio .91ttayer St. London WI 01 48o 7144 Sales and Distribution. 1-3 Uxbndge Road. Havr-s, Middlesex 01-7594532/4611 4 848 9811
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'It was simply overhyped by the media"... Tony King

DOR—Son of Disco
provoking considerable
DISCO MUSIC may have controversy and some observers seminar,
invective as delegates demonstrated
provided ihe record industry blame it for the downturn of the
near-panic gripping the industry
with some of its biggest-selling profits in the past year.
as "disco backlash" permeates radio
records of the decade, but it has
The subject of where disco goes stations, record companies and
now split the industry with front here gave Musexpo its liveliest publishers.
Appalled at the thought of being
trapped in yesterday's trend, some
stations have invented a new playlist
Musexpo reports from
, rm,,, MuscxDO
organiser Roddy Shashoua
format — dance-oriented rock MORE SMILES Jor , the camera
from M"sfeXRP°cE*rises,
(DOR)
— and Columbia and (left) and Mr. and Mrs. John Ross-Banard
Miami IBeaclh by
of
BBC
Enterprises
Warner Bros have renamed their
disco
departments
"dance
music
RODNEY BURBECK
marketing".
DOR is simply a mix of disco and
Cornils warns of
Photographs by
the new wave rock 'n' roll which has
evolved from Britain's punk
SYLVAN MASON
movement into the mainstream rock
cable sudii threat
of a type more acceptable to the
Americans.
imcrciai radio
lauiu station
aianv/n in America
— makes only 510,000
. a
THE AVERAGE commercial
Ably illustrating the paranoia of year profii said Wayne Cornils, vice-president of ihe National Association ol
Broadcasters, in a keynote speech in which he suggested that stations should
some US music business people,
Lfttietep pustes for
more innovalive 10 compote with future developments in radio.
seminar speaker Tom Silverman —
In particular, he warned of the
who has changed the name of his
tipsheet magazine Disco News to
danger of 24-hour cable-syndicated
radio feeding uninterrupted music
Dance
Music
—
told
delegates:
rof iStt^ rifwrns
"There is nothing wrong with disco
directly to homes and he reminded
except the word", and he blamed the
delegates that the record industry
ENGLISH LAWYER and composer
media for giving disco a bad name
itself was investigating the
Trevor Lytileion last week called
by sensationalising it.
possibility of sponsoring a national
for an international music
cable radio network to expose new
Seminar
chairman
Tom
Hayden
industry lobby to put pressure on
product which does not normally get
said
CBS
had
recently
made
disco
governments worldwide, to
airplay.
the scapegoat for its financial
negotiate for royally reforms and
He revealed that the US
problems. Mike Wilkinson,
tougher legislation on
Government is anxious to increase
president of Disconet, said that
pi racy/count erf citing/home
competition
in radio by providing
disco was being blamed for record
taping.
even more FM and AM frequencies
industry high returns and advances.
to give greater diversity of
/ :•
Lyttleton was speaking at Musexpo
Wilkinson pointed out the irony
programming,
seminar on music publishing and
that
A&R
men
until
recently
would
"The number of stations could be
afterwards he told Music Week
RADIO SEMINAR chairman
not listen to product unless it was
increased to 16,000 from the present
that he fell that there was a lack
Wayne Cornils.
disco,
yet
now
producers
were
being
8,500 — that's one station for every
of concerted effort by the
told:
"Put
some
guitars
on
it
and
say
large area of potential trouble for
15,000 people," he said, adding that
industry on these matters.
it is new wave, and we'll sign it up".
the average American already listens the radio industry".
In the same session programme
to three hours'21 minutes of radio
But English-born Tony King,
consultant Dwight Douglas advised
per day and the average American
director of disco marketing for RCA
record companies to "forget the Thome possesses five radio receivers.
Tape tax
Records in America, drew applause
Cornils said that stations should shirts and buttons in promoting
for his firmly expressed statement:
"It is eight years since the West
be transmitting more live concerts to records and to use the money instead
"Disco music is very much alive and
German Government agreed to UK DELEGATE Trevor Lyttleton well — it was simply overhyped by
encourage new talent and more new to buy TV advertising lime —
put a tax on tape hardware, yet making his point from the floor the media who knew nothing about
record product. He also warned of thereby pulling its money back into
the rest of the world is still during the publishing seminar.
th'e danger of record lyrics as "a the media system".
it and needed a new cover story."
talking about it," he said, "and
there is an urgent need for an
increase in the statutory royalty
rate in America."
In the same session, publisher Film andl T¥ indlMStiif a strain alf
GOSSIP
George Gluck cited "horrendous THE MUSIC business will find itself with "strong allies" which a Los Angeles court upheld "the individual's
RUMOUR
advances" being asked in recent in the film and TV industries in the fight against home ability to take a copyright and reproduce it".
SCANDAL
years, plus the advent of disco taping and piracy following the development of video.
"The court held that home video (aping was not an
music, as problems facing the
That was the view expressed by entertainment lawyer infringement and caused no commercial harm," he said.
. . the lighter side of the
independent publisher, but he Kim Guggenheim at a Musexpo lawyers' seminar. Home "This case has far-reaching implications."
music business.
Guggenheim enumerated several possible solutions,
hoped that this situation was (aping is a substitute for purchasing records, he said,
Read it in Dooley's Diary.
now changing, and "young, whereas videotaping detracts from possible purchase of including a licence or tax on hardware or software,
Inside back page. Every
active publishers will soon be pre-recorded programmes.
technical innovations to prevent taping, or a broadcast
week.
able to compete with the
Both industries must work to find a solution, he added, fee to dissuade radio stations from broadcasting albums
corporate
publishing particularly in view of the result of the Ihree-ycar-long without interruption, thereby cncouarging taping (MW
companies".
legal wrangle between Universal/Disney and Sony, in November 10, Page I).
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MUSEXPO CONVIVIALITY from Mike Collier of Peter man & Co. (centre)
flanked by Chas Peale (left) and dive Scott of Splash Records.

MIKE CLAIRE of Response
Records (left) and Satril's Henry
Hadaway in conversation at
Musexpo's opening cocktail party.
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THE FIRST ALBUM FROM THE PLANETS
INCLUDES THE SINGLE "LINES"
AND THEIR CURRENT SINGLE "IRON FOR THE IRON
ALBUM TENOR 102

CASSETTE ZCTEN 102

I -:

THE SINGLE IRON FOR THE IRON TREB 109
RIALTO RECORDS
ORDER FROM PYE RECORDS UMITED 132 WESTERN ROAD MITCHAM SURREY CR4 3UT TELEPHONE 01 640 3344
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Tesco shows off

new

Music World store
^^
. f Drevie\v guests were given conducted
UP MARKET was a term in almost c0"stan'use.1a"°f^ hfNorthampton development area). The onclotirs of Tesco's gigantic new store at Weston
P"', ,ds deparlment store status for some years,
timeatgrocery
supermarket chain
has been
working
its has
. ^ c , 'lvy reached dit.,,I,arlmem staff are not specialist.
and
the 100,000-plussq.
ft. Weston
Favell
premises
The
designers
and
executives were ^ P ^ ^ and lapc buycr s,uart
El
But, record and tape buyc
Kotchie emphasised, lhal staff
record
shop
within
the
stores,
M
VAT for
Particularly
proudfloor
Of Mt^woru
work permanently in Music
offering as much
and browsing would
(and not bo moved around to
space as a reasonably sized World
counters) and the company
independent, and employing several other
beginners
soon be hoping to recruit
brand new, and decidedly "up would
staff
with
experience in independent
CALLING A book VAT Made Easy market" ideas.
record retailing.
may tempt most retailers to class it
One wall is dominated by a six tt.
The choice of the original slock
as fairytale fantasy, but the author,
four ft. back projected video was made by Kotchie, but Music
A. St. J. Price has set out to explain by
screen
with
sound
system
(believed
World is merchandised by Pickwick,
the rules and jargon step by step, in to be the first in the country) which
plain English. This VAT expert is serviced by Captain Video, using which already supplies product to
135 Tesco stores around the country.
claims that some shopkeepers will promotional videos from record
Displays arc by Topic, arranged
pay hundreds of pound more in companies.
WINNER IN the recem Lugtons budget tapes dealer incentive competition was
through Pickwick, which will check
VAT than they need to in the next
W. H. Smith in Basingstoke, Hants. Pictured at the presentation of wine are quarter,
The browser beneath the video is slock at this department three times
and will go on doing so
(left to right) Chris Sanford of CRC tapes Ltd, Lugtons sales manager Roger
until they change the special retail reserved for product which is cur- a week.
Cornwell, record department buyer Mrs Middleton. Smiths area manager Mr.
Discount on catalogue albums is
scheme they use. He explains and rently being promoted on it; all these
McDonald, and store manager Mr. Vickery.
albums are discounted to varying 50p, on new releases falls in the same
gives examples.
Published by Kogan Page Ltd of levels — 80p, £1, £1.50. The Music levels as on the albums being pro120 Pentonville Rd, London N.l. World browsers also house Tesco's moted by video. In the special prothe book costs £5.95 in hardback own design for displaying cassettes. motion and best seller categories of
Believing thai cassettes should be product there is a £2 discount level,
and £2.25 in paperback.
Daft ideas for
displayed near the corresponding for certain 2LPs or product with a
album', and that they should be easi- £6-plus RRP. Fleetwood Mac's Tusk
ly handled, like the records, by and the new Stcvic Wonder 2LP
customers, the company has had both carried £2 off slickers on openopen-fronted plastic display boxes ing day (November 1).
News in
pinching pirates
Music World at Weston Favell,
made. These fit into the LP-sizcd
browser divisions — so making it Kotchie revealed, will be under
possible to rearrange a browser to scrutiny by the Tesco chiefs, and
bootleg materials, except insofar as
I AM NOT despondent about
brief...
hold both albums and cassettes in depending on its turnover and prothey buy import copies, and so on.
business. 1 have the daft idea that we
any combination of numbers.
fitability. could be the forerunner of
The manufacturers ought to be
might have quite a good prcsimilar ventures in the 56 Tesco's
able to catch those at the retail
Music World slocks 3,000 titles,
Christmas season this year. And I
which are big enough to have such a
outlet. Kids who copy LPs onto MANY DEALERS seem still to be of which 2,500 are catalogue items,
think that cassettes arc moving
separate, specialist department.
blank cassettes get some kind of uncertain of their position regarding using a masterbag system. This is at
ahead. People will pay over the five
"However," he added, "We are
need for a Performing Right present numbered according to the
result, but it's not very good. Maybe the
quid mark for a good classical tape,
Society
licence
to
play
music
in
their
very optimistic."
store's own code, as the music
we have been too ready to persuade
where they know that the quality of
stores.
In
the
current
MTA
news
kids that cheap equipment — the
reproduction is good (and they seem
thirty quid cassette recorder, or less letter it is emphasised that such a
to read reviews more carefully than
— is okay. Actually, it's just a fun licence is now very definitely
ever now). And. as tapes arc often
ncccessary (since the MTAtoy, nothing more.
very good indeed, they offer value
Some pirates get into the quality supponcd test case against the PRS
for money. As for MOR, I'm
Jazz book reviews
field, but they are never going to be in the high court ruled in the PRS
inclined to think that buyers are
as clever or as influential as the favour — that any playing of
by PATRICK SULLIVAN
going more for the £3 mark, except
major producers. A better records in a shop was a "public
where the cassette is in the Top 20,
JAZZ
AT
RONNIE
SCOTT'S. Kitty Grime and Valerie Wilmcr.
intelligence network, maybe offering performance").
then it is usually discounted anyway.
Robert Hale £5.80
The MTA reminder reads: The
gentle incentives to retail staff to
A MUSICIAN, like anyone who spends his working life under the
send in clues about bootleg tapes in Performing Right Society has
public gaze, is more apt to reveal his inner thoughts, his true opinions,
their area (you get to know a lot at indicated that many members have
in the off the cuff remark than in the course of any interview. Kitty
Shop talk by
discos, etc) could help. Plus a really not yet applied for a licence to
Grime has a perceptive ear and no qualms at all about noting the
perform
music
in
their
shops.
If
you
good campaign, with promotions
things she has heard jazz musicians let drop over the years and her
DAVID LAZELL
and competitions, etc. to sell the are playing copyright material so
book is the better for it. Some of the quotes do come from interviews,
that the public can hear it you are
manufacturers as quality producers.
but the manner in which they arc assembled gives Jazz at Ronnie
Despite all the gloomy talk, I legally obliged to apply for a licence.
Scott's that wistfully racy air so peculiar to the music and it's
think we ought to make 1980 a Fun INEFFICIENT USE of energy is
The industry has a Department of
practitioners. Most of the super photographs arc the work of Valeric
Year for all of us, with a different
Daft Ideas, as you know. One of the
now
concerning
retailers
and
store
Wilmer who also contributed the telling words of tenorist, Archie
national competition linked to the
latest is that to crack down on
Shepp, an avant garde musician with a very clear sense of his music's
quality theme every month — the managers as much as losses through
"pirates", who copy LPs onto blank
history. Val is no ordinary photographer and something of the flavour
manufacturers being involved in theft, stales a DIFB release. The UK
cassettes, the price of a blank
of her subjects finds it's way onto the emulsion . . . lady blows!
retail and wholesale industry
cassette should go up to £5. Which is
turn, with audio equipment as apparently
Plenty of Scoltisms plus quotes by the like of Charlie Mingus, Dexter
wastes
nearly
£400
rather like saying that because some
prizes, etc.
Gordon and Oscar Peterson the most vivid, however coming via our
wicked men forge £5 notes, the price
As I said to my favourite rep just million worth of energy annually,
own heavyweight drummer, Mr. Tony 'The Baron' Crombie.
of a pad of notepaper should go up
the other day: "You ain't going to and to help cut this figure the DITB
produced a booklet outlining
SOME OF MY BEST FRIENDS ARE BLUES. Ronnie Scott with
to a tenner. The industry ought to
get anywhere just standing there and has
Mike Hennessey. W. H. Allen £3.50.
get more into the audio equipment
looking on the gloomy side." At helpful practices and checklists for
staff.
end of the consumer consciousness,
that moment, a traffic warden came
THERE IS a lot of mileage being made out of the occasion of
Save
Your
Energy
is
available
sell him on the idea of enjoying
in to give him a ticket for his
Ronnie's 20th and while this lightweight volume docs give chapter and
from the DITB for 95p from Sales
musical quality — joint promotions
overdue car parking.
verse on the club's beginnings it's a pretty quick read. No
with equipment manufacturers and
So you sec, life isn't all being left Department, MacLaren House,
photographs, no index, but a number of anecdotes in the inimitable
so on. People who really like music
on your own. Somchwere, someone Talbot Rd, Strctford, Manchester
style of mine host plus a preface by Benny Green and a coda by Spike
M32
OFP.
quality will rarely bother with
is wailing to get his record order.
Milligan. Liked the stories about Ben Webster and Coleman Hawkins,
and Ronnie, aided by Mike Hennessey, docs manage to convey the
madness, the excitement and the boredom of the jazz life.
THE McJAZZ MANUSCRIPTS. Sandy Brown. Edited by David
A giant Seap fir reffiwdl cSeaieirs
Binns. Fabcr& Fabcr£6.95.
plastic
ANYONE WHO has resorted to LP sides comes ir,
ONE COULD criticise the manner in which this fascinating book has
sticky tape to remove dust or animal container, RRP £3.95.
been assembled, but I am sure that Sandy would have given his
And from Metrosound/Cambra
hair from clothes will appreciate the
blessing to the seemingly disjointed presentation. Carpers just didn't
simple basic principle behind International comes another new
know Sandy. The book is part autobiography, part anecdotal, part
idea
—
the
Automatic
Car
Cassette
Metrosound's new record cleaner.
criticism and wholly satisfying. Brown never suffered fools gladly and
Hut simple us the theory is, the Carrier. (The carrier is automatic,
his writings for The Listener cut many a gadfly down to swatting size.
new product is quite a biy step from the car does not have to be). Each
He is also pretty hard on himself at times, yet occasionally displays his
unit has space for 12 cassettes, and
all previous wipers' and cleaners.
epo albeit wilh tonBnc in checek. Sandy viewed the world with a
This Record Rejuvenating, Fluid is each individual slot has an external
sliKhtly bemused air, ycl understood more (him most the
key,
allowing
a
cassette
to
he
squeezed onto and spread around
ineonsislcnces of the human race. He played clarinet like no one else
the disc surface. It dries to a skin selected and flipped from the case
and wrote about music like no one else. Brown was a one-off job who
with a deft one-handed movement
which can then be peeled off —
could lias e made his own indelihlc mark in many fields of endeavour,
while the driver can keep his eyes on
taking all dust and fingerprints with
he was one of the finest acousticians in the world, a musician of great
it. Metrosound is probably justified the road and the other hand on the
btdividua ity and a writer of truth. The book opens up a little of bis
wheel. UK RRP is £3.25.
in claiming that the record is then
world
and anyone who reads if will be the better for if
Furlher details on either product
cleaner than when it left the factory
The fluid also contains an antistatic from Metrosound, Frecdcx Mouse,
agent, and sufficient fluid to treat 36 North Road, London N.7.
V
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'7»e \oUifi Sisters' is theirfirst album for Epic and, with an extensive tour,
plus nationalpress advertising, radio advertising, localpress advertising and
point-of-sale material, it will have strong support across the board. This, and
thefact that The Nolan Sisters'features the hit single 'Spirit Body & Soul',
Order from CBS Order Desh
Tel: 01-9602155CBS Distribution Centre,
BarlbyRoad, London WIO.

makes for a very captivating release.

Album:
The Nolan Sisters'
EPC83892
Cassette: EPC40-83892
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THE DUNHILL label has
been reactivated by two of its
original owners, Bobby
Roberts and Hal Landers.
During the 1960s, the label was
the home of the Mamas and
Papas, Steppenwolf, Richard
Harris and others.
Sold to ABC in 1969. it was
cvenlually phased out of
operation, though it was a part of
the sale of ABC to MCA last year.
Now Roberts and Landers have
re-acquired the name from MCA.
which will market and distribute
all new products.
In recent years. Landers and
Roberts produced films such as
Death Wish and The Hot Rock,
though their music interests have
been upheld by Landers Roberts
Music Publishing.
Bruce Josephson will serve as
A&R and publishing chief, which
has thus far signed singer-songwriters Jamie Sheriff and Rick
Dufay (to be produced by Ken
Scott and Jack Douglas
respectively). The roster,
according to Josephson, will be
limited to four or five acts.
A&M IS releasing a series of 10v;inch discs in limited quantities on

Edited by
NIGEL HUNTER

Dunhill

gets kiss of life
its CBS affiliations ... the group
Squeeze, Police. Reds and Joe
Journey has entered into the
From IRA MAYER
Jackson.
lighting and trucking businesses
in New York
Most unique is a five-disc set of
with partner/manager Herbie
Jacksons's new I'm The Man, with
Band.
Herbert, who shares in costs and
each disc in an individual sleeve
The 3,000 sets, which will
profits as a full member of the
and with all five sleeves comprising
include a 44-puge booklet detailing
band in addition to overseeing the
a poster. The set will retail for
company history in words and
extra
musical business affairs . . •
S9.98 with A&M banking on the
pictures, will be distributed to past
Paramount to film War Of The
collector market being willing to
and present employees, artists and
Worlds based on the Jeff Wayne
pay a premium for a limited
"others who have contributed to
album ... Lee Myles Associates,
edition.
the company's growth". It will not
New York-based graphic house
The Police's Regatta Dc Blanc
be available commercially.
servicing the record industry for 2 .'
will be available on two 10-inchcrs
years, has expanded to include
and will include a poster
record pressing for its clients . . .
unavailable elsewhere for S8.98.
Tommy LiPuma has returned to
The Reds and Squeeze sets will be
Warner Bros, after four years as
single disc abbreviations of their
head of the now defunct Horizon
r
current albums with list prices of
*7W
'\label to serve as progressive music
S4.98 and S5.98. A&M expects to
A&R vice-president . . ■
place a 50,000-unit ceiling on all of
American
Phonogram-Mercury has signed
these releases to ensure collector
keyboardist Ian McLagan, exstatus.
Commentary
Faces, and occasionally of Rolling
WARNER BROS, marks its 20th
Stones and Barbarians, worldwide
SHORTS:
With
the
release
of
year in the record business with a
. . . RCA & RCA-distribuled
Wrecklcss Eric's The Whole Wide
deluxe six-record boxed set
A&M have instituted a 22 per cent
World, Stiff has launched an
highlighting everybody from
returns ceiling based on the
independently pressed, distributed
Harpers Bizarre to Frank Sinatra
average
of the previous four
and marketed US label apart from
to Tiny Tim to Bootsy's Rubber

State-iwned

Mipii iffli® mi

Forsit makini
recower^
ROME; Trading deficit of the muchcriticised Fonit Cetra, Italy's stateowned record company, is vastly less
than rumoured, according to
president Leone Piccioni, and
efforts to turn the organisation into
a competitive modern company arc
paying dividends.
Fonit has frequently been the
subject of allegations of waste of
public money. Of its history,
Piccioni says: "The company was
owned by STET (a defunct state
telephone company) until its takeover in 1975 by RA1, the state
radio/TV company.
"STET had very little interest in it
and over the years it had become
rather inefficient. In 1977 a new
board of directors took over, and
have worked since to make the
company competitive."

Jt■
DUBLIN: At a recent reception
hosted by Polygram Ireland to
launch the Chrysalis Records
autumn promotion John O'Sullivan
of Sounds <& Leisure, Rathmines,
Polygram managing director John
Woods, Chrysalis international
liaison executive Liam McCoy, DJs
Ronan Collins and Larry Gogan,
and Jimmy Mornssey of the Murray
Record Centre.

VCL

VCL Video Services, best known for
music productions on video cassette
have now opened a new video studio in
the heart of London, combining full studio
facilities and production services,
Our rates are really competitive, so why
not come and see us or at least contact
Patricia Elsesser who will send you our
brochure.

VCL Video Studios Limited
58 Parker Street,
London, W.C.2.
Tel: 01 404 0777

PAGE 10

months' orders ... in addition t,,
the four publicity slnffers laid oft
by Mercury on the West Coast,
another 20 or so employees were
also released, including A&R vicepresident Steve Kalz. Label
president Bob Sherwood appears
to be concenlraling the label's
activities increasingly in New York
RCA planning to unveil its
Selectavision videodisc system-and
more than 300-litlc catalogue
nationally before end of year . . .
Showtime Systems International to
act as US distributor of videodisc
jukeboxes manufactured by
General Corporation of Japan,
licensee of the German
Tclcfunkcn/British Dccca
videodisc system . . - Evila has
racked up a S2 million advance box
office despite generally tepid
reviews and little airplay. MCA is
pushing the show via heavy print
ads and large-scale window
displays in record shops. RSO has
the rights for releasing singles and
will use same graphics that are on
the album for the single sleeves
. . . Dolly Parlon's three-year,
multi-million dollar deal with the
Riviera Hotel, Las Vegas, said to
be one of the biggest ever for the
gambling city.

ffw fwiiign dealers
design of the sleeve, but large
From RICHARD FLOHIL
r'
TORONTO- In an attempt to help enough to be instantly visible.
According to Ross Reynolds,
dealers outside Canada —
i
particularly in the UK and the USA executive vice-president of WEA in
Canada,
the symbol will help
— readily identify "made in
I
Canada" product, all new records retailers abroad know the source of
released by the WEA family of the product, and warn them that
a
returns will not be accepted.
labels are being slugged with a maple
"It has always been our policy not
leaf symbol.
to
sell product to companies
The symbol, which appears on the
upper right or left of the back of involved in the export field," he
added. "Sometimes, despite our best
each record sleeve, is small enough
efforts, our product does find its
(|inch wide) not to interfere with the
way into markets outside Canada.
Now at least we are identifying
records made in this country."
The flooding of some foreign
markets with Canadian-made
Gallo's Island deal
product has slowed down with the
recent bankruptcy of Black and
White Sales, the largest supplier of
From JOE BRONKHORST
Canadian records to the US, and, to
JOHANNESBURG: Rocket Into
a lesser extent, to Britain. Initially
The Eighties was the theme of this
Dateline:
an import company. Black &
year's Gallo Records annual
White moved into the export field
convention held recently here at the
Johannesbuig
when the Canadian dollar began to
Zoo Lake Restaurant and presided
on international money
over by Peter Gallo, assisted by his
With regard to the latter, slide
markets.
executives Ivor Haarburger and
particular
emphasis
and
At one stage, it was possible to
Peter Lotis.
encouragement will be given to both move
Canadian-made product into
The two-hour video and film
Black
artists
and
Black
record
the
US, paying applicable taxes and
presentation was headlined by the
producers.
duties, and undersell domestic
disclosure that Gallo has acquired
manufacturers. Not surprisingly,
South African rights to the
JOHANNESBURG IS still reeling this caused considerable dismay to
prestigious Island Records
from
the
pleasant
shock
of
international giants, CBS, Capitolcatalogue. Big promotional boosts
witnessing Millie Jackson's EM1 and WEA included.
are planned on artists such as Cat
electrifying concert here at the
It is thought that CBS Canada's
Stevens, Jcthro Tull and Biondie
Colosseum Theatre, not least her eventual refusal to continue dealing
and on acts already established here
stunning
five
minutes'
display
in
a
with Black & White led to the
by Gallo like Donna Summer and
number centred on just two words, company's collapse, although CBS
Dobie Gray, not forgetting the
one
of
which
is
seldom
if
ever
heard
is understood to be one of the largest
label's considerable wealth of local
in use on a public stage.
creditors.
talent.
PC

i)

r
TOK YO: During a recent lO-day promotional tour of Japan, the Doolevs rm-ivctl a
■//. "
in rccogmnon of their first hesl-selling single in Japan. Wanted. Jim Dooley (centre rrunll L fankerufm0!" f"'- g
executive managing director Sugo Malsuo, group personal manager Ken Wild
director and general manager Mike Smith, plus the rest of the eight-strong Dooleys liw up
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HIS NEW ALBUM
MCG 4005
Includes his forthcomingsingle
CHANSON POUR LES PETITS ENFANTS
MCA540
Already on Radio 1 playlist

■ ■>

FULL PAGE ADS IN
SOUNDS,NME,MM,
NATIONWIDE WINDOW

MOV RiCOROS
I Great Pulteney Street, London W1R 3FW
Distributed by CBS { 960 2155)
Also available on cassette.

DISPLAYS.
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EMI
Menuhin

plays at
L
■

Boosey service
...
fnr thp I
THE CONGREGATION a. the service of
n
Leslie Boosey on November 1 gave a tood
^
worlc|
widespread inriuence and respect which h
of music during his long and distinguished career
„hiiShinE
As well as directing the npubltsmng
Yehudi Menuhin played two
enterprise,
one
of
the
world's
bestmoving Bach violin pieces during the
f■
known houses, he was particularly
service, attended by Louis Kenlner,
active over his entire career in the
lan Hunter, Sir John Toolcy.
field of copyright law and
general administrator of the Royal
protection, both nationally and
Opera House, and Steve Race
internationally.
among others.
■' 7'
Leslie Boosey was born in July
Elected in March 1926 to the
1887 at Bromley in Kent and served
board of directors of the Performing
with the Queens Regiment during
Right Society, Boosey became its
the Great War after studying at
chairman in July 1929. From that
Malvern College and starting to
dale until June 1967, he served PRS
learn the publishing trade in Paris at
continually as its chairman, vicethe Durand el Fils publishing house.
president or president and in 1954 he
On the death of his father in
was elected President of Honour for
November 1919, Boosey look charge
life.
of the publishing department of the
Within the C1SAC organisation,
family firm, and when the latter
he held successively the
merged with Hawkes Publishers in
of member of the
1930, he became chairman of appointments
confcdcral council from 1936 to
Boosey & Hawkes, retiring in 1963
1938;
president
of the International
as its president.
LESLIE BOOSEY (left) Kith PRS deputy president Vivian Ellis.
Federation of Performing Right
Societies and vice-president of
CISAC from 1938 to 1946; president
of CISAC (the only publisher to
US mewes of imteriit ft® UH
hold this post) from 1946 to 1948,
and president of the auditors'
of anonymous or pseudonymous
If enacted, this would give
THE MUSIC Publishers
committee from 1948 to 1966. In
works, or record an author's date
producers of recordings a right
Association has drawn its
1948 he was elected President of
similar to that in Part II of the UK
of death or the fact that he is still
members' attention to copyright
Honour of CISAC and the
alive.
developments announced by the US Copyright Act. but American radio
aforementioned
Federation.
stations are fighting the bill, which
Copyright Office likely to interest
The effect of such statements on
Boosey was also a generous
is backed by the Recording
UK music publishers.
the public record may be to alter
benefactor in the world of music,
Industry Association of America
The most far-reaching change is
the period of copyright protection
particularly the Royal Opera House,
(RIAA).
presaged in the document ML-222.
of
a
work,
or
to
remove
a
statutory
Covcnt Garden, of which he was a
Document ML-220 gives
This notes that identical bills have
presumption
that
a
work
is
in
the
member of the Committee of the
proposed regulations to enable the
been presented in both House of
public domain.
Friends of Covent Garden. He also
Copyright Office to maintain a
Congress to amend the copyright
gave substantial support to the
Copies of these documents and
registry of vital information about
law so as to provide a performing
Royal Philharmonic Society, of
others relevant to music publishing
authors, compiled from statements
right in sound recordings, subject
which he was chairman and a trustee
filed by interested panics. These
interests can be obtained from the
to a compulsory licence for public
and committee member.
MPA office.
may identify one or more authors
performance.

publishing
starts
tele-sales
sereic®
THE PUBLICATIONS
department of EMI Music
Publishing has inaugurated its
new tele-sales operation.
Diane Samuel can be
contacted on 01-733 3481 and
will keep interested dealers up
to date with all new EMI
publications such as the
matching music book to the
Bob Dylan album Slow Train
Coming, the Fun Books for
various instruments with their
unique specially designed
covers, Children's Songs and
Carols for the Rolf Harris
Slylophone, and the song copy
The Sparrow, which EMI Music
believes may emulate the
success of the previous record
by the same producer,
Matchstalk Men.
The company also reports
that a substantial disc hit can
stimulate formidable printed
music sales, and cites Cavatina
(Theme From The Deer
Hunter), which in various
versions has sold over 120,000
copies to date, and is receiving
an additional boost from the
latest recorded success by Iris
Williams.

REGGAf-

OujincJ. 7op-20-4^iteIJncluJlnj
T© Be ¥@iaoig
And Blaelk ^
0 @wn ^ ©©uiteS© BarreO
Cars Get it if Yqm ^eaSSy Want it ^ IBBaslk And WGnite ^ it
Li«|usdat@r ★ BsraeOites i^rlHIeSp Me Make it ¥iir®iiag[hi TEhie [Miglht
L®ve ®f The Commen Peopile * Let
Yeah [Be Yeah
/-ea/Zy excellent pop-crossover album
and one that should sell by the cartload y music week

'I

BLOCKBUSTERS

London W10BBL
Distributed by CBS
01-960 2155

Chartbound the"Cult"single of the year
SKINHEAD MOONSTOMP by SYHARIP c/w GUNS OF NAVARONE/EL PUSSYCAT
— X 4007
PAGE 12

Also now available on a 12" Disco TROT 9061
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OLDFIELD

SHIPS

PLATINUM

PLATINUM The impressive new album
from Mike Oldfield released 23rd Nov.

MfKI: OLDFIELD

Massive Promotional Back-up.
National TV Campaign..
Double and Full Page Consumer Press Ads.
National Press Advertising.
Comprehensive Window and In-store Displays.

Make A Sound Investment. Order Platinum now!
Album V2141

/

Contact your Virgin Salesman orC.B.S. Telephone Sales: 01-960 2155.
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News in
Hallam

boosts

cr. .

a
5S

' ...1 t

studio facilities
<r

m 'A

ft-"

mobile

rev

LATEST ADDITION 10 Radio Hallam's studio facilities will be a
custom built £70.000 mobile recording unit. The vehicle, designed by
chief engineer Derrick Connolly and senior engineer Michael Adams
is to be fitted out by Hallam staff and is expected to be in service by
April, 1980.
Describing the mobile Connolly
says: "The unit will be 32 feel long, TaieBt
built on a Bedford chassis and
incorporating a control room, tape winners
machine area and storage
compartment.
THE SEARCH for the best new
band in (he Radio Hallam
"It wil be used for live music rock
transmission area ended with a win
recording and as a mobile control for
the Grace Pool Five from
room for both major news events Barlhfroiigh,
who received £100 and
and major outside broadcasts such an
invitation to a recording session
as our popular Fun Tours.
with Red Nail Records.
"We are looking forward to
The Rotheram Rocks competition
increasing our recorded output of — jointly organised by Hallam and
local musicians and artists by Rotheram Council's Arts
visiting a variety of venues and clubs Department — was judged by WEA
in the Hallam transmission area."
A&R director Dave Dec,
Stuart Coxhcad,
Equipment fitted into this fully Phonogram's
Steve McCaughley and
air-conditioned unit will include JBL MCA's
Hutch of Red Nail.
monitors. Quad 405 amplification, Brian
who won through to
Studer tape machines, more than 40 theRunners-up
final
from four heats were
microphones, plus Audio Design Mystic Orange
and Rip, both from
and Scamp units, a closed circuit Sheffield, and Alan
Plaza
television system, fridge and water Band from Rotheram.Childe's
They received
heating.
£15 each.
The event was recorded by Hallam
The 32-16-2 Tweed console has
comprehensive monitoring facilities engineers Mick Adams, Phil Davies
and is linked to an extensive 16-way and Mick Sylvester and produced by
communication system for live Colin Slade for future transmission
broadcasts.
of highlights on the station.

mi

with

LAST THURSDA Y Radio
Luxembourg once again donated
an evening's broadcasting to Music
Therapy in the form of a Telethon.
Contributions from artists include
B. A. Robertson taking a 208
listener to a Cliff Richard concert
and then out to dinner, and Sandra
from Brotherhood of Man
donating the dress she wore for the
Eurovision Song Contest.
One of the prizes to be auctioned
was a magnum of champagne
autographed by, among others,
Dean Friedman (pictured centre).
He was joined at the bottle signing
by Rosemary A bramson (left) of
Andrew Miller's office (on behalf
of Music Therapy) and Jan Leary
ofGTO.
SARAH WARD has returned to
Capital Radio to take the place of
Sarah Mills on the London Today
programme. Since leaving Capital
she has worked for Radio Victory
and LBC.

Piersoo for
ieaeOT Mil®
BEACON RADIO has appointed
Robert Picrson as its new
programme controller. Currently
director of programmes for British
Forces Broadcasting Services in
Cologne, he will lake up his duties at
Christmas, reporting to recently
appointed managing director Peter
Tomlinson.
Pierson has been with BFBS for
ten years, serving in Singapore,
Gibralter, Malta and Berlin, as well
as Cologne.
After a period in commerce he
began his broadcasting career with
Harlech TV as a news presenter and
has been in broadcasting ever since.
As well as many showbusincss
personalities, Picrson has
interviewed the late Lord
Mountbatten, Archbishops Ramsey
and Coggan.

brief...
DAN DAMON — currently a
presenter for BBC Wales — will
become programme controller of
Cardiff Broadcasting, the successful
franchise applicant for the Cardiff
1LR franchise. In Damon the
company has acquired not only
someone who understands the
unique needs of a Welsh radio
station, but also a personality who is
already well known to the Cardiff
audience.
THE LINE-UP for The Year of the
Child Concert being jointly staged
by Radio One, BBC-1 and Mel Bush
on November 22 at Wembley Arena
will include Cat Stevens, David
Essex, Gary Numan, Sky and
Wishbone Ash.
DURING A three week TV
campaign the IBA is urging the
public to write to them with their
views on Independent Television. It
is pan of the IBA's commitment to
consult public opinion before
preparing to award the new I TV
contracts.
TWO TWELVE-YEAR-OLD
schoolboys have co-incidemally
made their DJ debuts on different
ILR stations recently. Paul Phoenix,
performer of the Tinker, Tailor,
Soldier, Spy TV theme, recently
tried hosting Capital's Hullabaloo,
while at Beacon, their youngest
presenter so far, Paul Gale, had a go
at presenting the station's Kids'
Stuff programme.
Edited by
NICOLAS SOAMES

OJSSIICiHL
Second
The

last new

Angela Rippon
release

Boult

from Eniipa
ANGELA RIPPON. (he BBC's
irreplaceable newscaster, has
made her second record for
Enigma following the success of
Peter and the Wolf which has
sold very well.
She reads Jean dc Brunhoff's
story of the popular Barbar the
little elephant with the music
written by Francis Poulenc
played by (he pianist David
Parkhousc.
Obviously aimed initially at
the Christmas market — the
disc is due to be released over
the next few weeks — it is,
currently, the only recording of
the work.
Poulenc originally was
prompted to write piano
accompaniment to Barbar
during The Second World War,
by a four-year-old niece. And
although not nearly so wellknown as Peter and the Wolf, it
is a charming and at times
exciting support to the tale.
Enigma has coupled the
Toy Symphony with work
(originally believed to be by
Haydn, but now widely agreed
to have been written by
Leopold Mo/art) complete with
drum, rattle and cuckoo
sounds; and Three German
Dunces by Mozart, including
The Sleigh Ride. The disc is
released on K53598 and retails
at £5.

THE LONG and impressive recording career of Sir Adrian Boult is
brought virtually to a close this month with the release of his last two
new major records.
Appropriately, the two records continued to concentrate on
— one from EMI and the other from neglected English repertoire, is rcLyrila — feature the doyen of relcasing Boult's versions of Elgar's
English conductors performing Symphonies No 1 and 2 with the
music of his own country that he LPO.
Both were originally issued in
has championed for decades.
The EMI disc (ASD/TC 3725 1968 and have remained in the
£5.40) is a collection of music by the catalogue ever since. But Lyrita has
great Victorian composer, Hubert now re-packaged them, coupling the
Parry, including his Symphony No first Symphony with the Thomas
5, the Symphonic Variations and the Tallis Fantasia (Ream 1) though the
Elegy to Johannes Brahms. He second Symphony (Ream 2) remains
on its own and bringing them out on
conducts the LPO.
The Lyrita record (SRCS 107 a new mid-price label, which retails
£4.42) is a collection of light at £2.49.
There is also another Boult reorchestral pieces by Eric Coates,
headed by the popular March Queen issue, of Rubbra's Symphony No 7,
Elizabeth, and including the early recorded with the LPO. This disc
Merrymakers Overture and the (SRCS 119 £4.42) is coupled with a
Summer Days Suite which dates new recording of Rubbra's work for
cello and orchestra Soliloquy
from his later years.
This cross-section of Coates was (1947) played by Rohan de Saram
recorded by Boult and the New and the LSO under Vernon
Phiiharmonia Orchestra in 1976 and Handley, therefore it remains at fullapart from one small work by price.
This, like many of the Lyrila
Warlock, An Old Song, for
orchestra (which Lyrila is due to records released during November
release next year), it brings to an end and December, is a world premier
the new records.
recording. There are a couple of
Boult, now 90, and inevitably Frank Bridge records all featuring
going to be the subject of many re- premiere recordings — Nicholas
issues over the next few years. And, Braithwaite and the LPO playing
not surprisingly, in view of the close Dance Poem and Dance Rhapsody
association the company has had (SRCS 114 £4.42); and Bridge's
with the conductor, Lyrita has an Oration, which (virtually a cello
active re-release schedule.
concerto) played by Julian Lloyd
The company, which was founded Webber with Braithwaite and the
by Richard liter in 1959, and has LPO again (SRCS 100).
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releasii?

iigirmimi honour
lenuhin
YEHUDI MENUHIN, who is currently celebraling 50 years on the concert
platforms of the world, has been awarded the 1979 Peace Prize of the German
Book Trade.
The prize, which has been awarded annually since 1950, is given to a person
who, through his work, has made an outstanding contribution to the field of
literature science or the arts to the realisation of the peace ideal
Recipients in the past include Albert Schweitzer, Herman Hesse, and Max
Fnsch, but this is the first lime that the prize has gone to a performing
musician.
"Music to Yehudt Menuhtn is a medium designed to bring countries races
cultures and civilisations closer together,'' reads pan of the citation
The prize was awarded in St PauTs Church, Frankfurt, last month and the
event was attended by the violinist, his wife. Diana /above left) and Peter
Andry /above right), head of EM! International Classical Division - the
company with whom Menuhtn has been exclusively linked for 50 years

K HP',.
'N AI,UCt0
eonduclcd
by Discografica
Riccurdo Mull,
whichaward,
was issued
by
HMV last
year, has won
a Critica
Ilaliana
iiuv""
'de
fruds
of
Midi's
heavy
recording
commilmerds
HMV continue. Next month he enters the fiercely competitive listwith
of
r r
rh" Philadelphta
ph , T,
"f S,ravil
"^y's The
of Spring,
The
Orchestra
(ASD/TC
3807Rile£5.30),
with conducting
the record
sleeved m silver.
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FEATURING THEIR NEW SINGLE

PORTABLE

RADIO
PB9466

ALBUM X-STATIC PL13494 ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE P

ROM: RCA LIMITED. LYNG LANE.-.fr
WSHiVJgatMIDLANDS B70TSTi'^
TELEPHBNE: 021-S25 SGOGafe
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TK to dose

European

London) this week.
The licensing arrangement with
CBS remains unaffected, however,
and while TK product will continue
to appear with its own logo in all
territories, administration will revert
back to CBS and come under the
auspices of an in-house product
manager.
The closure ot
of TK
its in no way
waj

nvv:;';M

base

reflects on the efforts of European
director Phil Holmes, Moreover, the
success of the label in Europe has
exceeded TK's fortunes in America
where a huge fall off in disco sales
has led to a severe contraction of the
TK operation. Due to close were
both the New York and Los Angeles
offices, while the staff at the label's
Miami base has been halved.

EMI's Swrce sampler
WITH THE acquisition of the Source label, EMI (LRD) plans a sampler LP
for release before the end of the year.
Provisionally entitled Get To The Source, it wil be available at a RRP of
£1
99 iinracK
12"listing
form isoniy.
Side One
mins
and (Chuck
Side Two
at 12:49
niiiis.
as follows:
Sideruns
Oneat—14:05
Bustin'
Loose
Brown
and
the Soul Searchers) and Miss Fine Lover (Snowflakes); Side Two — Solar Funk
(Travis Biggs) and Bustle (Opus 7).
DUE TO restrictions in space, last week's disco chart had to be limited to the
Top 40, this week, however, we are pleased to return to the Top 50 format.
DISCO TOP SO

D

D
D

ft

ft

I

polvdor
\
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1 (1) DON'T STOP TILL YOU GET ENOUGH, Michael
Jackson (Epic EPC 7763)
LADIES' NIGHT, Kool & The Gang (Mercury KOOL 7)
YOU CAN DO IT, A1 Hudson & The Soul Partners
(MCA/MCAT 511)
STAR, Earth Wind & Fire (CBS 7902)
RISE, Herb Alperl (A&M AMS 7465)
OK FRED, Erroll Dunkley (Scope SC6)
I DON'T WANT TO BE A FREAK. Dynasty (Solar FB
1694)
8 (8) MY FORBIDDEN LOVER, Chic (Allanlic)
9 (4) STRUT YOUR FUNKY STUFF, Frantique (Phil Int PIR
7728)
10 (10) IT'S A DISCO NIGHT, Islcy Bros (Epic EPC 7911)
11 (12) BOOGIE ARMY, Chosen Few (Ariola AHAD 548)
12(31) EXPANSIONS, Lonnie Liston-Smith (RCA PB 9450)
13 (—) GIMME GIMME GIMME, Abba (Epic EPC 7914)
14(11) HOW HIGH, Cognac (Electric WOT 41)
15 (24) FEELING GOOD, BEING BAD, Mary Stavin (Ariola
ARO 179)
16 (—) QUE SERA Ml VIDA, Gibson Bros (Island WIP 6525)
17 (22) MELLOW MELLOW, RIGHT ON, Lowrell (AVI
Import)
18 (23) THE IVER DRIVE, Jupiter Beyond (AZ Import)
19 (20) RIGHT IN THE SOCKET, Shalamar (Solar Import)
20 (18) DANCIN' IN OUTHIR SPACE, Almosfear (Elite Imporl)
2) (34) WE GOT THE FUNK, Positive Force (Turbo Import)
22 (16) BOOGIE ON DOWN, Hudson People (Virgin VS 30112)
23 (14) COME ON AND DO IT. Pousscz (Vanguard VS 5015)
24 (15) SING A HAPPY SONG, O'Jays (Phil Int PIR 7825)
25 (17) DIM ALL THE LIGHTS, Donna Summer (Casablanca
CAN 162)
26 (13) DEJA VU, Paulinho Da Cosla (Pablo Today STEP 3)
27 (19) GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW, Viola
Wills (Ariola/Hansa AHA 546)
28 (26) THE RAPPER DELIGHT, The Sugarhill Gang (Sugar
Hill Imporl)
29 (28) STILL, The Commodores (Motown TMG 1166)
30 (30) ON MY RADIO, Selecler (2-Tonc CHS TT4)
31 (29) NO MORE TEARS (ENOUGH IS ENOUGH), Donna
Summer & Barbra Streisand (Casablanca CAN I74/CBS
13 8000)
32 (25) STREET LIFE, The Crusaders (MCA MCAT 513)
33 (33) BABY BLUE, Dusty Springfield (Mercurv DUSTY 4)
34 (27)
\™Z SKTE0PT H AVE THE R,GHT)- ^
35 (21)
,X™pT,0UT Y0L,R LOVE-Tamik0
36 (32) GROOVE ME, Fern Kinncy (WEA K 79101)
37 (-)
S0 PiCkC <1:M1/Al
38 (37) DON^LETro ' r'
saac "H
"
""^aX EA
a>es (Polvdor
STEP
4) 104)
39 (39)
(MCA Impor,)
40 (41) SVVISS<Kfl'sSLplI' SLiX.H00PCr
et
Casablanca CAN 165)
41 (36) r FT I ID A
BOO
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SUE FRANCIS in America

Promotion
Fricon hunting

composers

offer
NEW YORK: Steve Leeds is an
independent album promotion
representative who works in the
north-eastern part of America
wanting to expand his client list
to include recording artists who
have yet to receive a US
distribution deal.
"The area of the UK in which
I promote represents 25 per cent
of national sales.
CONTACT Sieve Leeds, Steven
Leeds Promotions, 130 IV. 57ih
Street, Suite 12B, New York, NY
10019. Tel. (212)765 S553. Telex
N. Y. 238566.

for TV theme work
considerable.
LOS ANGELES: Terry Fricon, hot LP, Ghost Dancer. However,
"But." warns Fricon, writing
head of the music depanmeni of with Filmways' considerable scores
is much more complicated
production, Fricon now
Filmways and president of its television
finds herself seeking accredited and precise than songwriting. Good
publishing
company, composers
to work on the film music must not interfere, but
Musicways, has built up the company's series
and movies-for- set a mood, and the composer must
company's music division to the tclevision.
also know how to arrange and
admirable position of being on
Filmways, which has just merged orchestrate."
The company currently has on
the US charts for three with the film company AlP, is a ABC-TV
the series 240 Robert and
major American independent
consecutive years.
has a pilot in production, Texas
Current product includes the new production company. Its TV releases
Rangers.
Both
may come to Britain
Helen Reddy single, Lei Me Be Your have been seen worldwide and the
the next few seasons. In selecting
Woman, and the Addrisi Brothers' pressure for composing talent is inwriters,
Fricon has often combined
the commissioning of incidental
music and the skills of established
writer/artists.
CBO iiifei SM libel for SonrirtS
"In most cases a composer's agent
will contact us. It is very difficult for
and a single, All Day In Love, taken
LOS ANGELES: CBO Records,
a newcomer. So much is based on
from the album, have been lopping
based in Los Angeles and formed at
credit. Yet it is reasonable for a
the beginning of this year by charts in Germany, Switzerland and
producer to want to make sure the
Corrado Bacchelli and Tommy Austria.
m
composer he is gelling is a
In Italy the release has sold a
While, is in the process of speaking
professional. What I am looking
to major UK labels seeking a phenomenal 5,000 units. Sorrenli
for, therefore, is someone with at
distribution for their first release, product and CBO Records arc
least half a dozen credits in
distributed in Italy by EMI; France,
Alan Sorrenti's album L. A. & N.Y.
television
or film scoring."
"If the LP goes as well in the UK Belgium. Netherlands, Luxembourg
Though the work is demanding,
as it has worldwide, we would then by Carrcre; Germany. Austria,
with frequently the composer having
like to develop a label deal with the Switzerland by Tcldec; Spain by
only three or four days to write a 25company involved." explains White, Hispavox; Norway, Sweden,
minutc composition, including
president of the label. "We want to Finland, Denmark by Sonet
orchestrating and arranging, the
Grammofon;
Greece
by
EMI
and
see the marketing capabilities first of
rewards are substantial. The average
whatever company we go with in Central and South America by CBS
fee for a one-hour TV show is
International.
Britain."
between S2,000 and 52,500 and
Sorrenti's album, recorded half in
approximately
double for a TV
English and half in Italian, has
movie.
already provided a good power CONTACT While or Corrado
CONTACT Terri Fricon, Filmways,
position in other pans of Europe. Bacchelli, president of CBO Inc., ALAN SORRENTI: His albums,
The LP is a collection of light rock 2029 Century Park East, Suite 3720, LA & NY, and a single, All Day In 2049 Century Park East, Los
Angeles 90067, California. Tel.
Love,
have
been
topping
charts
in
'n' roll dance music, including a Los Angeles, California 90067. Tel.
(213) 557 8700.
Germany. Switzerland and A ustria.
couple of strong disco numbers. It (213)557 1017.

K
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LOS ANGELES: Talent can be
found in strange places and Tipsheet
found singer/songwriter Alasdair
Russell (above) in the Los Angeles
airport, en route to Britain,
travelling from Vancouver. He is
now London-based and on the
lookout for a label deal.
Accompanying himself on
guilar/mouthharp, Russell's is a
varied repertoire — alt original
material, including a single
possibility. Rock 'n' Roll Saved My
Life.
He mentions the Stones, Lou
Reed and Dylan as primary
influences, and feels, after a lateSeventies limbo, the popular music
scene is headed for a creative
renaissance in the Eighties.
"Dance music is fine, but I credit
tomorrow's audience with the ability
to listen too. Music is a spiral art,
each step complements the previous
while simultaneously exploring the
future. "
CONTACT Alasdair Russell, c/o
Duncan McAra, 50 Albemarle
Street, London W1 (01)493 4361.
Edited by
CHRIS WHITE

Salmons

creates Song
V

&

Dmm for small seti

A NEW pop and rock agency for British acts has been set up by Bob
Salmons in conjunction with Frank Samsom and Chris Warren.
Operating from 53a Hereford Road, W.2 (229-9549 or 229-0372), the
company called Song And Dance Agency has been started with the
aim, in Salmon's words, of becoming 'the Stiff or Virgin of the
agency world.'
level.
Salmons commented: "It will
"The average agency or record
primarily be an European agency for
company
scouts usually concentrate
British acts — we don't intend to gel
on the larger venues but we want to
involved in any heavy situation with
try and change that situation," he
American bands. In particular we
continued. "Once a pop act reaches
will be looking for talent from
a certain level of popularity then
provincial places, areas like
they don't really require an agency.
Manchester, and we shall be looking
What we hope to do is maintain
for a certain degree of individuality.
respect between our acts and Song
Salmons is currently the booking
BOB SALMONS: I believe we are manager for the 101 Club in
And Dance Agency."
one of the few agencies capable of Clapham, South London, and in
Salmons also claimed: "I believe
booking a band through the entire that role he says he is able to find out
we arc one of the few agencies
pub scene. "
capable of booking a band or act
what is happening in pop on street
through the enure London pub rock
scene. We arc going to be looking
for talent which is capable of
attracting good business but which
doesn't necessarily have a recording
contract."
Song And Dance will also include
a management division run by Frank
Samsom and a publishing arm, Song
Music, administrated by Chris
Warren.
i
STILL ADDING to their current total of 35 platinum, gold and silver discs for
Salmons added: "We will be
the Breakfast In America album, Super tramp were presented with yet more taking on certain acts for
platinum discs for album sales, and silver discs for the singles The Logical Song management and offering the others
and Breakfast In America, at a party following their first night concert at advice on a free consultancy basis.
Wembley Arena. The parly was ostensibly being held to celebrate the birthdays Also, it will not be a prc-requisite
of drummer Bob C. Ben berg and co-manager Dave Margerison. The band's that because a band is with us for
third single from the album. Goodbye Stranger, looks like making it a hat trick management or agency that we
of silver singles. Super tramp's European lour finishes in Switzerland on should handle their publishing as
December 9.
well."
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RCA HAS issued the debut single by
Gay Wild, Blue Baby Blue, (PB
5186), which has been written and
produced by Barry Guard and Digby
Richards. This is her first-time solo
release.
NEW SIGNING to Stiff Records is
The Duplicates whose first release
for the company is a single, I Want
To Make You Very Happy/Call Of
The Faithfull (BUY 54). Line-up of
the band is Bat Easterly on vocals,
Mary Bird (keyboards and vocals),
Jeff Shaw (guitar), Neil Dickens
(bass) and Bill Worsfold (drums).

A LADY who has been attracting
her share of favourable notices just
lately is Ellen Foley, whose album
Nigh tout was released recently by
Epic, along with a single, What's A
Matter Baby, Ms Foley made a
quick trip across the Atlantic to
promote the said product and look
time out to visit the Megastore store
in Oxford Street. She is pictured
here with Frank Brunger (Epic
product manager) and Johnny
Fe wings, manager of the Megastore,
along with Roger Bowman of Epic's
promotion department and Johnny
Black of the press office — although
quite why the latter two are holding
hands while in the company of the
delectable Ms Foley is rather hard to
understand. .
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JACKSON FIVE
Twenty Golden Greats. Motown
STML 12121. Producers: Various.
The title is not the usual misnomer
for it is surprising the number of hits
the brothers had between 1969 and
1975. All the classics such as 1 Want
You Back, ABC and I'll Be There
are represented along with some
tracks by Michael Jackson as a solo
artist. Big Christmas season LP.
THE BARRON KNIGHTS
Teach The World To Laugh. Epic
EPC 83891. Producer: Pete
Langford. Christmas would not be
Xmas without this irreverent bunch
bringing pop stars down with their
humorous versions of their songs.
They seem to have a go at anyone
who has had a hit in recent years and
the single, Food For Thought, is
already making an impact.
®
SHOWADDYWADDY
Crepes and Drapes. Arista ARTV 3.
Producers: Artists. In at 75 in week
of release, and with TV campaign to
boost what is anyway a rollicking
good bunch of tracks, can
confidently be expected to be a preChristmas seller.
o
THREE DEGREES
3D. Ariola3Dl. Producers: Giorgio
Moroder and Harold Fallcrmeier.
Difficult to follow the excellent New
Dimensions LP and even with the
talents of Moroder, n docs not quite
match up, though will still appeal to
their many UK fans. It features
Jump The Gun, their recent chart
single and the dance beat is
unrelenting.

Supertramp
SUPERTRAMP, IN varying forms
have been around since the late
sixties. Now, as the decade draws to
a close, they are at the top of their
tree. The figures speak for
themselves: Their albums —
particularly in America — sell in
millions. And last week, over four
nights at Wembley Arena, they
played to a total audience of around
30,000.
The band's music is melodic and
carefully arranged, and the numbers
are presented with precision. They
have come for a certain amount of
slick from the rock critics who have
variously described their Wembley
performances as clinical, drab and
dated. But though towards the
middle of their two-hour-plus set the
show seemed to lose direction,
overall, it was a strong, powerhouse
act. The use of film clips and
lighting effects enhanced the
material. Best-received numbers —
by a polite but enthusiastic audience
were those from the current album,
Breakfast In America and the 1975
hit Dreamer from the Crime of the
Century LP.
The Wembley concerts were
recorded by A&M for a live album
next year.
JIM EVANS
Hooslf BSues
IT SEEMED appropriate that in the
week the Moody Blues played two
sell-out concerts at Wembley Arena,
climaxing their UK tour, a re-issue
on the Deram label of Nignts In
White Satin should make the chart
PAGE 20

DR FEELGOOD
Let It Roll. UA UAG 30269.
Producer: Mike Vcrnon. Usual
formula rythm 'n' blues —with the
accent firmly placed on booze.
Cover shows the band where they
obviously feel most at home — at
the barside surrounded by plastic
pineapple ice bucket, Guinness
toucan etc etc. Music to drown your
sorrows to. Great stuff and highly
sellable, so stock up for Christmas.
o
ABBA
Greatest Hits Vol. 2. Epic. EPC
10017. Producers: Benny Anderson
and Bjorn Ulvaeus. This will no
doubt sell a bomb with numbers like
Knowing Me Knowing You,
Gimme! Gimme! Gimme! and Docs
Your Mother Know among the
biggies. You know the tracks and
you know the market. The tracks are
not in any chronological order but
sustain listening so you have to listen
to the whole side to pick out your
favourites. Slock now, before
people start losing interest.
©
SKIDS
Days In Europa. Virgin. V2I38.
Producer: Bill Nelson. A
magnificent second album from the
young Scots group, capitalising on
all that was good in the first and
rejecting the bad. With some of the
heavier moments on Scared to Dance
coupled with the group's live
theatrics they looked in danger of
becoming another Genesis — and
things don't sell the second time
round. The chart single Charade is
included and look out for the
thundering "Dulce et Decorum Esl"
and Pros And Cons with lead
singer Richard Jobson sounding
rather like Joe Strummer of the
Clash. Deserves a high chart placing,
with original pounding thythms
from north of the border.
o

issued by WR, who knows the sales
EMERSON LAKE AND PALMER ■ poieniial
of rhis one? Admittedly ils
In Concert. Atlantic K50652. Safe" two predecessors
were considerably
traditional bet for Christmas chart
helped
by
Ihc exposure from the 1 v
honours and sales — live album
series but (here is still sufficienl
from supergroup with sufficiently
nostalgia around to guarantee this
awe-inspiring reputation not to need
considerable success. Includes the
to hit the fans with anything new too
original
version of Teddy Bears
often. Definitely fodder only for the
Picnic, as well as Two Sleepy
converted; quality of performance
People, The Peanut Vendor and On
of such as Peter Gunn, Knife Edge
The Sunny Side Of The Street. Big
and (arguably the dodgiest rendition
band
names include Jack Hylton,
of all on this LP Pictures At An
Ray Noble, Billy Cotton, Harry Roy
Exhibition, plus uneven standards of
and Henry Hall.
record and mixing, make it unlikely
to win ELP new acolytes.
BRUCE WOOLLEY &
THE CAMERA CLUB
STEVE FORBERT
English Garden. Epic EPC 83893.
Jackrabbit Slim. Epic EPC 83879.
Producer: Mike Hurst. Very strong
Producer; John Simon. Hailed as
talent and someone from whom a lot
the next Bruce Springsteen this
is expected. Woolley is one third of
talented American singer/songwriter
the team that wrote Buggies' Video
handles a number of styles well. He
Killed The Radio Star, his own
should have a big future with more
version of the song being included
catchy songs like Romeo's Tune but
here. The material includes a couple
it is likely that this relatively new
of other songs written by the same
artist will find the competition from
team as well as one penned by
the chart big guns in the hectic
Woolley on his own. Woolley is
autumn season too much.
*•*
currently mid-way through a UK
lour and appeared reccnly on the
THE MOVE
Old Grey Whistle Test, so word is
(Shines On). Harvest SHSM 2029.
gradually spreading. Definitely a
A Colin Miles compilation from the
name to watch in the early eighties.
Harvest Heritage series features The
Move when the line-up was Roy
Wood, Jeff Lynne and Bev Bcvan.
VARIOUS ARTISTS
The tracks date from 1970 when the
group moved to EMI. In 1972, the The Label (SOFA). The Label TLR
LP 002S. Claimed to be the first
same trio were the original line-up
"special defractor disc" album, this
for the first ELO and on this LP the
compilation is pressed on a new style
early ELO style shines through. As
of picture disc (with amazing
the sleeve notes say, "This material
artwork) that could herald the age of
represents sadly the end of a great
the personalised picture disc through
band, but it also signals the birth of
a new production process with
an even bigger one."
patents pending. A notable first for
a small independent. The sound
VARIOUS
quality is far superior to usual
Happy Days Are Here Again. World picture discs. The tracks include
Records SH 337. After the success of numbers by Eater, Cash Pussies and
the Pennies From Heaven and More Tribesman.
Pennies From Heaven albums, both

for the third lime.
Appropriate because in many
ways the Moodies' appeal relies very
much on nostalgia and Nights In
While Satin is one of the best
examples of the band's work — a
brilliant production, soaring
harmonies and classic arrangement.
Obviously a lot of the people at
the Wembley gig were fans of the
Moody Blues from the early days
and have remained loyal to their
idols, despite a marked lack of new
product during Ihe last five years. It
is easy to see why — the band
remains original and this particular
performance was notable for its lack
of stage gimmicks and crystal-clear
sound.
Opening with Stepping In A Slide
Zone from the Octave album, they
rapidly moved into a selection of
classics from their various albums.
Isn't Life Strange?, featuring John
Lodge on vocals, remains as
haunting as when we first heard it all
those years ago. And that's why the
Moody Blues and their music will
survive for a long time — they have
the ability to make everything seem
timeless.
CHRIS WHITE

humour and you have some idea of
what they arc all about. Certainly a
venue like the Country Cousin is
ideal for their type of stage
performance.
The difficulty, as with any other
such act, is capturing the stage magic
on record. Manhatten Transfer to a
great extent have succeeded, Bette
Midler is still trying to get her
undisputed appeal to theatre fans
across to record buyers. The odds
are stacked for Biddie and Eve's, but
maybe with the right producer and
material they could succeed,
particularly on albums.
Meanwhile they are gathering
important experience on the live
entertainment scene — which is a
step in Ihe right direction.
CHRIS WHITE

Bidli® & Em
THE UNLIKELY sounding Biddie
And Eve are a duo who for the past
two years have been presenting their
own inierprctaiions of songs from
the Twenties through to the Fifties
and throwing in the occasional
contemporary number.
It is an act which at times is
extravagant, always colourful and
generally very musical. Throw in a
few dishes of kitsch and camp

Peters i3 Lee
THERE IS nothing pretentious,
outrageous or flamboyant about
Peters and Lee, as they proved again
when they opened a three-week
season at the Talk Of The Town on
Monday of last week.
Lennie Peters plays some useful
piano in some numbers, merging
well with the electric resided over by
the duo's musical director, Mike
Alexander. He harmonises very
agreeably with the pretty Di Lee,
although their act would be
enhanced if we could hear more of
her in the duet ling and maybe even a
solo or two.
Their hits like Don't Slay Away
Too Long and Welcome Home were
naturally present, and Peters
reminded us of his Migil Five days
by reviving the group's sixties hit,
Mocking Bird Hill.

It's all ideal fare for a family night
out at the Talk, as the audience —
lukewarm at the outset — proved
with the warmth of its applause at
the end.
NIGEL HUNTER

THERE WAS something earnest
and worthy about the loud but
perfectly controlled appreciation of
the first night Wembley crowd. It
could have been awe, as these
beautiful Swedish deities made only
their third live appearance in the
UK; bit it was a fitting response to
an act which had all the warmth and
spontaneity of guest night in an
operating theatre.
Apart from a few fluffs (one
unfortunately in the very first
number, Voulez Vous), the concert
was performed with superb
mechanical precision, and no-one
would argue with the decision to
make it a straight string of hits, with
minimal chat in between. And we
could have done with even less —
Benny's introduction of Agnetha as
"my former wife, who is as good as
new", as lead into the song of that
title, went down like a lead ballon.
The aforc-mcntioned lady had a
few problems with her voice,
probably understandable after so
much touring, and it was at times
painfully shrill, but her little selfpenned I'm Alive, which featured
her for the first time on piano, was a
pleasant addition to the precise
reproduction of the group's long list
of lightweight, inconsequential but
hypnotically catchy singles.
It was a fine, impressive evening,
and apart, from a little too much
echo and sound did the brilliant

ATLANTA RHYTHM
SECTION
Underdog. Polydor 2391 398. The
sixth Polydor album from the
Atlanta Rhythm Section and with
Ihe success of the single, Spooky,
which is naturally included here,
they should enjoy fair sales. The
band have a big enough following in
ihe UK and although this is a
particularly tough time of the year
for any album in the marketplace,
this will by no means disgrace itself.
♦ •
ARETHA FRANKLIN
La Diva. Atlantic K 50637. Her
twenty-third album for Atlantic
finds Aretha in fairly mellow mood.
Van McCoy is well to the fore in the
production and arranging credits.
Includes her current single, Ladies
Only and nine other tracks ranging
from ballads io disco.
***
THE TOURISTS
Reality Effect. Logo. Logo 1019.
Producer: Fom Allom. Ann
Lennox' vocals sound like a cross
between Debbie Harry and Grace
Slick, and the sound has a mixture
of pop and pseudo-intellectual
strains to it. The album has a very
warm atmosphere to it and numbers
Like It Doesn't Have To Be This
Way and All Life's Tragedies have a
nice resounding depth. A worthy
signing, but a hard one to break.
***
NILSSON
Harry And . . . K-tel NE 1050.
Compilers: Don Recdman & Nigel
Mason. Nilsson is nowhere near
being a great singer, but his voice
has an old charm, particularly when
performing old standards such as
Makin' Whoopee, It Had To Be You
and As Time Goes By with
orchestral enhancement from
Gordon Jenkins. Compiled from
previously released RCA material.

Abba vocal arrangements justice. I
left with all the gentle glow of a
glacier inside me.
TERRI ANDERSON
Motels
THIS VENUE bill provided an interesting comparison between the
latest in British and American
music.
First on The Brakes are to be congratulated for persevering with their
brash, energetic style and finally impressed an unresponsive audience. It
was perhaps the less typical
numbers, though, such as Who's
That Man and Yesterday's Arrival,
from their current Magnet album —
For Why You Kicka My Donkey —
that won people over.
By contrast The Motels — latest
American signings on Capitol —
went for a smoother, more
sophisticated approach, as reflected
in their debut album.
Making effective use of the old
Nelson Riddle Route 66 TV theme as
an instrumental lead-in they had toes
lapping even before the entrance of
sultry singer Martha Davis. More
than just a pretty face and voice as
the focal and vocal point of the performance, she also writes most of
the songs.
She was at her most manipulative
during the slow Porn Reggae and
Fotal Control, which received a rapturous reception for an emotive sax
solo.
While Atomic Cafe and current
single, Closets and Bullets, and the
rest are good numbers, they arc
perhaps not quite right for the UK
singles chart and that might prove
the group's greatest stumbling
block.
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The 1st releases in a regular series of top quality albums
featuring the finest POP, BOCK, BLUES, SOUL,COUNTRYand REGGAE
from the United Artists catalogue.
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SHE CRIED *0KIV IN AMERICA* COME A1 uTLEBu CLOSER
LEfS LOCK THE DOOR lANO THROW AWAY THE RfY)*CARA MIA * THIS MA&C MOMENT

1.
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SOUL SELLERS - IKE & TINA TURNER
Album LBR 1002 Cassette TCR 1002

THE UlSY BEST OF JAY MB THE AMEBICAMS
Album LBR1000 Cassette TCR1000
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JEAN SHEPARD
Album LBR 1003 Cassette TCR 1003

JOHNNY WINTERTHE PROGRESSIVE BLUES EXPERIMENT
Album LBR 1001 Cassette TCR 1001
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ORDER FROM YOD1UA SALESMAN 01 EMI RECORDS DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
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NOW

MORE

THAN

EVER

MIDEM'80

IS A MUST

18,h to 24th january 1980
Palais des Festivals. Cannes. France

maximize your contacts
while minimizing your travel
Midem: the music
industry's meeting place
Midem 1979:1366 companies
5767 professionals - 51 countries
BERNARD CHEVRY
COMMISSAIRE GENERAL
XAVIER ROY
INTERNATIONAL DIRECTOR
179, av. Victor-Hugo - 75116 Paris - France
Tel. 505.14,03 - Telex : 630.547 MID-ORG
CHRISTIAN BOURGUIGNON
INTERNATIONAL SALES EXECUTIVE

U.K. representative; Jack Kessler
International Exhibition Organisation L.t.d.
9, Stafford street, LONDON WIX 3 PE
Tel. (01) 499.23.17 - Telex; 25230 MIP-TV-MIDEM LDN

U.S.A. office: c/o John Nathan
4535 New Yorl< N Y
W (212) 489.13.60
UPAoa- Telex;
TS,ui,e 235.309
■ OVMU ' -10020
Tel.
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BACK^ WITH TWELVE WINNERS

a:

ilHif

Guy Mitchell -

Harry Secombe - WW 5052
Bless This House

20 Golden Greats

PR 5066

, 'llfiiildraiu
filll/lcll (' 'illICI-Iinn
;fP
in fifnii

..v.

The Mantovani Golden Collection
25G)UenGreiu(i.

Johnnie RayPR 5065
20 Golden Greats

WW 5060

Rockabilly
Dynamite

k* T" *
■\

ww

5067

I

i.y

The Bachelors - WW 5068
25 Golden Greats
S

m
The Bitch

Country Guitar

WW 5061

WW5070
m

Echoes of Gold

WW 5062

DesO ConnorJustforyou

" Yes, 12 fabulous albums

V/W5071 ^^aryOHaraTranquility

WW 5072 Yesterdays Hero WW 5075

Fantastic T.V. support

in our £2,000,000

and only 6 shopping

Christmas Bonanza.

weeks to go.

* Make sure you get your share of these Warwick winners.

Stock up now for a happy Christmas!

V-/IC!cl i!UW IIUIU.—
Warwick Records, Multiple Sound Distributors Ltd., 79 Blythe Road, London W14 OH P. Telephone 01-602 3483 or
CBS Records, Barlby Road, London W10. Telephone 01-960 2155 or from your usual Wholesaler.
All albums are available on record and cassette.
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PAUL PHOENIX: Nunc Dimittis (Different Records HAVE 20)
NUNC DIMITTIS is the theme music from BBC TV's successful series,
Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy, and was actually issued as a double A-side, the
other song being a revival of the New Seekers oldie, I'd Like To Teach The
World To Sing.
Twelve year-old, Paul Phoenix, pictured above, is the treble soloist of The
Boys of St. Paul's Cathedral Choir, and the song, arranged by Geoffrey
Burgon, was recorded in the cathedral with Barry Rose conducting, John Scott
on organ, Jim Watson on trumpet and the string accompaniment by the
English Chamber Orchestra.
Phoenix comes from Manchester and is regarded as having one of the best
"chorister" voices in the world — he was recently given the rarely-awarded
Outstanding Soloist prize by the St. Paul's Cathedral Choir School. Together
with the choir he has a busy schedule up until Christmas including two dates
with the London Bach Orchestra at the Queen Elizabeth Hall and St. Paul's
Cathedral.
Nunc Dimittis also gives Different Records its first chart single and the
company is now planning an LP featuring The Boys of St. Paul's Cathedral
Choir early next year.

Hot Air... by Dawd Dalton

THE EAGLES hit No. I after six
weeks on the singles chart, while
Donna Summer is bulleted twice in
the top 10. Her solo, Dim The
Lights, is No. 2, and her duet with
Barbra Streisand is at No. 7.
Kool and the Gang picked up
enormous momentum, jumping 31
places to 25. reaffirming Mercury's
strength in the R&B market (the
company's new Barkays debuted at
82). Stevie Wonder in his second
week jumped 25 places to 26.
Other moves of 15 or more places
are Captain and Tennille, Rupert
Holmes, Hall & Oates, and Moon
Martin. Foreigner debuted at 63.
Summer and Streisand also both
bulleted into the top 10 albums —
Summer at eight and Streisand at
nine. Rick James picked up 41 places
with his Punk Spunk and, although
still searching for a manager,
Arista's Angela Bofill, whose second
LP comes on to the chart at 64, is
clearly being primed for a major
push on contemporary jazz, R&B,
pop and MOR spheres.
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JUST WHO are The Red Haggle Pipers? Anyone not in the know should ask
Paul Burnett for he has enough faith in their Scottish Dog Dance to make it his ,
Record of the Week.
Some of the bigger stations, including Radio One, seemed slow to pick up on
the latest Boomtown Rats single but Ensign should be all Diamond Smiles this
week for the disc has a Featured Forty.placing. It lacks the instant impact,
though, of I Don't Like Mondays and is unlikely to get quite the same blanket
coverage.
The Police have been just as successful as The Rats of late but the re-release
of their initial Illegal release, Fall Out, is not proving as popular with
programmers as their A&M offerings. Don Estelle has pitched his Pretend into
the contest for the biggest Christmas disc, while the success of Paul Phoenix's
Theme To Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy shows what a little TV exposure can do.

SINGLES SYMBOLS
a - forecast to rise
f sales increase over
week
o silver disc (250,000 sales)
£ gold disc (500,000 sales)
li'UVl new entry
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WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE
Dr Hook (Ron HaHkinol ATV
Capitol CL 16039 (El
ONE DAY AT ATIME
Pyo 7N 46021 (A)
Lena Mortoll (G Elrick) Valentine
CRAZY LITTLE THING CALLED LOVE
1
£ 3
Queen (Queen) Queen/EMI
ETON RIFLES
Polydor POSP 83 (F)
£ 4'
Jam (Vic Coppersmith- Heaven/Jam) And Son
STILL
Motown
TMG 1166 (E)
£ 5
Commodores (Commodoros/J. Carmichaell Jobeto
GIMME GIMME GIMME
Epic EPC 7914(C)
AbbatB. Andersson/B. Ulvaous) Bocu
EVERY DAY HURTS
RCA P8 5180 (R)
Sad Cafe (Eric Stewart) St Anne's
ON MY RADIO
Two Tone CHSTT 4(F)
Selector (Roger Lomas) Copyright Control
9 6 7 TUSK
Flootwood Mac (Floetwood Moc/DashutyCaillat) Bright Warner Bros K 17468 (W)
MESSAGE TO YOU RUDY/NITE KLUB
Specials/Rico (Elvis Costello)
Plangent Visions
£ 10
SHE'S IN LOVE WITH YOU
11 "
Suzi Quatro (Mike Chapman) Chinnichap/RAK
GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW
Arlola/Hansa AHA 546 (A)
12
Viola Wills (J. McCabe) Francis Day & Hunter
THE SPARROW
15
Decca F13860(SI
13
Ramblers (K. Porrott) EMI/St. Annos
TEARSStreisand
(ENOUGH
IS ENOUGH)
Casablanca/CBS
CAN(A/C)
174/
|£j 27 4 NO ,MORE
Summer/Barbra
(Klein/Moroder)
Sunbury/Cop
Con CBS 8000
Donr a

KNOCKED IT OFF
Asylum K12396(W)
Robertson (T. Britten) Myaxe/United ArtistslKongrldge Mews
LADIES NIGHT
Mercury KOOL7/12 IF)
£ 16^
Kool & The Gang (Eumir Deodato) Planetary Norn
RISE
A&MAMS 7465(C)
£ 17 =
Herb Alpert (AlperUBadazz) Rondor
HE WAS BEAUTIFUL (CAVATINA)
Columbia DB 9070 (E)
1823
Iris Williams (W. Ridley) Robbins
O.K.
FRED
19 13 9 Erroll Dunkley (Aussie Hibbart)
Scope SC 6(W/L)
MAKING
PLANS
FOR
NIGEL
Virgin VS 282 (C)
20 17 9 XTC (Stove Lillywhite) Virgin
STAR
21
Earth Wind & Fire (M. White) Rondor
ONE STEP BEYOND
Stiff BUY 56(E)
£ 22 51
Madness (Clive Langer/Alan Winstanley) Mellow Disc
MY FORBIDDEN LOVER
Atlantic K 11385 (W)
23
Chic (Edwards/Rodgers) Warner Brothers
IT'S A DISCO NIGHT (Rock Don't Stop)
Epic EPC 7911(C)
a 24'
Isley Brothers (Isley Brothers) Carlm
■
VIDEO KILLED THE RADIO STAR
Island WIP 6524 (E>
25 "
Buggies (Buggies) Carlin/lsland
I DON'T WANT TO BE A FREAK
Solar FB 1694 (R1
26
Dynasty (Leon Sylvern/Dick Griffey)
SARAH
Vertigo
LIZZY 5 (F)
- 27
Thin Lizzy (T Visconti/Thin Lizzy) Chappell/Pint
CHOSEN FEW
©
GTO GT 258 (C)
281
Dooleys (Bon Findon) Blacksheep
LUTON AIRPORT
WEAK
18075 (W)
29 22
Cats UK (CurtisfWorsley) Curtis/CarlinfA Z
THE DEVIL WENT DOWN TO GEORGIA
Epic EPC 7737 ICI
30 »
Charlie Daniels (J. Boylan) April
DON'T STOP'TIL YOU GET ENOUGH ^
Epic EPC 7763(C)
31
Michael Jackson (Quincy Jones) Carlin
ROCKABILLY
REBEL
Mognet MAG 1551E)
a 32" 3 Matchbox (Peter Collins) Magnet
CONFUSION/LASTTRA1N TO LONDON
3317137] Electric Light Orchestra I Jeff Lynne) Jet/United Artists
QUESERAMI VIDA
Island WIP 6525(E)
34IZE3 Gibson Brothers (D. Vangarde) Blue Mountain
DIAMOND SMILES
Ensign ENY 33(F)
35 EUl Boomtown Rats (Robert John Lange) Sewer Fire/Zomba
MONKEY CHOP
Island WIP 6520 IE)
36'
Dan l (Dan-I) Intorsong
£YES
EMI America EA101 IE)
9
37 «
Robert John (George Tobin/Mike Piccirillo) Interworld/Chrysalis
LET YOUR HEART DANCE
I S SEE 3
£38 BO 2 Secret Affair (D. Cairns/I. Pago) Brion Morrison
PV
£ ID

25
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Label numbei
This last Wks o TITLE 'Artist (producer) Publisher
Week Week Chan
BIRD SONG
Stiff BUY 53(E)
£393
Lone Lovich (R Bechirian) Street
28 6 THE GREAT ROCK 'N* ROLL SWINDLE/ROCK AROUND . . .
Sex Pistols/Ton Polo Tudor (Cook/Jomes) Worner Brothers
Virgin VG 290(C)
NIGHTS IN WHITE SATIN
Deram DM 161 (S)
£ 416
Moody Blues (T. Clarke) Tyler
. YOU'VE GOT MY NUMBER
423 ' Undertones (R. Bechirian) Warner Brothers
Sire SIR 4024 (W)
I ONLY WANT TO BE WITH YOU
79
Logo GO 370(C)
£ 43 ^ Tourists (Tom Allon) Choppell
CAN'T GET ENOUGH OF YOUR LOVE
44. ' Dans
Magnet MAG 156 (El
(Roy Wood) Magnol
3 SINCE YOU'VE BEEN GONE
Polydor POSP 70 (Fl
453' Rainbow (R. Glover) Island
62
3
rt /iCce
SHOT(Richard/Britten) Mews/Kongride/United Artists/Myaxe EMI 5003 (E)
^tD , HOT
cliff Richard
MESSAGE
IN A BOTTLE
4723 l Police (Police/Nigel
A&M AMS 7474(C)
Gray) Virgin
A NIGHT AT DADDY GEE'S
Arista ARIST 314(F)
f 48s
Showaddywaddy (Showoddywaddy) Carlin
YOU'RE
A
BETTER
MAN
THAN
I
49" ' Sham 69 (J. Pursay/P. Wilson) Mann
Polydor POSP 82 (Fl
42 i IF YOU REMEMBERME
Planet K 12389 (W)
SO
Chris Thompson (R. Perry) Chappell
39 J DREAMING
Chrysalis CHS 2350 IF)
51
Blondie (M. Chapman) EMI
p-Q 5
NEVER'AD NOTHIN'
Warner Brothers K 17476 (W)
O/Angelic Upstarts (J. Pursey) Singatune
3
3 QUEEN OF HEARTS
Swan SongSSK 19419(W)
OO ® Dave Edmunds (Dave Edmunds) Heath Levy
„
WHAT
EVER
YOU
WANT
Vertigo 6059 242 (F)
543
Status Quo (Pip Williams) Shawbury/Eaton/EMI
LONG WAY FROM HOME
2
United Artists BP 324 (E)
55 « Whitesnake (Martin Birch) Seabreeze
TRYOUTS FOR THE HUMAN RACE
46
Virgin VS 289 (C1
56
Sparks (Moroder) Heath Levy/Island
57[M1 BRASS IN POCKET
Pr'otendera IC. Thom..l Hyndo House 01 HIlslATV
Reel ARE 1HWI
NUNCDIMITTIS (THEME FROM TINKER TAILOR . . .) DiHeren.
58" Paul PhoflnlxIBarry Hosel J&W ChesloilEdilions'William Hanson HAVE 20(SI
YOU CAN DO IT
MCA 511 IE)
5933 12 Al Hudson & The Soul Ptmners (CamplMeCord'RQbartson) ATV
fifWUVlJ18
YOU'RE
AFTER
Rose Royce (Norman
Whitfieldl
Warner Brothers
WASTED
UKinTrTi
ILLLUJ Def teppard (Tauber/Def Lappard) Def Lepp/Marksman
THEME ONE
629 Cozy Powell (Martin Birch) Maribus
KTsy
SMASH(DamnedlArmstrong)
IT UP
OO
^ b Damned
Rock
SPOOKY
4
64
Atlanta Rhythm Section (B. Buie) Lowrey/Chappell
GLORIA
65e Jonathon King (J. King) Essex
CCfro-nTIRED
OF TOEIN'
THE LINE
ODU
I n i I Rocky Burnetto
(Bill House/Jim
Seiter) Essex

Whitfield K 17456 (W)
Vertigo 6059 247(F)
Ariola ARO 189 (Al
Chiswick CHIS 116(E)
Polydor POSP 74 (F)
Ariola ARO 198 (Al

FLYTOOH,GH
67Cim-*jJanis
Ian (Janis Ian/Giorgio Moroder) Mine/Revelations
DANCING IN OUTER SPACE
MCA 543 (C1
Dou n i-•i aAtmosfear (Sojka/Pike) Leeds
3 JEALOUSY
Atlantlc/Hansa K 11386(W)
69=
Amil Stewart (B. Leng) ATV
Illegal IL 001 (FP)
7(MmFALL0UT
Police (Copelan'Bazza) Island
T T ,T SMYH0USE
Scope SC 10 (WI
"7in
' (P. Albertini) Wi
/ lu F
"i il] Storm
Worner Brothers
Banquet BEG 28 (E)
-nm^mNEW GUITAR IN TOWN
, , Beggars
u th
/ Z\i nii Lurkers (Vic Mailel Panache/Beggars Banquet/Andrew Heoth
-70 61 c BABY BLUE
Mercury DUSTY 4 IF)
'^
Dusty Springfield ID. McKay) Eaton/Carlin
LET ME KNOW II HAVE A RIGHT!
4
Polydor STEP 5(F)
74
Gloria Gaynor(Dlno Fekarls) ATV
Island
WIP 6526(E)
Charlie Dore (Bruce Welch/Alan Tarney) Island/Backdore

ft

A Z (TOP WRITERS)
Night At Daddy Gee's
(T. Boyce/T. Lee)
Only
Want To 80 With You . 43
(Hawkor/Raymonde)
Baby
Blue
. 73
Bird(Downos/Horn/Wolleyl
Song (LovichfChappell) .. . 39
Brass
In
Pocket
(Hynde/Honoyman Scott) ... 57
in't Got Enough Of Your Love 4
(J, Dunner)
f78
Chosen
Few (Findon)
Confusion/Last
Train
To London (Jeff Lynne) 33
Crazy Thing Called Love
3
(Mercury)
Diamond Smiles
34
(Getdof)
Dancing
68
(Various)In Outer Space
Don't
Stop
Till
You
Got
Enough
(Jackson/Philinganosl
31
Dreaming (Harry/Stein)
51
Eton Rifles (P. Weller)
4
Every
Day Hurts (Toung.'
Stimpson/Emerson)
7
Ry(lan'Moroder)
Too High
"7
Fall Out (Copoland)
70
imme
Gimme Gimme
(Andersson/Ulvaous)
5
Gloria (King/Tozzi/Bigozzi) 55
Gonna Get Along Without You
HotNow
Shot(Kollern)
(Britten/Robertson). . .12
46
Don't Wont To Be A Freak
(HYouBoard)
26
Remember Me
(Bayor-Sager/Hamlisch)
50
He(Myers.'
Was Beautiful
Laine) (Cavatina) 18
Only
Want To Bo With You 43
(Hawker/Raymonda)
It(Gregory)
Love You're After
Jealousy (Lang/May/Morris) . . 69
It's(Rock
A Disco
Don'tNight
Stop)
. 24
(Isley Brothers)
3(Ashford/Simpson).
My House
. 71
.
Ladies
Night
(Brown'
Kool & The Gang) ... 16
Knocked
It Off
(Britten/Robertson)
15
Let Me Know (Fekaris/Perron). . 74
Lot Your Heart Dance
(D. Calms'l. Page)
38
Long Way From Home
(D. Coverdalo)
55
Luton
Airport
(Curtis/Worsley)
29
Making Plans For Nigel
(C.
Moulding)
...
Message
Bottle
(Sting). ...20
47
Message InToAYour
Rudy
(R, Thompson)
10
Monkey Chop (S. E. Lowison) . . 36
My(Edwards'Rodgers)
Forbidden Lover
23
New
Guitar In Town
(Plain/Stride)
72
Nunc
Dimittis
(Theme from Tinker
Taylor)
(Burgon)
58
Never
'Ad Nothin'
(Monsforth/Cowiel
52
Nights In White Satin
4
(J.
Hayward)
NoEnough)
More Tears
(Enough Is ... 141
(Jabara/Robertsl.
O.K. Fred (J. Holt)
19
One(Wilkin/Kristofferson)
Day At A Time
2
One Step Beyond
(C.
Campbell)
22
On
(Davies)
8
PilotMyOfRadio
The Airways
(Charlie Dore)
75
Quean Of Hearts (Devitol
53
Qua(Vangarde/Kluger/Byl)
Sara Mi Vida
34
RiselA Armar/A. Radazz) . . . 17
Rockabilly Rebel
(S. Bloomfield)
32
Sad
(Robert John)
37
SarahEyes
(Lynott/Moorel
27
She's
In Love
With YouChapman) 11
(Nicky
Chinn/Mike
Since
You've Been Gone
(Bollard)
*5
Smash
It Up (Scablas/Vanian 53
Ward/Sensible!
Spooky
(BlueiCobb;
Shapiro/Middlobrooks)
64
Star(M. White/M.DalBario/A. Willis)
21
Still
Richie
The (L.
Devil
WentJnr)Down (Various) 305
The(Temple/Cook/James)
Great Rock 'N* Roll Swindle40
Theme One (G.Martin)
62
The Sparrow (Jordan)
13 |
Tired
Of
Towin
The
LinelBurnerte/Colaman) ....
Tryouts
For The Human
Race .
(R£tR MaeiGiorgio
Moroder)
Tusk (L. Buckingham)
9
Vidio
Killed The Radio Star
(Woolley/Horn/Downes).
Wasted
(Clarke/Elliot)
61
What Ever
You Want
(Parfirt/Brown)
54
When
You're In Love
(Even/Stevens)
1
You(Alicia/Myers/McCord)....
Can Do It
59
You're A Better Man Than I 49
(Hug/Hugg)
You've
Got My Number
42
(J O. Noilll
I
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Play listed on Victory, Trent, Piccadilly,City.
Pennine,Radio Forth. Clyde Record of theWeek.

AVAILABLE ON !2"mcats4I ALREADY ON RADIO ONE'S
MCA RECORDS
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Explore the depth of
GRACE KENNEDY
with her beautiful new album.
Her sensitivity wiHtittyou with
DESIRE

HER NEW ALBUM—DJF 20563
Also available on cassette
ORDER FROM CBS DISTRIBUTION 01-960 2155
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RADIO TWO: ALBUM OF THE WEEK
LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING Various K Tel NE 1051
RADIO TWO: DAVID HAMILTON'S ALBUM OF THE WEEK
THE BEATLES RARITIES The Bealles Parlophone PCM 1001
CAPITAL: PEOPLE'S CHOICE
UNION CITY BLUE Blondie
CLYDE: CURRENT CHOICE
MOONLIGHT AND MUSAK 'M'
DOWNTOWN: MUSIC MOVER
DIAMOND SMILES Boomlown Rats
FORTH: STATION HIT
THE WALK Itimales
LUXEMBOURG: POWERPLAY
LIVING ON AN ISLAND Status Quo
TEES: PEOPLE'S PIC
BBC SCOTLAND: SINGLE OF THE WEEK
MY SIMPLE HEART Three Degrees
MANX: ALBUM OF THE WEEK
ABBA'S GREATEST HITS Abba EpicEPC 10017
PENNINE: PENNINE PIC
THESHAPE I'M IN Child
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ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION Spooky Polydor P0SP74 (F)
BATT, MIKE Lady Of The Dawn Epic EPC 8004 (C)
BARRON KNIGHTS Food For Thought Epic EPC 8011 (C)
BENSON, GEORGE Hey Girl Warner Brothers K 17472 (W)
BELLAMY BROTHERS Wet T-Shirt Curb K 17487 (Wl
BLUE OYSTER CULT In Thee CBS 8003 (C)
B00MT0WN RATS Diamond Smiles Ensign ENY 33 (F)
BUFFETT, JIMMY Fins MCA 532(C)
BURNETTE, ROCKY Tired Of Toein' The Line EMI 2992 (E)
CHEAP TRICK Dream Police Epic EPC 7880 (C)
COWBOYS INTERNATIONAL Trash Virgin VS 293(C)
CHILD The Shape I'm In Ariola/Hansa AHA 553 (A)
DAN-I Monkey Chop Island WIP 6520 (E)
DARTS Can't Get Enough Magnet MAG 156 (E)
DELEGATION Put A Little Love Ariola ARO 188 (A)^
DORE, CHARLIE Pilot Of The Airways Island WIP 6526 (E)
DYLAN, BOB Man Gave Names CBS ^70 ICI
DOLLAR I Wanna Flold Your Hand Carrere CAR 131 (W)
DR. FEELGOOD Put Him Out Of Your Mind United Artists BP 306 (E)
DEVOTION, SHEILA B Spacer Carrere CAR 128 IWI
EAGLES Heartache Tonight Asylum K 12394 IW)
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA Confusion/Last Train Jet 166 (C)
ELLIMAN, YVONNE Love Pains RSO 46(F)
EAGLES The Long Run Asylum K 12404 (Wl
EDMUNDS, DAVE Crawling . Swansong SSK 19420 (W)
FAITHFULL, MARIANNE Ballad Of Lucy Jordan Island WIP 6491 (El
FOLEY, ELLEN We BelmgToThe Night Epic EPC 7847 (C)
FORBERT, STEVE Romeo's Tune Epic EPC 7945 (C)
GAYNOR. GLORIA Let Me Know Polydor POSP2021 (F)
GIBSON BROTHERS Que Sera Me Vide Island WIP 6525 (El
GOMM, IAN Hold On Albion DEL 7 IF)
HARLEY, STEVE Freedoms Prisoner EMI 2994 IE)
HOLMES, RUPERT Escape Infinity INF 120 (C)
IAN, JAMS Fly Too High CBS 7936(C)
INMATES The Walk Radar ADA 47 (W)
ISLEY BROTHERS It's A Disco Night Epic EPC 7911 (C)
JACKSON, JOE I'm The Man A&M AMS 7479 (Cl
JACRSONIHAYES Feels Like The First Time Polydor POSP 87 IF)
JOHN, ROBERT Sad Eyes EMI America EA 101 (El
JOHNSON. MICHAEL Night Won't Last EMI America EA 102 (E)
JONES, RICKT LEE Danny's All Star Joint Warner Bros K 17477 (W)
TfiCKSONrNITCHAfl Off The Wall Epic EPC 8045 1C)
KENNY, GERARD Crime That Pays RCA PB 5196 (R)
KING. JONATHAN Gloria Ariola ARO 199~(AT
KOROTS Young 'N' Russian Rialto TRE'B 108 (A)
LANE, RONNIE Kuschty Rye Gemsl2(RI
LEWIS, LINDATOS Jamaica Highway Ariola ARO 181 IA)
IFNDTSTAME Call Of The Wild Mercury f5007 241 IF)
DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A-Py.,C-CBS. W - WEA. E - EMI, F - Po^m, R T RCA. S - Selec»,2 - Enterprise, K - K-Tsl, D - Arcrle, B - flonco. M - Multiple Sound, Y - Repby, U - Ctand*. SP - Spansa
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LOBO Where Were You MCA 523 Id
LOVICH, LENE Bird Song Stiff BUY 53 IE)
LOGGINS, KENNY This Is It CBS 7987 to
LOWRELL Mellow Mellow Avi AVIS 108 (A)
MANHATTAN TRANSFER Birdland Atlantic K 11387 IWl
MANILOW, BARRY SWps Arista ARIST307 IF)
MULDAUR, MARIA Birds Fly South Warner Brothers K 17471JW)
MATH1S. JOHNNY No-One CBS 7935 !C)
MARTIN, MOON Roiene Capitol CL 16105 IE)
MOORE, GARY Spanish Guitar MCA 534 (C)
MORRISON, VAN Bright Side Of The Road Mercury 6001 121 (Fl
MATCHBOX Rockabilly Rebel Magnet MAG 155 IE)
MADNESS One Step Beyond Stiff BUY 56IC)
MATH1EVIANKA You And I Ariola ARO 190 (A)
MOODY BLUES Nights In White Satin Deram DM 161 (S|
;
M Moonlight And Musak MCA54UC1
MURRAY, ANNE Broken Hearted Me Capitol CL 16111 (El
NEW SEEKERS Love Is A Song EMI 5010 IE)
NOLAN SISTERS Spirit Body And Soul EpicEPC 7796(C)
NEWMAN, GARY Complex Beggars Banquet BEG 29(E)
O'DAY ALAN Oh Johnny Pacific K 11391 (Wl
ORCH. MANOEUVRES INTHE DARK Electricity Dindisc DIN 2 (C)
PALMER, ROBERT Can We Still Be Friends Island WIP 6549 IE)
PLANETS Iron For The Iron Rialto TREB 109 (W)
PRESTONISYREETA With You . . . Motown TMG 1159(E)
PRETENDERS Brass In Pocket Real ARE 11 (Wl
POWELL, COZY Theme One Ariola ARO 189 IA)
RICHARD, CLIFF Hot Shot EMI 5005 IE)
RYDER, KRIS Holiday Decca FR 13869 (S)
REAL THING Give Me Your Love Pye7P 142 (A)
ROSE ROYCE Is It Love You're After Whitfield K 17456 (W)
RAYD10 Bet You Can't Love Me Just Once Arista ARIST 315 (F)
RACEY Such A Night RAK301 (El
RUBETTES Kid Runaway Polydor 2059 173 (F)
RUTS Jah War Virgin VS 296 (C)
SHADOWS Rodrigo's Guitar Concerto EMI 5004 (E)
SPRINGFIELD, DUSTY Baby Blue Mercury DUSTY 4 (F)
SM0K1E Babe It's Up To You RAK 300 IE)
SUPEBTRAM^Goodbye Stren^. A&MAMS7481 (C)
SHAM 69 You're A Better Man Than I Polydor POSP 82 (F)
SHOWADDYWADDY A Night At Daddy Gee's Arista ARIST 314 IF)
STEWART, AMI! Jealousy Atlantic K 11386(W)
STORM It's My House Scope SC 10 (W)
SPARKS Tryouts For The Human Race Virgin VS 289 (C)
SECRET AFFAIR Let Your Heart Dance I Spy SEE 3 (F)
SANTANA You Know That I Love You CBS 7971 (C)
SOUTHER, J. 0. You're Only Lonely CBS 7878 (C)
STYX Babe A&M AMS 7489 (C)
THREE DEGREES My Simple Heart Ariola ARO 202 (A)
THIN LIZZY Sarah Vertigo Lizzy 5(F)
TARNEY SPENCER BAND Cathy's Clown A&M AMS 7485 (C)
THOMPSON, CHRIS If You . . . Elektra/Asylum K 12389 (W)
TOURISTS I Only Want To Be With You Logo GO 370 IC)
TOZZI, UMBERTO Gloria Epic EPC 7415 (Cl
TYLER, BONNIE I Believe In Your Sweet Love RCA PB 5187 (R)
UNDERTONES You're Got My Number Sire SIR 4024 (W)
VANWARMER, RANDY Call Me Island WIP 9563 (El
VILLAGE PEOPLE Sleasy Mercury 6007 247 (F)
WARD, ANITA Don't Drop My Love TK TKR 7562 (C)
WONDER, STEVIE Send One Your Love Motown TMG 1149 IE)
WORD The Naz Charisma CB 345 IF)
ZAVARONI, LENA South of Mecon Galaxy GY 160 (C)
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going to have a couple of guys on the
road. Wc have been using the post
nearly all the time, as other ways
THE CHANCES are. if you are a
have been no belter. The advantage
dealer, you will have had an
independent display team in. The
is that they all go out at the same
chances are they will cither have Video, display, exhibitions time and, of course it's cheaper."
been Realmhcath or Topic. And if
Captain Video has been an
you have included in-store video,
innovative idea, and one that is
ihcn n will probably have come from
catching on abroad as well —
Captain Video.
Higham exports 400 films a month
all
at
your
service!
and is negotiating rights to go into
And most record companies will
several new countries. Video is the
have used at least one of those three
ideal way of selling a product, he
at some lime — and quite a few will
market.
"Up
until
we
started,
you
And
he
adds
that
if
you're
dealing
claims. Whereas there is a time lag
have dealt with all of them. These put the material into the shops as
couldn't
get
a
price
for
a
window
with
groups,
then
(here
is
often
a
between seeing a normal television
big bovs hold almost a monopoly well. The company's expansion rate
display,"
Whitman
explains.
"They
contract
on
the
line
—
especially
and going to a shop 18 hours
over any competitors, but they are is clearly illustrated by its move from
price it, because they went advert
with doing displays for live concerts. couldn't
later, this promotes the product at
not big operations in themselves. Bond Street to a couple of offices
with a mileage charge. We went m
To deal with all this Topic has six inwith
Each is a small working unit, over a dry cleaners in 1971, to its
the
point
of sale.
a standard charge of £8. If we
supervisors on the road with a total
working from modest offices — but current premises of 4,000 square feet
were
working
in
Aberdeen
we
woulc
Obviously,
it might be detrimental
of
25
staff
out
of
the
office.
And
its
controlling a massive influence in in Wendell Road.
to some product when not shown;
display manager, Mike Gordon lose money, and in London we
the display industry.
would
make
money.
But
the
In 1978 Laderman was joined by a
from A&M, actually trains its
also the dealer could find his shop
Below the big three, there are a new director, Malcolm Parry,
crammed full of people simply
dressers. There arc a further 12 marketing manager would know
how much he would need to spend.
number of specialist display firms formerly of Island records.
people in the offices.
watching the telly. But the dealers
ready to jump in if need be. Record
Captain Video serves have stuck
"We
are
currently
doing
600
The
contracts
made
with
For
Parry,
the
key
to
Topic's
companies demand good
it, and Higham is confident
displays a week and we have done with
not success has been reliability — if you companies on their behalf are
promotion, as the market
that if the video wasn't selling the
display work for 64 labels. Although
rather unusual in
buoyant for them, and Christmas want a display in two days you'll get something
product then they would soon stop.
it gives us a high contribution to The
industry, but one which Perry says
demands quite lavish promotions — it. And they have expanded into works
commitment is in the price of
turnover, it is not very profitable,
well. As they move into one
exhibition work outside the music
simply to keep up.
the video machine.
but a lot of our overheads are put on
industry — with paperback books, area of a specialist company, like
printing, then he will become
to window dressing."
"Video is the only thing that
The display companies operate in for instance — and construction of screen
director of that part of the printers
moves in a record store. It not only
verv different ways. Topic insists exhibition stands, plus their new awhich
Although window dressing does
docs it. The same has
another dimension to an artist;
not yield such large profits as some gives
happened with their new video
50 per cent of the people who walk
of Realmheath's other areas, it is
company. Videad.
into
a
record store don't have a preseen as essential for that reason, conceived
idea of what they are
Both Scott Millaney and Bryan
"The fact is we can handle the going to buy.
"As far as we're concerned.. .we take
That was the original
goods. There arc so many people
Grant of Millaney Grant have
become directors of the company,
who are promising things and the idea of having an album sleeve, and
away all a company's problems"
along with Parry and Laderman, but
record companies are constantly if you can make it move it has
it doesn't men that Parry will have
getting burned by these people who another dimension."
any influence with other Millaney
can't fulfil them.
And although there are
productions. The set-up has
disadvantages, video is good
that its selling point is that it has us deal with Boots and Millaney Grant Grant
"Wc have expanded by a snowball
worked
well,
if
initial
bookings
are
promotion.
Higham is now
own staff to fit shops, but lets the {MW Nov 3) they still see personal anything to go by.
effect. You do something for
manufacture take place under its service as being vital to the
confident enough to introduce a
someone
and
someone
else
sees
it.
own satelite companies within other company.
"We've been thinking about video
We started with a share capital of small charge to the dealer soon,
organisations — silk screening and
probably when his planned force of
its in-store possibility for a year
£300. Starting the video was an
"We've tried over the years to get and
polystyrene manufacture, for a reliable
and a half," says Perry. The
enormous investment for us, and we reps come in. As he has advanced, so
team," says Perry, "the opportunity
example.
came
when
Boots
asked
have the programmes, which now
put more money in than we've got.
only way you can make things
use shorter slots and different timing
to co-ordinate their video. We
One of the problems of having an
Realmheath claims that it is best happen is if you have that. As far as us
talking to them six months
expanding company is that you schedules similar to Realmheath's.
to leave the shopfitting to the experts we're concerned when we work with started
and the first programme is
never have the money in the bank."
while manufacturing its own a company we take away all their ago
The major display companies
in mid-November, We are
product allows it to use tailor-made problems and worries, so all they've starling
admit that they still need
Realmheath's biggest recent
excited
about
it,
and
think
that
it
got
to
do
is
ring
up
and
ask
if
it's
displays. And Captain Video, of
investment has been video, where it competition — and it is provided by
must work, there is so much
course, simply uses video — and done.
small operators, like London-based
supplies films for the Woolworlh
potential for video."
very successful it has been too.
Bach displays.
chain in 120 top record departments.
"For instance a record company
Yet as the company expands, it is
man rang me up at 5.45 and said we
Topic is probably the best known need
displays by tomorrow as still very keen to retain the idea of
of them all, starting in 1970 from a we've 20
service. And, says Parry,
got this band coming in. We personal
printing and advertising enterprise had him
early the next morning although they've got their eyes open,
under the name of Topic Publicity. looking upin the
they
still
have a lot of scope for
"We are excited about it. . .there is
rang our
Then it was a print consultancy to dressers and hadmaterials,
in this country before
team out expansion
the record industry with A&M, CBS the next day. It's aa display
considering
going
abroad.
service factor. If
so much potential for video"
and UA its three main accounts.
a company rings us up they know
They still do a one-off weekly
Co-director, Tony Laderman that if we say we'll do it, it will be window
display for HMV Oxford
decided that it would be logical to done."
Street, for example, because it is a
Co-director Bari Jones has been in
Record companies three-minutes'
good customer and it is work. And
worth of time, but it will comprise of display for 15 years, starting with
they do small labels for the same
30-second slots to be shown at
CBS when they came to England,
reason. "Because a s little labels get
different times in the film.
and other than a stint with Crown
a little bigger we help, and expand
Jewelers has been working for
with them," explains Parry. "So a
The
logic
behind
this
is
that
the
SPECIALISTS
independent teams ever since. They
one-off display is as valuable as 500.
viewer
watches
the
film
for
an
do window displays around the
A lot of work we have now started
average
of
4'/a
minutes,
which
will
and moved into exhibition
because we began with a one-off
CAN BE DIFFICULT TO FIND
mean he will see at least eight clips country,
work and shopfitting at the end of
display. Thai's the service industry.
with
the
lime
kept
to
that
length.
Our speciality is providing you with the best HiFi/Video equipment,
last
year.
At no stage do we get complacent."
The film is 10 minutes long and
backed up with an EFFICIENT after sales service.
"Wc are building up the
repeated six times three limes a day.
Realmhcath started with well
exhibition and shopfitting service,
Record Companies, Music Publishers and Record Retailers are the
known sweet nothingness, other That means, say Realmheath. that
including building, decorating,
people we specialise in.
your clip is shown at the point of
than £2,500 from Billboard as an
fixtures and fittings, soft
sale 54,000 times.
advance payment for the anticipated
From experience we know what is good reliable & the right choice
furnishings, suspended ceilings and
work.
They
began
four
years
ago
Bruce
Higham
of
Captain
Video
for you, and our experience is matched by no one else.
point of sale material," says Jones.
with polystyrene lettering and
was delighted with the Music Week
"The exhibition work has taken us
building stands, and in that time
Dealer Tour. It is not altogether
We have Music Centres from £130, our Rack Systems start at £300,
abroad quite a bit, as well. Wc have
appear to have doubled business surprising, as 300 dealers in Britain
Revox B77 £530 & TEAC A3440 £780, prices exclude VAT.
done displays for Ariola with the
every year — something that
now use his promotional films from
We offer delivery & installation FREE OF CHARGE, (LEASING Et HP
Three Degrees, Chanson, and we
obviously pleases its co-director,
what started as a totally new idea.
AVAILABLE).
launched Sky."
Bryan Whitman.
He is an independent serving
Bach has also worked with Cliff
Now the company does window
independents, plus a couple of
Richard, Bob Marley and Spyro
dressing, exhibitions, conferences,
chains, and it has pleased him to see
THE
and feel they are now in a
video (in its deal with Woolworlhs),
so many people take to what was Gyra,
"A&FT SYSTEM
to expand in both the
general displays such as tour boards,
then a very original idea. The dealer position
display
and exhibition areas. They
Technics Receiver, Technics Turntable with
and general promotion like printing
simply
fits
himself
out
with
video
say
their
basis
along with
cartridge, Technics Cassette Deck. Pair
tour jackets. Its exhibition
equipment and a film is posted to reliability," andis "quality
with the experience
Auratone loudspeakers, Rack, All leads, delivery
workshops
and
materials
lor
him
every
month
with
a
variety
of
& Instal.
of Bari Jones' brother Christopher
window dressing are all contained in
new and established acts.
(who has worked mainly in
£305 4- VAT
its West London premises.
"We
started
off
with
a
basic
list
of
AMES ELECTRONICS
photography and printing), the team
128b CAMDEN RD. LONDON NW1
has a fair amount of room to
Yet it was with quite a simple sales dealers, yet a lot came to us. And at
01-267-6752/3
ploy that Realmheath broke into its the beginning of next year, we arc
provide a diverse service.
Distributors of Audio/Visual Equipment to: CBS,
Phonogram, RCA, WEA, Rondor, Pye, Ensign,
Bronze, Magnet etc.

Sorry*! Forgot to mention our Repair Service is pretty good too.
PAGE 2

"One-off display is as valuable as 508. .. That's the services
industry. At no stage do me get complacent"
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Be in good company - The Dooleys, Sham '69, Syd Lawrence
Steve Hillage and others have all appeared
this year in our 2,500 capacity Big Hall.
For further information and fact sheet regarding the largest venue in the West, contact
Graham McNally, Mew Cornish Riviera Club Ltd, Carlyon Bay, St Austell.
Telephone 072681 4261.
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Promotions-the super

stunt is alive and well
b

butnyoundon'\0riio^w^nTif aferwar^dst'evifnTlfe^^ou can^i VeaUy1ICeUrhmv'',
much a good promo gimmick can do for a record because u m.gh. havemoney
J°^ doing a film because there
chuckle and relate it to the tace
But promotions do work
arc a lot of things you can do that
and
then
the
name
will
be
Obvious, isn't it? You have to
are a lot better. A lot of bands
established."
spend a lot of money on an act it
think they want a video but they
Which
is
really
where
the
key
to
don't think why they want a video.
it's coing to break; they don't do it
promotion
lies.
A
DJ
is
inundated
Thai's often where the problem lies
by themselves. If you're one of
discs every week, and the
— the basics get ignored."
those cynical people who think that with
companies
feel
that
a
jog
of
the
promotions men sit around in
But leaving the polemics behind,
memory
will
make
a
DJ
or
press
luxurious offices all day taking the
there is a lot of money that is still
man
give
it
an
extra
spin
whereas
spent in lavish promotions,
odd break to justify their enormous he might not otherwise. Sometimes
although \shat often appears to be
expense accounts — you re wrong.
the promotion is limited to a
They send out free gifts to
quite a high expenditure, is a small
simple
badge,
right
through
to
proportion of the total cost of
people. Like the vibrators that
parlies,
trips
abroad
and
expensive
advertising, sleeve pressing and so
went out with the Climax Blues
freebies.
on _ which is all part of the same
Band single — you've guessed n —
Shirley Stone, press officer for
exercise to sell the record.
Couldn't Get It Right. Or RCA's
RCA
Records
explains:
"I
think
it
Behind the industry there are
little spree where they took a group depends on the artist a lot of the
countless manufacturers making
of journalists on a mystery tour in
lime.
You
have
artists
with
press
badges, ornaments, bags, transfers
a small plane and landed in a
and so on. Often they do not make
their product exclusively for the
record industry — Epic for
example, put out little Corona soft
The idea is to take the pressure
drink miniatures with different
labels for Bob Segarini's This Is
off the record company
Pop. But there are now firms set
up exclusively for seeking out the
promotional product the record
strength
and
not
with
radio
chateau across the channel. That
company wants, or even suggesting
strength, so each department will
was for Bonnie Tyler's Lost In
ideas for their bank of contacts
decide how to use its one
France.
who make suitably outrageous
Some things work for
But the super-promos aren't all a allocation.
items.
IGGY POP: his wish for a glittering suit was fulfilled.
some
artists
and
not
for
others.
thing of the past. Epic Records
Amazingly enough, the record
Take
David
Bowie,
we
will
do
a
recently invited people to a roofcompanies
seem
to
have
jumped
at
film, because he is visually like
And the edible record sleeve?
top garden party at London's
the idea of actually paying money
"At first business was a bit
that."
Well, it wasn't used because of the
Holiday Inn in Sloane Street where
for people to do something they
slow," admits Stephanie Abbott.
New
promotions
manager
Tony
inevitable problems that occurred
assorted guests were treated to a
could do themselves.
"Now it is quite frantic, and
McCrogan agrees: "With Bowie
pushing the price up. It was done
smart little beach bag crammed full
Golliwog Promotions is one
you're busy all the time. Sometimes
you
have
got
to
gel
a
film
because
in rice paper with edible ink — in
of goodies like swimming trunks, a
company which has set up for the
you sit there and think out how
he is not normally available for
four colours, no less. For a single,
towel, sun tan cream, a sun visor
same reason. And director Gary
you can't let anybody down. The
promotion. But it is a case of hit
... oh yes, the album was lucked
it was just too expensive. But the
Bacon
found
it
remarkably
easy.
only
problems
that
sometimes
and
miss.
And
if
the
money
is
not
record companies still seem to have
away, too.
"What we did was to print up
occur
are
with
the
more
unusual
available,
you
simply
can't
do
it."
"It's very difficult to
an insatiable appetite for edible
some cards saying we do this, that
things,
the
company
that's
doing
it
"It's
important
to
do
the
basic
categorically say that a
records, gorilla suits, tour jackets,
and the other, and within three
' might pull out.
work," adds Shirley Stone. "There
promotional item is the one thing
giant inflatable bananas, singing
weeks we were gelling orders," he
"But we always do our
is no point in doing 500 brilliant
telegrams, overprinted underpants,
that will break a band," agrees
says. "It's done by general
groundwork so we can give a price
badges
if
the
500
albums
don't
go
Barry Humphries, product manager
plastic sundaes — anything that
incentive marketing. We can keep
and
a
time.
Sometimes
it
is
to
the
right
people.
Be
it
press
or
of Epic Records. "So you can't
might help something fight its way
prices low by doing special deals
somebody out in the wilds we are
promotion,
the
only
reason
you're
really isolate one item. It's the
into the consciousness of habitually
with manufactures.
dealing with, who supplies sea
sending out a badge or whatever
overwhelmed reviewers, djs, or
same with advertising, as it's part
"Because of the volume of the
shells! But it is a question of
is that you're going to make them
of an overall package. If the
producers. Anyone wanna buy a
business,
if
we
get
to
push
a
lot
of
contacts
and
they
don't
let
us
sell.
promotion is something out of the
plastic snake?
orders as well, the manufacturers
down."
"Obviously,
if
you've
got
a
new
ordinary it will create an interest,
will keep the prices low, record
British
band,
then
it's
a
waste
of
so people will look at it, have a
companies are just a small pan of
it. But you name a record
company, and we've done it. We
If the money is not available
are here to help the clients to
decide what they want, I think it is
you simply can't do it
a service. But I think people only
Music Industry
come to us for the low price. In the
first six months I would say
business has probably increased
Again, it is the service that
tenfold."
Executives
counts — the reason the firms is
Golliwog is not the only one in
used.
The idea is to take the
the business, though. G&M
Now there's a better way to find your next career move. Just call the
pressure off the record company
Communications
has
set
itself
up
Music Division of S.F, Management Selection, its directed by Colin
which is using the agency, and it
for more or less the same task,
Hadley — a senior executive in the record business for 25 years - and
will cost less than employing
even in the face of competition and
Sandy Sweeney.
somebody in-housc, as they arc
a record industry slump. Under the
using the same company for a
directorships of Stephanie Abbott,
If you have record company or music publishing experience in any of
number of jobs and discounts will
these areas -we should like to hear from you:
it formed as a splinter from
apply- But for G&M the crux of
Michael Cragan and Partners who
the business is that they will do
are a design group.
DIRECTORS and SENIOR MANAGEMENT
anything in any time (as far as
As the group did more for
possible) at a known price with an
record companies on the
MARKETING and SALES ® A.&.R.
: I. '
agreed deadline.
promotions side, they decided to
LABEL MANAGERS • PRESS OFFICERS
"I
remember
once,
I
suppose
it
get in on the act officially —
with an edible record sleeve as one of was about four o'clock one
PR0M0T10N/PLUGGERS
afternoon, there was a world tour
N;
. the first assignments. And so G&M
\^7
starting and the company hadn't
RADIO & TV EXPLOITATION
departed from making boring old
got
any
back-stage
passes.
We
T-shirts
to
fulfil
the
needs
of
There is no charge to staff and we promise you a sympathetic recepiion
screen printed them and got them
people asking for such things as an
where you can discuss your career development in complete
off on the plane the next day. We
A from the Oxford dictionary —
confidence.
will try anything, but we will
that was Arista for its group the A's
CALL US. TODAY
always tell the truth, so they know
— and a glittering suit for Iggy
what it will cost them."
BONNIE TYLER
Pop.
S.E Management Selection
G&M mill do anything in any timed! at a known price with an
MUSIC DIVISION
^TRIUMPH HOUSE. 189 REGENT STREET, LONDON W1R 7WD
agreed deadline: "Mfe mill try anything, but we mill always
L
Tel: 01-734 3136-9.
tell the truth, they know what it will omt them"
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Let the Royal Mail Overseas Parcels Service
s@Sw@

Starting with Cost
A recent independent survey
showed that the cost of sending air
parcels averages between Va and \ of
airfreight charges.

©xport problems.

documentation with the Royal Mail.
Just fill in one or two simple forms.
Stamp. And that's all.

As for Speed. Royal Mail Air
Parcels take fast scheduled flights, get
quick customs clearance, and red-carpet
And you know where you are with
treatment with full security all the way.
the Royal Mail.
If your overseas parcel is in no
Airfreight 'extras' like collection,
great
hurry, our Surface Parcels service
handling, customs documentation,
is
even
cheaper and no less Secure.
airport taxes and (to most countries)
delivery are all included in the price of
the stamp.
Effort:-you save here too.
There's no complex customs

Stop paying over the odds on
overseas parcels. Simply dial 100
and ask for freefone 2357 or
return the coupon NOW!

o
To: Stanley Patterson.
FREEPOST Room 136. Postal Headquarters.
*
r St. Martin's-le-Grand. LONDON ECIBIHQ (No stamp required.)
Please:
Ask my Postal Services Representative to give
| 1
me a presentation on Royal Mail Overseas Parcels,
—'
Send me your comprehensive Overseas Mail data file.
| |
NAME
POSITION
COMPANY
ADDRESS
POSTCODE
TEL:
A/MW/17/11
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The cars fit for

: •

rock stars...
AS THE rock industry burgeoned in the sixties, one of the biggest
growth areas was the number of people surrounding a star act.
Managers, PR men, lawyers, accountants, personal hairdressers,
bodyguards, nannies, not to mention wives, girl friends and
"companions" — they all orbit the stars.
And when the star and enloragc to recommend.
'This sort of work needs a very
(ravels they all have to be special
driver and we pride
transported and so came the boom ourselvessortthatof many
of the clients
in the business of providing make a point of asking
for a
chauffeur cars for visiting acts.
particular
driver
on
return visits.
Whether they just come in for a The secret is matching
the
few dav's shopping at Harrods, a
of the driver with the
Top Of The Pops appearance, or a personality
he is driving. Some artists
30 dale concert tour, the stars expect person
the driver to maintain a low
that "limo" to be standing wailing like
profile
up
front, others prefer the
at the airport — plus back-up cars friendly approach.
for the entourage — and as like as
"We've got drivers to match a
not they slay on 24 hour call for the punk
act or a middle of the road
duration of the visit.
ii
si — and most of all they all
In Britain the record companies' ar
practice
absolute discretion."
artists relations departments and
Levy is in fact so discrete he
concert tour promoters who book refused
to name any of the record
the cars are serviced mainly by two
who use Berryhursl, or
chauffeur companies — Berryhursl companies
any of the many star acts they have
and Sinclair Carriages.
provided wheels for over the years.
Discretion and personal services
are also prerequisites of the service
Vast fleets
provided by Sinclair Carriages —
and it can also provide vans and
Berryhursl was set up 10 years ago buses for the road crews as well as
by father-and-son company Michael self drive cars for anyone preferring
and Jack Levy, while Sinclairs has to drive themselves.
been around for three and a half
years and is a partnership between
Howard Sinclair and David and Famous names
Cyril Leraan.
Both companies boast vast fleets
Sinclair also has offices in Los
of Daimler, Rolls Royce and Angeles
and New York, and it too
Mercedes limousines — so many
drivers whose names have
neither could quote their exact has
number on the spur of the moment become famous with the stars. "On
— and both employ a special breed a long tour a driver could be on call
of driver whose duties can be for an artist 24 hours a day for two
expected to go beyond those of a or three months," said David
Lewman.
normal chauffeur hire company.
"Drivers in our business have to
"There used to be only one kind know
way around Britain by
of chauffeur company," said Mike theatretheir
doors, hotels and
Levy, "with the 'yes sir, no sir, three recordingstage studios,"
bags full sir' sort of drivers. We Berryhurst's Mike Levy.added
decided to provide a more personal anybody ever asks for directions"If
in
service and our drivers arc guides
our office we also say, 'turn left at
and friends to the clients. They work Colston
Hall
and
right
at
the
round the clock and they know
which shops, restaurants and clubs Apollo'!"

nus
FOR
PHOTOGRAPHY • PROCESSING • PMT s
MACHINE-PRINTING • MULTIPR1NTS
COPV-NEG & PRINT • DUPLICATES
CARD AND BOARD MOUNTING
DISPLAY & EXHIBITION TRANSPARENCIES
35mm SLIDES • COLOUR XEROGRAPHY
AUDIO VISUAL PROGRAMMING
MICROFILM • HEAT SEALING
MANY OTHER COLOUR AND
BLACK AND WHITE SERVICES
ANY SIZE • ANY AMOUNT!
With a combmetJ experience ol over 70 vearr, rn the photographic
reproduction tield. servicing Commerce, Industry. Education
and the Visual Arts, ATLAS LONDON and ATLAS MIDLAND oiler
you an a la cane service Both branches hold regular Open Evenings
and welcome prospective clients; why not place a call now?
Stilus Mjiuicjuf, Sheila Bull <
01 734 8746
o» Sales Manago Mary Ha,
COVENTRY 28118
RING They ti love 10 hear from yo
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Brood Oak Vintners (I lo r) Don Morris, Kevin Quinn, David Durell and Patrick Dick.

Eating

out with AMC

SOMETHING EVERY music-biz photographer will find himself or herself attending is The
Reception — product launch, artist signing, press conference, sales conference, post-gig, or
just a parly thrown on the flimsiest of excuses. Every reception needs a caterer, and in many
cases that caterer will be AMC.
_
throughout the country and capable ot undertaking
ORIGINALLY SET up by Don Morris in July 1975 to towns
from single window displays or promotions at
undertake specialised promotion in the student and disco everything
a
gig,
to the total organisation of a major national
markets, plus separate field production for tours by promotion
including everything from booking the venues,
groups, AMC at Old Harlow in Essex has expanded
local radio promotion, advance publicity and regional
rapidly in the last couple of years.
Right the way through to organising.
It now handles promotional activities for clients such as promotion.
An off-shoot of AMC is Broad Oak Vintners,
Sounds magazine in the promotion of tours by up-and- specialising
in
handling parlies and receptions, and which
coming acts such as AC/DC. And in addition, the
the past 12 months has handled many various
company has handled lours for a number of other record during
functions for the music business, from receptions for
companies.
Morris says: "We are a complete field promotion Music Week at Midem to receptions for Paul McCartney
department with people covering major campuses and and Cliff Richard at Abbey Road.

Photographers to the

biz

WHEN LONDON Features International set up operations some eight years ago, the original aim was to
provide the world's music press with articles and pictures on the current UK and international music scene.
However, the features side was gradually run down due to the fact that most of the foreign magazines
eventually opened their own offices or hired London correspondents.
Gerrard Street London has long
Despite the demise of that side,
for the first time real photographic
been one of the most respected
the photographic division of LFI prints with details about the artist
names and his work has appeared in
printed on the back, thus negating
continued to grow rapidly, so that at
countless magazines and books for
present the library contains more the need for a separate biography
many years. And at one lime,
wncn doing large mail-outs to the
than two million colour picture of all
Hoffmann photographs virtually
provincial press."
musical subjects, ranging from the
dominated Record Mirror magazine.
Another recent commercial
early fifties to the current day. More
Doug McKenzie of Honor Oak
venture that London Features
than 500 publications receive a
Park, South East, London, is
International has become involved
weekly black and while syndication,
another well-established name, and
in is a partnership with Pacereflecting the previous week's
apart from being official
Minerva, the UK's largest
shows, parlies and other
photographer for many record
manufacturer and distributor of
"happenings", in London, New
company functions, including
posters,
by
which
LFI
will
be
able
to
York and Los Angeles.
receptions and sales conferences, he
license direct to artists'
Director John Halsall says: "To
also lakes many commissions from
managements the use of LFI library
facilitate this arrangement we
the enteriainmcni business
pictures for commercial posters.
employ three full-lime
generally.
LFI's staff structuring is John
photographers and act as a
And proving that u needn't
Halsall (managing director/head of
syndication base for about 20 others
necessarily
be a man's photographic
based in Britain, the US, Holland
world is Sylvan Mason at
and Germany. We try to cover every
major event in London and our Making things easier Connaught Square, West London.
On the other side of this service
overseas and provincial
Atlas Photography in New
photographers do the same in their
fer the press
Burlington
Street, London
own territories.
specialises as photo printers,
"The business operates in two
sales): Ecva Halsall (director and
catering particularly for record
channels, justifying the use of the
secretary who deals with all the
companies and managements. Black
slogan, Photographers to the music
accounts);
Frances
Topp
(general
and white publicity shots can be
business. Out photographers arc in
manager of the library and
constant demand by record
done within 24 hours — coloured
syndication); Roy Jones (general ones a little longer.
company press offices and art
manager, studio and dark rooms);
departmenis who use them and our
Jeff Banks of Atlas comments:
Arnold Williams (chief printer) and
studio facilities to carry out press,
"Wc can do any quantity and anys
photographers
Simon
Fowler,
Paul
and advertising, single and album
size, given the necessary time. It i
Cox and Paul Canty.
sleeve sessions.
usual to have orders for at least
Various other photographers
"We operate a full BW rcpro
1,000 copies of a black and white
provide services to the pop music picture, and we can enlarge them to
service, shortly to be enhanced by
business. Dczo Hoffmann of 20-fcei in one piece."
being able to offer to the business
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RETAILERS!

If you are interested in our

instore video advertising,

you are invited to send us your

name and address for further details

TV ADVERTISINO-WHERE IT COUNTS MORE AND COS IS LESS
10 Wendell Road, London W12 9RT
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grotesque)
album

beautiful (or
design
and
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artwork; the often impressive (and
expensive) sleeve or label printing
and the contrastingly dull but vital
cardboard envelopes which enclose
the product when
through the post,
members
of the

it is launched
are all really
same
service

family- The industry needs, and
uses, numerous companies in these
like fields.
with such memorable covers as
ALBUM SLEEVE design has, over —
Floyd's Dark Side Of The
the past 10 years or so, developed Pink
Moon and lOcc's How Dare You.
into an art form unto itself. It has Storm
comments: "It is
become an integral part of the music not a Thorgerson
proven economic or artistic
industry.
necessity
to
have
a well-designed
How much the design of a sleeve
sleeve. It is simply mbre fun
contributes to a record's sales is a album
to have an evocative design on the
much-debated topic.
than boring old rubbish
But as Storm Thorgerson of sleeve
that design is abstract or a
Hipgnosis explains: "The potential whether
of the musicians concerned.
for album sleeve design is derived picture
Boring
visuals
by definition,
from the immense diverity and boring and unlessare,
one is heavily into
number of records released and boredom they are forgettable."
from the fact that every album is
Designers such as Hipgnosis have
different. This ensures a
commensurate variety of photos, certainly put a dash of colour into
the
business of selling albums.
painting, illustrations, collages,
A rapidly rising design company is
graphics and so on. No other range Hothouse.
Not yet established for
of consumer products, nor any other two years, they
worked on a
area of commercial design can complete cross have
section of album
match this."
sleeves
from
Harry
Secombe
to Dire
And Jacques Lowe, director of
Hothouse's Alan Hotham
Media Visual Arts, adds: "When Straits.
their designs as team efforts.
you buy an album, one probably regards
all sit down and chew over
keeps it for five or 10 years and "We
looks at it perhaps a thousand times. various ideas for a particular
The record becomes a continuing design."
Of Hothouse's designer, Chuck
piece of design in one's home. It Loyola,
a recent company missive
should be an experience every*
stated: "Many have benefited from
you lake it out.
"The cover should be something the densely furnished mind of Mr
lovely to look at, just one more little Loyola — the Boomtown Rats, Thin
thrill one gets from an album, aside Lizzy, Tony Banks, Status Quo
from the music. "I don't say that (whose If You Can't Stand The Heat
good art sells records, but there is a LP won the last MW album sleeve
correlation. The better designed design award), lOcc, Joe Egan,
package sells more boxes of Lindisfarne, UK Subs, Three
cornflakes. Otherwise, why not put Degrees, Chris Rear, Ruts and Dire
them in brown paper bags, it's Straits — all masters of their own
craft who respectfully acknowledge
cheaper."
Hipgnosis pioneered the way for a the genius of Chuck Loyola . . ."
lot of today's album sleeve designs

r

a
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The limo service
to the music industry

92 EVERSHOLT STREET LONDON NW11BP
01-3871164/5

PINK FLOYD: a lol to thank Hipgnosisfor.

Success up their sleeves
rest of the country." The range includes a 13-inch by
GARROD AND Lofthousc, which last year celebrated 25 the
13-inch mailer with self adhesive flap which holds up to
years of producing record sleeves claims to be Europe's three
an eight by eight mailer for up to six singles, a
biggest supplier of such product for the record industry, 13-inchLPs,
cruciform for holding up to seven LPs, and a 12as well as being a major printer of magazines, booklets inch square
stiffener for extra protection when packing.
and catalogues. Still privately-owned, the company has
Craig claims: "Our envelopes have self-seal flaps and
nine factories in Britain and two in France and employs
are larger, thicker, better quality, and cheaper than our
approximately 1,200 people.
The company's association with the record industry competitors. We arc now planning an export drive
Europe and arc looking for suitable
began in 1954 when its first assignment was to print new throughout
release leaflets for Philips Records and this led to a distributors and agents."
Ever since the dog first appeared on the HMV record
contract to print sleeves for Pye Nixa. Two years later the
label, Harrisons And Sons of Hayes in Middlesex has
company started a long association with EMI Records.
Today Garrod and Lofthouse's Caterham factory is been printing record labels. From modest beginnings the
wholly concerned with the production of record sleeves — business grew steadily until today the factory supplies
some 1.5 million leave the factory every week. Another some 150 million labels a year to record pressing factories
factory in Washington in the North of England is throughout the UK and Common Market. Recording
committed totally to the printing and manufacturing of industry product manager Mike Fitzgerald says: "At first
sleeves, as arc two factories in Paris. Chris Garrod, glance a record label is just a mundane piece of everyday
managing director of the record sleeve division at printing but it is in fact produced to extremely demanding
Caterham, says: "It has been estimated that the sleeves specifications and is packed with high technology.
"Significant investment in research and development,
we produce in England and France would reach around
the world if we placed them side by side.''
and new printing and finishing equipment over recent
Their print finishing capacity is considerable and covers years, has enabled the company to maintain its reputation
a wide product range within the packaging field. There as leading supplier to the industry." Fitzgerald maintains
are in-house facilities for laminating, ultra-violet cured that the other vital factor contributing to the company's
varnishing, heat seal varnishing, embossing and graining, continuing success is the experience that has been built up
die-cutting, multiple format folding and 26 custom-built over the years by the production team, which means that
record sleeve make-up machines reportedly capable of the demanding requirements of the industry are both
producing more sleeves than the rest of the UK industry understood and acceptedput together. And at Crawley there is one of the largest
The company's Hayes factory is one of the largest
photo reproduction departments in the UK.
manufacturers in Britain of record sleeve bags, and
The Tinsley Robor Group includes three companies supplies most of the UK-based and European record
involved in the record industry — James Upton, based at companies. Plain or printed bags, with or without film
Barford Street in Birmingham, is involved in the lining, can be produced in just one session.
manufacture of sleeves and inner bags, and seven-inch
On the shrink-wrapping side of the business, Kempner
sleeves; Howards Printers of Slough was probably the of North London claims to be one of the largest such
first company to specialise in wallet (double-album) suppliers in Britain. General manager Paul Rogers says:
sleeves; while Robor in Lancing, Sussex, manufactures "As the country's largest stockholder and distributor of
LP sleeves and inner bags. However all three companies both shrinkwrap machinery and materials, we can offer
arc autonomous.
a package to either the new or existing user of this
Ray Joiner, group sales director, reports that all three packaging method, together with all the necessary
companies between them produce approximately 60 costing, technical information, full demonstration
million sleeve units per annum, mainly for the UK market
facilities and pack proving trials.
but also for European companies as well.
"With the record industry being a major consumer of
He says: "The market generally is very good although shrink-wrapping, we have achieved the largest
business for 12-inch single sleeves did drop between July penetration into this market from any supplier in the
and September. The seven-inch market is excellent at the UK," and customers include such manufacturers as EMI,
moment."
CBS, Decca and Multiple Sound Distributors,
Robert Stace in Tunbridgc Wells is involved in the
like Record Merchandisers and Pickwick,
production of all types of records sleeves including distributors
retailers such as HMV, Virgin, Our Price, Simons
albums, 12-inch, gate-fold, disco 12-inch and cassette in- and
Rumbelows."
lay cards. In addition it also docs polythene-lined bags andShorcwood
Packaging specialises in album sleeves and
and un-Iined. The company has been involved in sleeve labels. In the words
of sales manager Lionel Rose: "We
manufacturing since 1953, and making inner bags for the aim to provide a serious
service to the record industry. In
last 13 years. It has facilities for laminating, infra-red
fact, we claim to be the biggest sleeve manufacturing
varnishing and ordinary varnishing. Assistant MD company
in the world." A boast which does have
Anthony Long says: "Our presses are in action 24 hours a credibility as
Shorcwood has factories in New York, Los
day, every day of the year. We estimate that this year we
Angeles,
Atlanta
and Toronto in Canada.
will have produced some 30 million album sleeves and 25
Some
10
years
after first starting operations in the UK,
million inner bags."
Also involved in the same line of business is Dclga Press Shorcwood claims to manufacture in the region of 22-23
sleeves annually. One of the biggest customers is
in Bromley, Kent, which specialises in printing seven- million
CBS Records but it also does work for many of the
inch bags, both ordinary and gatcfold, 12-inch single
smaller labels, including Stiff. Additional services include
bags, cassette in-lay cards, 8-irack canons, box-sets,
up-to-date four colour processes and ultra-violet (liquid
posters and release information sheets. The company has
laminator) finish, and in-house embossing and engraving
its own in-house art department and full phototype and
facilities; Shorcwood does its own colour separation.
plate-making facilities.
Peter Gray Printers in Bromley, Kent uses the slogan,
General manager, Reg Roadnight comments: "We deal
"The reliable name for record labels". Director Peter
predominantly with record companies, large and small.
Obviously we have a very fast turnaround — that's the Gray says: "Reliability is the name of the game for us.
We started printing record centre labels, both for seven
name of the game."
Wilton Packaging, based at Ronalds Road, North and 12-inch records and picture discs, four years ago and
London, was started in March 1978 solely to service the we are probably the largest such company in the UK
record industry. Says Carol Craig, the company's now."
The company provides labels for all the major record
managing director; "In 18 months we have supplied most
record companies and mail-order record shops with presscrs, whether it be for their own records or a third
party.
It has a daily capacity of around a million labels
cardboard envelopes for posting records. We offer a 24hour delivery service to London and two/three days for and orders can be processed within a matter of hours.
Garrod t Lofthouse: the slBmes k has printed would probably
stretch round the world if placed side by side
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Printers to the Record Industry
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BOBBIE AND Elie Dahdi of
Production Express International,
based at Bromley in Kent, set up
their company a year ago with the
aim of offering to the recording
industry
as a whole a "womb-tolomb", service — a complete
manufacturing service, able to step
in at any stage in the preparation
of a record release.
"The requirements ot a very
small company and a major differ
enormously — we arc flexible
enough to cater for all," says
Bobbie Dahdi. "The small
company is looking for reliable
advice and all-in quotes from
studio to sleeved product. The
major is looking tor a large
amount of pressings quickly. We
have a vast capacity at our
fingertips."
Unique offer
The mainstay of PE1 work
comes from France. Elie Dahdi is
French and his wife has lived and
worked there as production
manager at K-tel France. They feel
that they have something unique to
offer the majors. "At certain times
of the year there arc just not
enough presses in this country to
cover
says Bobbie.
"We
can fillsales,"
this seasonal
gap through
sources not usually lapped by UK
companies. We remain a British
supplier with a London phone
number and liaise ourselves with
shippers, pressers and couriers. Our
prices are highly competitive loo."
The company's customers
include WEA, CBS, A&M, Arista,
United Artists, GTO, Logo, Cherry
Red, Rabid, Crescent and
Graduate. The small companies
represent PEl's year round "bread
and butler" and are treated with
the respect they deserve.

The pick of the
Bobbie Dahdi adds; "It is very
rewarding 10 do work for people
who are somciimcs investing their
last £50 in a product they really
believe in and to see them pleased
with what you have done for them.
Some customers are scared that
their project won't work. I know
exactly how they feel, I felt the
same when 1 was starting up PE1
last year."
Tape Copying Services ai
Gloucester Place, in North West
London, is a cassette duplicating
company specialising in short runs.
Director Robert Austin says: "We
do not have a minimum number of
copies and most jobs of up to
about 250 copies are turned round
on a 24-hour basis, assuming that
we have had some previous notice.
In addition we have a 24-hour
answering service."
Also involved in the custompressing business is PR Records, of
Station Road, South London, MD
Phil Race says: "The prime
objective in selling up the company
has been to establish a first-class
manufacturing facility for the
record industry, geared to coping
with the varying demands of the
independent sector — from pop to
classical music, and including
MOR.
"We aim to produce a
consistently high quality product
and offer a service based on a
genuine interest in our customers'
requirements. In establishing the
company we have gone in with our
eyes wide open regarding the state
of the art and anticipate being
prepared both technically and
commercially for whatever

presses

advances or innovations that may
be on the horizon — whether this
be the video disc or some as yet
undefined formal."
Race adds: "1 firmly believe that
quality product and good service is
the best way to win and maintain
customers in the custom pressing
field. At PR Records we have a
small but experienced staff drawn
from within the industry, confident
of success and enjoying a high
degree of job satisfaction.'
Island Manufacturing was started
18 months ago, following the sale
of Island Records' factory. The
basic aim of the company is to
offer a service to small independent
labels and Island Manufacturing
does offer an all-in service. If the
company is supplied with master
tapes and artwork, it can produce
finished records and arrange
distribution. For instance, it has
been pressing and distributing
through independent companies the
Ze, Oval and Green sleeve labels.
30 labels
Island Manufacturing has also
been pressing such labels as
Criminal, Safari, Factory and
Rough Trade, and was also
responsible for the Specials'
Gangsters single (before Chrysalis
signed the band's label) and the rereleased Buzzcocks' Spiral Sersich
on the New Hormones label.
Altogether it handles something
like 30 different labels, and can
also arrange the pressing of colour
vinyl and picture discs — in fact,

Why does the Tinsley Robor

the Stiff picture discs earlier this
year were all done via Island
Manufacturing.
Vineyard Productions, a division
of Caroline Exports, specialise in
custom pressing particularly for
overseas customers. Amongst them
are companies in Africa and
France. Brian Lcafe says: "We
obviously lake orders at very short
notice and can turn around 100,000
singles in 48 hours. Originally
Vineyard started about seven or
eight years ago but it has only been
in the last two or three that we
have started taking it very
seriously. Now we have built up a
very good business." Vineyard also
has facilities for tape duplication.
Leafe adds: "There arc a lot of
people around, even in the music
business, who do not understand
the whole business of pressing
records. We iry to help people as
much as we possibly can."
Other companies also have
custom pressing/tape duplicating
facilities, which are employed by
various record companies whenever
there is a major demand for an
album or single, or during periods
of particularly high records sales.
In particular the Christmas buildup period is often a time when the
custom pressers are in particular
demand. The TV-merchandisers
also have frequent need to use
them.
Damoni Record in Hayes,
Middlesex — now owned by WEA
Records — offers such facilities
and also does coloured vinyl
pressings and picture discs. In the
tape field, Ivan Berg Associates in
Hampstead offers small runs
although it has a duplicating
capacity of up to 80,000 per week.
Similarly the Tape Duplication

Company in Islington offers
custom duplication of cassettes and
8-irack cartridges. Multiple Sound
Distributors, of West London,
offers facilities for album and tape
pressing.
.
Richard Stephen Tapes in Lcyton
High Road was set up by partners
Alan Perry and Alan Boddie in
September 1978 and has rapidly
established itself in the tape
duplicating marketplace, both m a
general sense but also by
specialising in the duplicaton of
language courses, and educational
tapes.
Other aspects
On a normal day shift the
company has a capacity of 15,000
cassettes a week (40 hours) but
director Boddie points out thai this
situation is very fluent and
overtime and weekend work is
often done to cope with extra or
larger orders. Richard Stephen
Tapes is also involved with other
aspects of tape duplication,
including artwork and printing
often at no extra charge. The
company uses ICM or Landmark
cassettes, and also ICM library
cases. The tape used is usually
AGFA but on occasions BASF has
been used.
"We recently concluded a deal
with a major manufacturer,
Alchemco, in Switzerland to handle
all his product in the UK," Boddie
also points out. "The deal involves
a low-price cassette range and will
involve four or five labels. We
shall be manufacturing and
distributing them."
Although based in Essex,
Richard Stephen Tapes has easy
access to the West End via the
Central Line — "We're two or
three minutes away from the
station" — and also has a delivery
service in the London area.

"It's very rewarding to do work for people
who are investing their last £50 in a

Group produce 60,000,000
sleeves-gatefolds-inner-bags

product they really believe in and to ■
see them pleased with what you have
done for them"

&7"slccvcs per year?
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m
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Could It have sometlhtag

to do with consistent

reliability?

5^ Robor Limited-(09063) 5381
S] Howard Printers (Slough) Ltd-(75) 32271
jj James Upton Ltd-(021) 692 1171
THE SPECIALS: previously looked after by Island Manufacturing.
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RICHARD STEPHEN TAPES LTD.
OFFER ALLOFTHESE SERVICES

WE PRODUCEAND DISTRIBUTE
UNDER LICENCESOMEOF
EUROPES FOREMOST
LOW PRICE CASSETTE LABELS

HIGH SPEED DUPLICATING WITH FULL DOLBY FACILITIES
REALTIME & IN CASSETTE COPYING
SPECIAL LENGTH BLANKS
STUDIO & MASTERING
CONTRACTUAL EQUIPMENT SERVICES AVAILABLE
DESIGN & PRINT OF ARTWORK
FULL RANGE OF ACCESSORIES INCLUDING:
LABELS, INLAYS, HEAD CLEANERS ETC..
ONLY INTERNATIONALLY APPROVED PRODUCTS USED
ALCHEMCO, I CM, & LANDMARK CASSETTES.
AGFA& BASF CASSETTE TAPE

SOLE U.K. AGENTS FOR ALL
ALCHEMCO PRODUCTS

If you want a professional job based on years of experience
contact ALAN BO DDI E or ALAN PERRY on 01-539 0955
RICHARD STEPHEN TAPES LTD. 393 HIGH RD., IEYTON, LONDON E10 SNA

m
Alchemco Ltd.

LONDON FEATURES INTERNATIONAL LTD.
* Fully equipped West End studio with in-house catering and entertainment facilities
(available for hire if required).
* Staff photographers experienced in a/I grades of Music Business photography from
signings to album sleeves. In-house creative facilities.
* Fast efficient, quality repro service (4-hour turn round, at extra cost, when required).
^ Colour duplicating sen/ice.
* 24-hour, 7-da / a valiability o f all sen/ices.
* World's largest colour and black and white photo library of groups and artists from early 50s
to date.
* Weekly colour and black and white syndication to world-wide media with a combined
circulation/viewing potential of more than 150 million.
(ro.R.ixArir- /nHN HAI 9ALL FRANCES TOFF
ROY JONES
STUDIO BOOKINGS, TECHNICAL
SIMON FOWLER, PAUL COX

LIBRARY/SYNDICATION.
PHOTOGRAPHERS

LOWDOPsJ FEATURES INTERNATIONAL LTD., DORSET LODGE, 8 DORSET SQUARE,
LONDON, NW! 6PU.
TELEPHONE: 01-723 4204/5, 723 2459.
LONDON NW1.

TELEX 25884 LONP/X G. CABLES LONPIX

PHOTOGRAPHERS TO THE MUSIC BUSINESS
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THE LONG-ESTABLISHED service of the solo
independent
promo has recently been challenged (or
Short run cassette
complemented, depending on how you look at it) by
duplicating on a fast turn
round basis.
the emergence of record sales/promo/display
facilities, organised as fully-fledged, fully-staffed
companies.
199a Gloucester Place,
sr
reaction replies.
THE PAST two years have seen very
London NW1 6BU
Three
reps
are
in
the
field,
«&
big changes in the record companies
01-723-6301
monitoring disco reaction — James
selling strategy. After a period
Raffan in Scotland. Keith Connor in
during which new types of sales the
mi
North and Paul Birch in the
forces — particularly specialist
Midlands.
Among the most recent
singles sales forces — proliferated,
and the number of reps employed by product worked on have been singles
DESIGN
most companies increased, the from Malumbi, Sheila Hylton, Bill
economic problems being Lovclady, Marie St Pierre and
AND
Richard Jakubo wski (left) and A Ian Wade of Record Sales
Bunny Maloney.
universally left have forced an even
Since 197" Record Sales has built
more rapid decrease in sales staff.
Johnny Morris Kings Breakfast LP.
ARTWORK
promotion — often to little effect
But while the need to sell-in a 23-strong team, who promote (not
MAP took Morris on the road for
the past, they feel they know
For all your
effectively has become ever more sell) a small number of selected titles inabout
four days, arranging a total of 13
pitfalls, and how to avoid
urgent, the cost of doing so, and the — usually three per week to a list of them. the
LP's, Cassettes, 8-track,
radio interviews, and a couple of TV
They
feel
that
the
fact
that
dealers
which
has
now
grown
to
over
methods used, have had to be
Posters, advdr*ising
SDOtS.
1,000. It now also has gained the almost every company for which
seriously re-examined.
promotions an,-1 publicity
Having now based itself at
they have worked once has used
Necessity has again proved to be exclusive right to promote to leading
Horizon Studios in Coventry the
them again is itself a reputation on
Woolwonhs and Woolco stores.
the
mother
of
invention
among
the
company
intends to be closely
which to build.
FINN GRAFIKS LTD
The company's effectiveness is
industry's
independent
involvd with new projects there,
The
newer
arrival
on
the
borne
out
by
an
average
of
a
dozen
01-732 2793
entrepreneurs.
the launch of the house
independent sales promo scene is including
The unspoken question in sales or more BMRB chart entries at a
label and publishing company. MAP
Magnum Associate Promotions, set
lime. Wade and Jakubowski point
promotion is, "how do you keep in
very recently added two new
up about four months ago by former has
touch with the same, number of out that the reason they as an
to its team — former WEA
RCA regional promotions manager staffers
independent achieve these results,
dealers
(or
preferably
more
dealers)
promotion
man Tony Cannon, now
qrv
in the Midlands, Mike Tobin and
radio stations and discos — giving while record companies' own sales
responsible
for the Manchester,
Roger
Upright,
who
also
worked
in
promotion
forces
are
working
hard
them information, getting them to
Leeds, Sheffield and
the Midlands (for EMI) and was Liverpool,
listen to new product, and assessing in the same field, is that they have
Bradford areas; and Lou
before leaving there singles sales Goodridge,
feedback — with sales and to. Without the results an
who has joined Tobin to
manager for EMI LRD.
promotion teams being forcibly independent company in any
work
out of the Coventry office.
Their
operation
is
younger,
industry
would
fail,
and
with
a
team
shrunk to fit slimmer budgets?"
If it is true that a company can
smaller, and inevitably differs in claim
of 23, Record Sales can in fact claim
One answer is the independent
to have come of age when it
detail from that of Record Sales, but starts sending
sales-promotion-display-dealer a bigger field promotion forced than
its staff to other jobs
when it comes to professional dues in the same field
any record company.
liaison-professional gofer company.
— particularly if
rapid, and solid self confidence,
They prefer to start work about
As can be judged from the
that
professional
field is a new one
there is little to choose between the — then Record Sales
complicated job description, the two weeks before release (four weeks
arrived,
two pairs of directors. So Tobin and because Lou Goodridgehaswas
exact shape and organisation of such for disco). The 11-man Local Radio
until
Upright's description of themselves
a company is difficult to tic down, Promotion company, co-ordinated
move to MAP working as RS
"an unlikely team, but so were her
but there are now two which offer by Steve Jenkins, paves the way to
radio co-ordinator.
Nottingham Forest a couple of years local
this service — Record Sales, and consumer interest, Record Sales
Musically, nostalgia rules every
ago" comes across as a pleasant now
makes sure the listed dealers have at
Magnum.
and
then, but on the business
piece of false modesty coupled with side things
Record Sales is the big brother. It least a few copies in stock when they
move forward:
a belief in future greatness.
was the brainchild of Alan Wade, arc asked for, and subsequent orders
developments may sometimes
MAP'S
offer
is,
if
required,
and
sales
should,
when
all
goes
formerly
Anchor
Records
sales
and
AWpaw&riAAY.'/
complete co-ordination of a appear cyclic, but once having
marketing manager, and Richard right, mean a hit.
promotion campaign for any chosen changed nothing in the industry ever
The London Promotion
Badges or Patches or TShirts Jakubowski, who was head of
record, including personal really changes back. The new types
marketing at Pyc. To them goes the Company, in the person of director
promotion to regional radio, and of sales promotion teams can be
distinction of having come up with Brian Haynes, promotes to "all the
WCM&A Ltd
press, liaison with dealers (including taken as firm steps along that path
important
London-based
media".
the
answer
shortly
before
the
Tel. 0272-30221/30452
distribution of promotional discs of organisational change, and even
The four promotional limbs can
question was seriously asked.
and display material) and when slump one day turns into
There is now a special disco work on a title together, or in any
organisation of both these services boom, sales forces are unlikely to
promotion arm at RS which works combination of two or three, or a
FOR ALL
resume their old shape and size. This
to coincide with tours.
company may use only one of the
on
disco-type
music,
sends
An example of the current argues that the independent sales
SPECIALISED CATERING,
promotional copies to its list of 250 services offered. Wade and
MAP work was the recent two week promo company is here to stay, and
disco oriented dealers, tells djs the Jakubowski still stand by their early
PARTIES, RECEPTIONS,
promotion they did for Newcastle- RS and MAP can expect to be joined
statement
that,
having
spent
record
records
are
there
to
be
picked
up,
FINE WINES AND
based Rubber Records, on the by others in the Held.
and then obtains from those djs companies' money on sales
GIFT PACKS.
Ritchie Blackmore's Rainbow.
INDEPENDENT RECORD
James comments; "Independent
promotion companies have now Sndtepemdeitt premitiin
promotion companies are now
become an established part of the
accepted in the music business, and
music industry. Getting airplay
rightly so. We can provide a
the right DJs for the mailing list . i.e.
action, TV slots and disco plays is One, Radio Two, Luxembourg,
valuable service to the artists that a
DJ's who are working in influential
their business. And here we look at Capitol and Radio London."
record company often cannot
clubs, who will play new records,
three of the more successful
Garrell Redfcarn's MIF
achieve. It's true, there are cowboys.
who will send back reaction sheets,
independents.
promotion company has been in
In the past, the reputation of
and whose support can genuinely
Howard Marks set up his Howlin' business for nearly five years.
independent has been harmed by a
help sales.
Promotion Company in October Concentrating on the field of disco
few who have drifted into the
1974. Working alone, Marks has promotion, Rcdfearn says: "From
"Thirdly, we aim to feed back as
business to make a fast buck. But
been involved in the promotion of 1974 I consistently tried to tell the much information to the client as
now the serious and professional
such chart acts as Stranglers, industry about the commercial possible; both for marketing
operators are established, recognised
Sparks, Yellow Dog, Frankic Valli, importance of disco."
purposes and for future musical
and well-respected. We are valued
Quantum Jump, Duane Eddy,
MIF provides record promotion reference."
for the results we can achieve.
Gibson Brothers, Sex Pistols, Guys via mailing lists to 500 disco DJs at
But perhaps one of the best
"At one lime, people thought
n' Dolls, Wilko Johnson and Fox. their home addresses and 200 discoknown
independent
promoters
in
the
independent pluggcrs just worked on
He has worked for a variety of orientated press, radio and retail
business
is
Alan
James
and
his
now
product
that record companies
major record labels and recently personnel. The mail-outs include
HARLDWBURY,
well-established company, Rime
didn't want to, or couldn't handle
won
the
Radio
Luxembourg
award
newsletters
and
reaction
reports;
Enterprises.
themselves. They arc now proving to
OLD HARLOW,
for Top Independent Promotion back-up promotion is by way of
be an important pan of the music
Since leaving Anchor some five
ESSEX.
Company.
phone, letters and visits to DJs, DJ
industry, often providing a more
years ago. James has worked on
Says Marks; "I work totally feedback and general information is
efficient, and cheaper alternative, to
artists ranging from Yes to Elton
alone, and service all national TV relayed back to clients for sales and
an in-house promotion team."
John, from the Dave Clark Five to
0279416721
shows featuring pop music, Radio A&R purposes.
Furthermore, MIF's disco mailing
service yivolvcs a straightforward
mail-out of records, printed matter
and promo material to 1000 clubs,
>>-■)
DISCO
discos and dance halls throughout
the UK. It also offers advice and
^MMlr
prawioTiON
G+M
organisation for special promotion
events
at
selected
discos.
With
mailing
lists
of
500
key
disco
DJs. 200 disco-orientated press, radio and
Communications
Rcdfearn lists three basic
retail personnel, and 1,000 clubs, dance-hall and discotheques throughout the
principles for his operation. "First,
U.K. - all constantly up-dated - we can take care of all disco promotion
to pick the right records to promote.
needs
They should either be (a) genuinely
Special promotion nights. Record mail-outs, Printed mailshots, Full-scale
good to dance to, or (b) commercial
record promotion.
— and therefore useful for all DJs,
For details of the BEST disco mailing service in the business, contact:
or (c) original •— and therefore
A Merchandising Service to the Music Industry
Garrell Rcdfearn, MIF RECORD PROMOTION, 44 Earlham Street, London
deserving every bit of exposure they
W.C.2
01 240 3731.
can gel.
G ' M CommunicationsLimited
"Secondly, it is important to pick
l/ss,rr p.;r. St'jdK l/.h Moot'- }-..11' Hon-l London f>W6 4P3 Tc-lophono-01 7314280
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Hothouse design sleeves, conceive ad campaigns, produce window and point-of-sale material, write radio commercials and provide merchandising ideas.

Record our number.
01-629 1159

Hothouse

wraon

PflCWWItKi

iKilKHn
0

RECORDS?

k
ENVELOPES to pos.
records and
CARDBOARD BOXES to
hold LPs, Singles
and cassettes
•imis

Contact Melissa on 01-607 0041
2 phmai OS ROAD. LONDON N51XH
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Record Sales
The Local Radio Team
The Disco
Promotion Company
The London
Promotion Company
72, Newman Street,
London W1P3LA
Tel: 01-636 9251/2.
Telex 8812733
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PRs —

AT ONE time a personal press representative was a status symbol afforded
only by a few superstars.
Independent PRs will provide status but are no longer viewed as mere
luxuries. Much more than that they are seen to provide a valuable service,
complementing or even replacing the role of a record company press office.
Tony Barrow, Keith Goodwin and Keith Altham come to mind as the elder
statesman in this field, while Tony Brainsby, whose name has become almost
synonymous with Paul McCartney in recent years, and Maclntyre/Massey will
soon aspire to that rank. Also well established is Jennie Halsall who, along
with relative newcomer Judy Totton, carries the Hag for the ladies.
Women make excellent heads of press at record companies — witness Moira
Bellas At WEA and Elly Smith at CBS, for example — yet they seem wary of
stepping out on their own.
Well known in the music business arc Peter Thompson, Rogers and Cowan
and Peter Hazell-Smith, though these also operate in other areas of
entertainment. Roger St Pierre and Martin Lewis concentrate on the record
business but have their fingers in pies other than press, while Charlie
McCutcheon, Richard Robson and Max "Waxic Maxie" Needham have
recently joined the fray after working for record companies. Other relative
newcomers are Joe O'Neill and Mick Wall at Heavy Publicity and Alan
Edwards who emerged with the Stranglers.
Most independent PRs agree that their Job has changed over the years, but
some disagree when it comes to pinpointing the areas of change and the reasons
behind them.
Through his association with the daddy of them all, the late Lcs Perrin, Nick
Massey has an insight into the infancy of independent public relations.
"Mike Ledgerwood and I travelled in from Sutton with Les," Massey
recalls, "and the train journey was like a free 20 minute lesson.
"Les was really the first of the music business PRs and in my opinion the
best. He set the ground rules which arc still followed today — certainly by Mac
and myself."
He feels that the job of a PR has become larger and more complex, calling
for wider business skills. "In the early days the music business wasn't really
professional, so things on the periphary such as PR weren't as professional as
they are today. One important strength needed to survive is the ability to
adapt. If you don't change, it is possible to fall by the wayside, as several have
in recent years.
"It is also important to set limits and not go beyond them and we wouldn't
look to lake on more than a dozen acts, so as to be able to give proper attention
to each one. Record companies aren't able to concentrate on new releases
because of the nature of release schedules. The press office will work on them a
few weeks after release but then the next month's batch comes along."
This latter point is echoed by Judy Totton, who says: "You can give a lot
more lime and attention when you're an independent, making it possible to
reach a wider spectrum of the media. 1 managed to get Toyah into The Taller
It's a 12 month a year
non-stop job"
Hairdressers Journal, for instance, and 1 work a lot with foreign press as
well."
While praising the job done by record company press offices, Tony Barrow
sees himself performing a different function.
"I provide continuity on the artist, while they aim to provide continuity for
the label. Record companies tend also to concentrate on the record columns,
whereas I look to a wider coverage, taking in fashion and TV pages, for
instance. I don't limit myself to the type of coverage I aim for and like to work
in accord with the promotion department of a record company as well as the
press office. In that vein I would like to sec more direct co-ordination between
press and promotion departments."
Keith Goodwin is another who feels that the most important part of his job
is to keep up the continuity between releases and says: "It's a 12 month a year
non-stop job and in record companies you tend to get lost in the pile when you
haven't got a record out — otherwise companies would need about 30 PRs to
provide greater attention."
Some independent PRs came through record companies, while others, like
Goodwin, started out as journalists. Goodwin worked on jazz papers and the
NME, and, encouraged by Les Perrin and Matt Munro, set up his own PR
company with £39 in the bank and only a few artists, such as The Temperance
Seven and The Springfields, on his books.
He had to change his style of writing when he climbed over to the other side
of the fence, but also recognises that the attitude of the rock press has altered.
" "Some writers seem to think they're more important than the artist they're
writing about," he explains. "They used to write because they were simply very
interested in music but now that interest has changed and they use rock as
something to hang their brilliance on,"
Goodwin finds support for this view from Keith Altham who also worked
for the NME and feels that having been a journalist gives him a slight edge as it
enables him to see the journalistic side of a problem.
"My approach has not changed," Altham maintains, "but the journalistic
approach has changed. When I started at the age of 19 writing gossip for teen
mags, it was fun. These days it has got very serious with lengthy, heavy
features on artists and you have to bear that in mind as a PR. 1 think it has got
too serious and wonder whether groups like The Who and The Stones would
have survived until now if they had had to suffer the intensity of criticism being
dished out now.
"I don't like to become a barrier between an artist and the press but these
days some press exposure can be positively harmful."
All independent PRs would agree with Joe O'Neill's sentiment that having
no record company allegiance enables him to work on what he likes, going for
artists that might be unfashionable, while at the same time turning down
fashionable groups if he doesn't feel comfortable working with them.
It also enables them to build up a strong personal relationship with a client,
which they feel is important, and Goodwin, for instance, regards Jon
Anderson of Yes as a friend as well as a client. Barrow has represented Cilia
Black "from the word go" and reckons there is great value to an artist in
staying with a PR over a lond period. "It is so much easier to answer for her,
having known her for so long," he explains.
Comparing that to a record company situation Judy Totton recalls: "I had
80 acts at CBS and with that number, some — the ones you aren't really into —
are bound to suffer. As an independent 1 can give my undivided attention to
my acts."
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While most independent PRs like to have a varied rosier, Tony Barrow
^"DiHelem styles (If music have come and gone but ''
me," he teasons. "I've specialised in MOR, such as The New Seekers and The
Dooleys, and teenybop acts such as The Monkees, Gary Glitter, The Bay City
Rollers and David Soul."
.
. .
With so few lady PRs striking out on their own, is n bl:causa lh^> fecl
they need the protection a record company affords? Jennie Halsall, who has
worked in the press office at EMI and also for The Eagles in America, agrees
that the music business is harder for a woman. "It's harder to socialise with the
lads in the pub, for instance, and without being a hard person it s ditliculi to
show you really mean business. I've had to go round 'desk thumping belore
now to get money that's been owed to me."
Judy Totton similarly finds little advantage in being a woman in the
business. "There is a prevalent attitude in the music industry that women
should fall into a secrctcrial role," she complains, "but at least all PRs are
judged on results."
,
One of the most recent additions to the ranks of the independents is Richard
Robson, who was previously marketing manager at Magnet Records and has
been a staffer on Music Week. He has tended to go for the largely untapped
"up market" end of the public relations scale, choosing to present the
corporate image for several companies and — most delicate of all — for the
BP1.
One topic on which PRs cannot agree is that of publicity stunts. Some
predict their return, while others, with one eye on budgets, suggest that we
have seen the last of expensive, attention grabbing gimmicks,
Joe O'Neill relishes the memory of showering a Sieeleye Span audience with
£1 notes, while Keith Goodwin recalls driving a topless "mermaid" down the
Haymarkel, parking the car with the girl perched on lop and throwing the key
down a drain.
Keith Altham also remembers hiring a nude to ride around Eros and "she
couldn't even get arrested". His most elaborate and most successful stunt,
though, must be the press conference for the Uriah Heep album High And
Mighty held on a Swiss mountain.
Not all the best gimmicks have been so extravagant, however, and for the
price of a stamp Waxie Maxie often "hits" the nationals with a letter from
"Nigel of Balham", predicting a rock 'n' roll revival with his latest client band
leading the way.
A similarly inexpensive brainwave struck Jennie Halsall when she was
organising a press launch for the Three Degrees" single The Runner. The
morning radio announced the temperature as three degrees, so she got the girls
to run across a park in tracksuits, followed by the inevitable bevy of
photographers.
The sharpest contrast between a cheap but effective stunt and an expensive
flop comes from Tony Barrow. "In the early days of the Bee Gees we had to
organise a protest against a couple of them being sent back to Australia when
their permits ran out. We hired an elephant for £200 with the idea of it
marching down Whitehall and ending up at Downing Street. Press coverage
was minimal.
"However when a fan club member chained herself to the railings — at a
cost of a few pence for the chain and padlock — it made the centre spread of
the Daily Mirror the next day!"
Perhaps the best illustration of why PRs carry on as little-thanked links
between artist and press is provided by a story from Keith Altham.
"I will always remember Keith Moon's comment about me at a board
meeting of The Who when they were discussing dispensing with my services.
"He said: 'Can't we have him stuffed and put in a corner somewhere'."
"Some press exposure em
be positively harmful"

The services supplement was written by RODNEY
BURBECK, JIM EVANS, TERR1 ANDERSON, CHRIS
WHITE, DAVID DALTON, SIMON HILLS and DANNY
VAN EM DEN
Edited by TERR1 ANDERSON
Production by DANNY VAN EMDEN
w-ordiiiated by JACKY LILBCRN and ANDREW
BKAIN
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What do Ze, Rough Trade, Greensleeves, Safari,
Factory and Criminal have in common?

ISLAND MANUFACTURING
Island Manufacturing offer you a complete service.
Supply us with master tapes and artwork and we'll do the rest.
We'll even arrange distribution.
Island Manufacturing is geared towards small, independent labels.
Colour vinyl? Picture discs? No problem. Come to the best.
Come to Island Manufacturing.
ISLAND MANUFACTURING
20a British Grove, London W4.
For further details, contact Nick Flower 01-748 6065/6114

14a The Village,
Char It on,
S.E. 7.
Phone 01-854 4115
01-855 1658

EXHIBITION AND

SHOPFITTING CONTRACTORS

Facias
Signs
VD

Showcards
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Printing
Point of Sale

Complete Nationwide Window Display Service
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PRESSING
PROBLEMS?
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Have you tried PRODUCTION EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL
If you are tearing your hair out at the gap between your incoming
pressings and soaring sales, or if you are having problems with sleeve
design, printing, pressings, or have any production headaches. . .
EOSBIE & ELIE DAHDI or P.E.I, can solve YOUMproblems.
They have lots of pressing and print capacity at your disposal and will
co-ordinate your order right through to timely deliveries to your door.
Because of the volume P.E.I, has reserved, even a small pressing order
can be handled at low cost.
Flexibility and wholehearted service are P.C.I's maxims.
PRODUCTION EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL,
15 Britten Lodge,
Fairacres,
Bromley,
Kent BR2 9BT.
Telephone: 01-464 3249 Telex: 912881
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The view is breathtaking.
Linda Lewis has conic n lonq wav Irom the old
school yard. N'ow. lor Iho firsl linio.slio« roalisiim
her Irno polontial. Tho rosnll. I lacionda View. '
isa collci.tion ol Ion slunniny sonys prodm.od
and arranyod by Mike Hall.
I'oaluriny Iho sinylo U)!) |nniaii:a I liyluvay;
I lacionda X'iow rovoals a lotallv now dinionsion
to Linda Lowis. Xon ll Find tho view broalhtakiny.
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Linda Lewis
Brand new album 'Hacienda View,
includes the single '109 Jamaica Highway.
Produced and arranged by Mike Batt.
Allimn: ARl,.')():i:i C^ssdlr; ZC/AKI.
Hhiylc: AR()1»|

: i Orde/S. I®; Rye Records (Sales) Lid.', 132 Western Road, Mltcham. Surrey CR4 SUT- tefc 01-640 3344, m
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SINGLE
INDEX
ATMOSFEAR
BEACON. Kim
BORGE, Victor
BRANDUARDI, Angelo
BUFFETT, Jimmy
BURTON, Jay
CANNED ROCK
CLIENT
COUNTRY JOE MCDONALD
CUSS, Sue
DAN-I
DAMNED
DEVILLE. Roland
EQUALS
HALEY, Bill
HERNANDEZ, Patrick/Herye
Tholance
HOOPER, Stix
HUDSON, Al
JACKSON, Michael
JOHN, Elton
JOLI, France
JOSEPH, Steve
KC AND THE SUNSHINE BAND
KENSING SINGERS/Grimethorpe
Colliery Band
LLOYD, Andy
LYON, Bemi
MILLS, Frank

D
I
S
M
C
M
T
0
D
Y
M
I
L
B
?■
Y
S
M
0
J
C
M
P
W
L
ME
P

AB
ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE,
Hometown, DAN PEAK. MCA 544
(C)
AMERICAN GIRLS, Movin' On,
TRIUMPH. RCA PB 9451 (R)
BABY COME BACK, Hold Me Closer.
THE EQUALS. OG9021 (G)
BABY LET'S PLAY HOUSE. Wildwood
Saloon. RACHEL SWEET. Stiff BUY
55(C)
BIG CITY BOYS, Mr. Natural, WARM
JETS. RSO47(F)
CHANSON POUR LES PETITS
ENFANTS, Boat Drinks. JIMMY
BUFFETT. MCA 540(C)
ALBUM
INDEX
ADDRISI BROS
BLUE STEEL
BRUBECK. Dave
BUFFET, Jimmy
CORNWALL, Hugh/
Robin Williams
CROSBY; Bing
DATTON/Dubarri
DICKIES
DOLL BY DOLL
499-2139
HALEY. Bill
IRON CITY HOUSEROCKERS
JAY & The Americans
JENNINGS, Waylon
KENNEDY, Grace
KOOL & The Gang
LANE, Cristy

14
8
3
9
16
9
4
1
2
13
15
...9
16
9
4
10
16

1 A&M
DAWN OF THE DICKIES
The Dickies
AMLE 68510
LENNYZAKATEK
Lenny Zakatek
AMLH 64777
2 AUTOMATIC (WEA)
GYPSY BLOOD
Doll By Doll
K 56755
3 CBS
TAKE FIVE
Dave Brubeck
31769
4 DJM
DESIRE
Grace Kennedy
DJF 20563
NO MORE INTERVIEWS
John Mayall
DJF20564
CHOICE
Datton/Dubarri
DJF 20565
THE BONAR ALBUM OF
JULIAN & SANDY
Kenneth Williams/Hugh Paddick
DJM 22084
5 DYNAMIC (CREOLE)
CARNIVAL EXPERIENCE
PAGE 40

NASHVILLE SOUL ORCHESTRA . . . . S
NEWMAN, David Fathead
0
PASSIONS
H
PEAK, Dan
A
PHOTOS
I
POINTED STICKS
0
RAVEN. Genya
P
REGENTS
S
RIGBY, Robert
ROSS, Diana
I
RUFUS ANDCHAKA
D
SHAPIROS
I
SIRRS, Ed
I
SHALAMAR
S
SKELLERN, Peter
T
SLAUGHTER AND THE DOGS
Y
SOHO
I
STATUS QUO
L
SWEET, Rachel
B
SYLVESTER
I
ST. CLAIR, Isla
C
TRAINER, Phil
W
TREDEGAR BRASS BAND
S
TRIUMPH
A
VILLAGE PEOPLE
R
WARM JETS
B
WATERBABIES
H
WILD, Jamie
H
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A— -Polygram,
Rye, C - CBS,
E - EMI,
H —WH.- WEA,
R. Taylor,
L —F
Lugtons, R — RCA, S - Selecta, X - Clyae
Factors, Z — Enterpise, CR — Craolo, P —
Pinnacle. RT - Rough Trade, SH — Shannon,
Q — Charmdale, G — Lightning, SP —
Spartan, FP — Faulty Products.
CHILD IN A MANGER, Nativity. ISLA
ST. CLAIR. Decca F 13881 (S)
COME TO ME, Let Go, FRANCE JOLI.
Ariola ARO 204 (A)

DE
DANCING IN OUTER SPACE. Outer
Space, ATMOSFEAR. MCA
543/MCAT 543(C)
DO YOU LOVE WHAT YOU FEEL,
Dancing Mood, RUFUS AND
CHAKA. MCA 531 (C)
DOO WOP OH, Koyote/Save The
Whale, COUNTRY JOE
MCDONALD/PERSUASIONS.
Fantasy FTC 184(E)
LEE, Byron &■ the
Dragonaires
MAS, Carolyne
MAYALL, John
McCOY, Van
MINGUS DYNASTY
NEW ORLEANS JAZZ &
HERITAGE FESTIVAL
PETTY, Tom & The
Heartbreakers
PIECES
POINTER, Noel
RARE, ROCKABILLY VOL. 4
RIGBY. Robert
SANG, Samantha
SHEPPARD, Jean
SKELLERN, Peter
SPOTLIGHT ON GREECE
STYLISTICS
TROOPER
TURNER, Ike & Tina
WILLIAMS, Kenneth/Hugh
Paddick
WINTERS, Johnny
WYNETTE, Tammy
ZAKATEK, Lenny

5
10
4
7
17
15
9
16
16
9
12
16
16
10
11
7
9
16
4
16
6
1

Byron Lee &■
The Dragonaires
DYLP3014
6 EPIC (CBS)
TAMMY WYNETTE - THE
CLASSIC COLLECTION
Tammy Wynette
EPC 88472
7 H&L(PHONOGRAM)
THE HITS
Stylistics
6467 650
SWEET RHYTHM
Van McCoy
6467 651
8 INFINITY (MCA)
NO MORE LONELY NIGHTS
Blue Steel
INS 2001
9 MCA
RARE ROCKABILLY VOL.4
Various
MCF3035
THE EARLY YEARS
Waylon Jennings
CDL8501
20 GOLDEN GREATS
Bing Crosby
MCTV 3
FLYING COLOURS
Trooper
MCF3039
LOVE'S SO TOUGH

ELEANOR RIGBY, Babylon Is Not A
Dream, BERNIE LYON. Mercury
RIGBY7 (F)
EVERYONE CAN ROCK AND ROLL. I
Need The Music BILL HALEY, Sonet
SON 2194 (A)
H
HEAVEN IS IN YOU, Oh, What A Way.
Hi, JAMIE WILDE. Bare BR00/1 (P)
HIGH COCKALORUM, Luli Lu Li,
WATER BABIES. Ariola ARO 192 (A)
HUNTED, Oh, No It's You, PASSIONS.
Fiction FICS 8 (F)

I CAN'T STOP DANCING, In My
Fantasy, SYLVESTER. Fantasy FTC
183(E)
I JUST CAN'T BE HAPPY TODAY.
Ballroom Blitz, THE DAMNED.
Chiswick CHIS 120(E)
IMAGINE, It Takes Time To Find Love,
KIM BEACON, Rialto TREB 110 (A)
I THINK I THINK TOO MUCH, Santa1
Claus Has Died, ED SIRRS. O^
1014 (SP)
I WANNA THANK YOU. I Need Your
Love, SOHO. Chopper CHOP 10 (S)
I'M SO ATTRACTIVE. Guitar Hero,
PHOTOS. CBS 7984(C)
ISOLDE, Waitress. THE SHAPIROS.
North of Watford N 702 (NOW)
IT'S MY HOUSE, Sparkle, DIANA
ROSS. Motown TMG 1169 (E)

LIVING ON AN ISLAND, Runaway,
STATUS QUO. Vertigo 6059 248 (F)
M
MEMORY, 1845, STEVE JOSEPH,
Charisma CB 348 (F)
MERRY WILL WE BE, Mustapha's Tale,
ANGELO BRANDUARDI. Ariola
ARO 193 (A)
MIRACLES. If You Want Me To Want
You, VINCE HILL. Pye 7P 149 (A)
MIDNIGHT DANCING, Nothin' Like Your
Lovin' In The Mornin', JAY ARTHUR
BURTON. President PT 479 (C/CR)
MONKEY CHOP. Roller Boogie, DAN-I.
Island 12 WIP 6520(E)
'"MOONLIGHT AND MUSAK, Woman
Make Man. M. MCA 541 (C)
MUSIC, Tonight, AL HUDSON. MCA
542(C)
N
NATIVITY SONG, Under The Star,
ROBERT RIGBY. Fusion FUS 003 (PI

OFF THE WALL, Working Day And
Night. MICHAEL JACKSON. Epic
EPC 8045 (C)
ONE STEP AT A TIME, Freaky Beat.
DAVID FATHEAD NEWMAN,
Prestige PRC 104 (R)
OUT OF LUCK, What Do You Want Me
To Do/Somebody's Mom, POINTED
STICKS. Stiff BUYIT 59(C)
OUT TO LUNCH, Harry's Bar, CLIENT.
RCA PB 5124 (R)

JOHNNY B. GOODE, Thunder In The
Night. ELTON JOHN. Rocket XPRES
24(F)

LITTLE JIMMY BROWN. Do You Like It,
ROLAND DEVILLE. Pye 7P 147 (A)
LIVING IN AMERICA, Letters To Eva,
ANDY LLOYD. Ariola/Hansa AHA
552 (A)
Iron City Houserockers MCF 3031
VOLCANOES
Jimmy Buffett
MCG 4005
DAM THE TORPEDOES
Tom Petty & The
Heartbreakers
MCF 3044
10 MERCURY (PHONOGRAM)
LADIES NIGHT
Kool £f The Gang
6372 763
ASTAIRE
Peter Skellern
9109 702
CAROLYNE MAS
Carolyne Mas
9100 068
11 PHILIPS (PHONOGRAM)
SPOTLIGHT ON GREECE
Various
6641 986
12 REDIFFUSION
ROCK STAR
Robert Rigby
FUS 7000
13 ROCKET (PHONOGRAM)
499-2139
Various
DIAL 1
14 SCOTTI (WEA)
ADDRISI BROTHERS
Addrisi Brothers
K 50676
15 SONET
EVERYONE CAN ROCK AND ROLL
Bill Haley
SNTF808
NEW ORLEANS JAZZ &
HERITAGE FESTIVAL
Various
SNTF812
16 UNITED ARTISTS
NOSFERATU
Hugh Cornwall/
Robert Williams U AG 30251 (U AGTCK 30251)
PIECES
Pieces UAG 30252 (UAG-TCK
30252)
FROM DANCE TO LOVE
Samantha Sang
UAG 30274 (UAG-TCK 30274)
SIMPLE LITTLE WORDS
Cristy Lane
UAG 30277 (UAG-TCK 30277)
FEEL IT
Noel Pointer
UAG 30278 (UAG-TCK 30278)
BEST OF JAY & THE AMERICANS

PEDAL TO THE METAL, I Won't Sleep
On The Wet Spot No More, GENYA
RAVEN. 20th Century TC 2434 (R)
PIANO LESSON NO 5, Most People Are
Nice. FRANK MILLS. Polydor POSP
90(F)
PLEASE DON'T GO, Betcha, KC AND
THE SUNSHINE BAND. TK TKR
7558(C)
Jay & The Americans
LBR 1000 (LBR-TCR 1000)
THE PROGRESSIVE BLUES
EXPERIMENT
Johnny Winters
LBR 1001 (LBR-TCR 1001)
SOUL SELLERS
Ike &• Tina Turner
LBR 1002 (LBR-TCR 1002)

R
READY FOR THE EIGHTIES, Save Me,
VILLAGE PEOPLE. Mercury 6007 244
(F)
SECOND TIME AROUND, Leave It All
yp fo Love, SHALAMAR, RCA SB
1709(R)
. „
ccnjd IN THE CLOWNS, "Elite Squad.
TREDEGAR
BRASS
BAND.
RAK
302
^
SOAP Loves Transformation, THE
NASHVILLE SOUL ORCHESTRA.
Decca F 13872 (SI
SPRING AND AUTUMN, Borge's Opera
Mozart, VICTOR BORGE. Pye7P 146
(A)
STIX HOOPER CORDON BLEU, Brazoz
River Breakdown, STIX HOOPER.
MCA 536(C)
7TEEN, Hole In The Heart, REGENTS.
Rialto TREB 111 (A)
THE WAY YOU LOOK TONIGHT, Where
C Do We Go From Here? PETER
SKELLERN. Mercury 6007 246 (F)
THIS TOWN AIN'T BIG ENOUGH FOR
THE BOTH OF US, Star Wars,
CANNED ROCK. Canned Rock
CANS 003 (P)
w
WERE YOU THERE?, Lullaby, Lullaby,
KENSING SINGERS / GRIMETHORPE COLLIERY BAND. DJM
DJS 10929 (C)
WOUNDED EAGLE, Midnight Lover,
PHIL TRAINER. Splash SP 005 (A)
YOU REALLY GOT ME, Physical Love,
SUE CUSS. Orchid OR 101 (A)
YOU TURN ME ON, It Comes So Easy,
PATRICK HERNANDEZ/HERVE
THOLANCE. RCA GEMS 13 (R)
YOU'RE READY NOW. Runaway.
SLAUGHTER AND THE DOGS.
DJM DJS 10927(C).
THE VERY BEST OF JEAN
SHEPPARD
Jean Sheppard
LBR 1003 (LBR-TCR 1003)
17 WEA
CHAIR IN THE SKY
Mingus Dynasty

K 99081

liwte

gettoMps

with fki issues
If you want to get to grips with the issues that
matter, read Music Week.
It's Europe's leading music business paper.
In fact get to grips with a whole year's issues by
subscribing to Music Week now

Mile
Uiilil
The
paper it's your business to read.
| SUBSCRIPTION RATES
. U K. £23.00 Europe S52.00
| Middle
0 Easl, Nonh Africa
|| J77
0 South America,
U.S.A.,
■ Canada, Africa,
I India. Pakistan S90.00
I1 Australia, Far East, Japan
$106.00
| All the above rates
include air mail posiagc.
1
V

^ease sen(^ me Music Week every week for one year
Name
Address
——
~
•——
~
en
)p close a Cheque/PO value
osl ihis coupon loday wuh your remitlance lo.
Jeanne Henderson, Morgan Grampian House,
30 Calderwood Street. London SE18 60H
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Patrick Hernandez last single'lWnloBe Alive'
was a MONSTER.
Mis newone with HerveTholance willbe
even BIGGER.
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Patrick Hernandez & HerveTholance
7" Single GEMS 13 12" Single Limited Edition GEM12 13. Both versions in full colour sleeves.
(ADH1/')) Marketed by Gem Records. Order from your RCA Salesman or Tel: 021*525 3000.
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This
Lasi Wks.
Week Week
Chars on TITLE/Artist IproduccO
Epic EPC 10017 (CI
GREATEST HITS VOL 2
Abba (B. Andersson/B. Ulvoeus)
Rivo ROD TV 1 (Wl
GREATEST HITS
O
Rod Stewart
Warner Brothers K 66088 (Wl
TUSK
(
Flootwood Mac (Dashul/Caillal/Fleotwood Mac)
A&M AM LH 64792(C)
REGGATTA DE BLANC
O
Pollco (Police)Nigol Gray)
Ronco RTL 2040(B)
ROCK'n'ROLLER DISCO
Various
GREATEST HITS 1972-1978
Mercury 9102 504(F)
65
lOccdOcc)
20 GOLDEN GREATS
Motown EMTV 21 (E)
Diana Ross
Motown TMSP 6009(E)
THE SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS
Stevie Wonder (Stevie Wonder)
LENA'S MUSIC ALBUM
Lena Martell (Georao Elrick)
2 Tone CDLTT 5001(F)
SPECIALS
10'
Specials (Elvis Costollo)
Warwick WW 5067 (M»
20 GOLDEN GREATS
11
Mantovoni
OFF THE WALL
12
Epic EPC 83468(C)
Michael JacksonfQuincy Jones)
STRING
OF
HITS
13 13 Shadows (The Shadows)
EMI EMC3310(E)
THE FINE ART OF SURFACING
14 s
Ensign ENROX 11 (Fl
Boomtown Rats
Stiff SEE2 17 (Cl
ONE STEP BEYOND
15'
Madness (Clanger/Winstanloy)
K-Tol NE 1051 (K)
OUT OF THIS WORLD
1 6 32 Moody
Blues
Chrysalis CDL 1225 (F|
EAT TO THE BEAT
1712 Blondie
(Mike Chapman)
A&M AMLH 68502(C)
OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR
I81
Police (Police)
RSO RSDX001 (F)
BEE GEE'S GREATEST HITS
19^
Boe Gees
I AM
CBS 86084(C)
201
Earth Wind & Fire (M. White/A. McKay)
DISCOVERY
Jet JETLX 500(C)
21'
Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne)
Asylum K52181 (W)
LONG RUN
2213 THE
Eagles (Bill Szymczyk)
WHATEVER YOU WANT
23
Vertigo 9102 037 IF)
Status Quo (Status Quo/Pip Williams)
ON
THE
RADIO
GREATEST
HITS
VOLS.
1
&
2
24'
Donna Summer
Casablanca CALD 5008 (A)
Chrysalis CDL 1192(F)
PARALLEL
LINES
25 31
Blondie (Mike Chapman)
THE UNRECORDED JASPER CARROTT
DJM DJF 20560(C)
26:
Jasper Carron
Motown STMA 8032 (El
MIDNIGHT MAGIC
27* Commodores
(Carmlchael/Commodores)
QUADROPHENIA
Polydor 2625 037(F)
28 38 OST
Warwick WW 5062 (Ml
ECHOESOFGOLD
29 « Adrian
Brett (Jed Kearse)
BREAKFAST IN AMERICA
O A&M AMLK 63708 (0
30'
Suportramp (Supertramp/Peter Henderson)
Bronze BRON 523(E)
BOMBER
31
Motorhead
SOMETIMES YOU WIN
32
Capitol EST 12018(E)
Dr. Hook (Ron Haff kino)
OCEANS
OF
FANTASY
33
Atlantic/Honsa K 5O610(W)
Bonoy M (Frank Farian)
29
NEW
HORIZONS
K-Tel NE 1048 (K1
34
Don Williams
Sire
SRK 6081 (W)
UNDERTONES
35 32
Undertones
SKY
Ariola ARLH 5022(A)
36
Sky (Sky/ClarkelHayden)
Arista ARTV 3 (F)
75
CREPES
&
DRAPES
37
Showaddywaddy (Showaddywaddy)
DOWN TO EARTH
Polydor POLD 5023(F)
38 3e Rainbow
(Roger Glover)
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41
42
43'
44
45 ■
46'
47'
48'
49!
50'
51
52'
53*
54^
55'
56'
57£
58'
59«
60'
61
62'
631
64<
65'
66 *
67 e
68i
69J
70'
= 71
= 71
73'
74 i
751

Arista SPART 1106(F)
ONE VOICE
Barry ManllowtRon Dante/Barry Manilow)
CBS 96000'WOW 100 (C)
WAR OFTHE WORLDS
O
Jeff Wayne's Musical Version
THE PLEASURE PRINCIPLE
Beggars Banquet BEGA 10(W)
Gary Numan (Gary Numon)
Warwick WW 5061 (Ml
20 SMASH DISCO HITS (THE BITCHI
Various
Epic EPC 86086 (Cl
VOULEZVOUS
O
Abba IB. Andersson B Ulvacus)
Acrobat
ACRO 3 (Fl
MR. UNIVERSE
Gillan
Epic/Cleveland Intornnllonal EPC 82419 (Cl
BAT OUT OF HELL
Meat Loaf (Todd Rundgron)
EMI EMSP 330 (El
LIVE KILLERS
Queen(Queen)
SLOW TRAIN COMING
Bob Dylan (Woxler/Beckett)
MARATHON
Samana
Arista ARTV 2(F)
MANILOW MAGIC
O
Barry Manilow (Ron Dante/Barry Manilow)
K-Tel NE 1049 (K)
HOTTRACKS
Various
MACHINE GUN ETIQUETTE
Chiswick CWK3011 (E)
Damned
ROCK'N'ROLL JUVENILE
EMI EMC 3307 IE)
Cliff Richard (Richard/Britten)
EMI MAX 1002 (El
NOT THAT I AM BIASED
Max Boyco (Bob Barrott)
Capitol EAST 11859(E)
PLEASURE & PAIN
Dr Hook (Ron Haffkme)
REALITY EFFECT
Tourists (Tom Allom)
LASTTHE WHOLE NIGHT LONG
O
Polydor PTD 001 (Fl
James Last (James Last)
GTO GTLP040IC)
THE CHOSEN FEW
DooleyslBan Findon)
United Artists UAG 30262 (E)
THE RAVEN
StranglersiStranglers/Wlnstanloy)
MATHIS MAGIC
Johnny Mathis
Virgin V 2132 (Cl
THE CRACK
Ruts IMIck Glossop/Ruts)
RCA Victor PL 26249 (R)
FACADES
Sad Caf6 (Eric StewarVSad Caf6)
Charisma CAS 1148(F)
A CURIOUS FEELING
Tony Banks (David Hentschol)
EXTENSIONS
Atlantic K 50674 (W)
Manhattan Transfer(Jay Graydon)
Warner Bros. K 56344{W)
RUMOURS
O
Flaetwood Mac
WELCOME TO THE CRUISE
Rocket TRAIN 7(F)
Judie Tzuke (J. Punter)
LOVE HUNTER
United Artists UAG 30264(E)
White Snake
UNLEASHED IN THE EAST
Judas Priest (T. Allom)
NIGHT OUT
Epic EPC 83718(0
Ellen Foley
DAYS IN EUROPA
Virgin V 2138(C)
Skids (Bill Nelson)
IN THROUGH THE OUT DOOR
Swan Song SSK 59410IW)
Led Zeppelin (J. Pago)
DAMN THETORPEDOES
Tom Patty & The Hoartbrookers
MCA MCF 3044(C)
Islond'ILPS 9542 (E|
SURVIVAL
Bob Morloy & The Wnilers (Bob Murloy & Wailers'Alox Sadkin)
Beggars Banquet BEGA 7 (W>
REPLICAS
Tubawoy Army (G. Numan)
RISE
A&M AMLH 64790(Cl
Herb Alperl
WET
Borbra Streisand
CBS 86104(C)

.iLlJivij'
ABBA
1.45
ALPERT.
Herb
74
BANKS, Tony
62
BLONDIE
17.25
BEE GEES
19
BONEYM
33
BOOMTOWN RATS
14
BOYCE. Max
53
BRETT,
Adrian
29
CARROTT. Jasper
26
COMMODORES
.27
DAMNED
51
DOOLEYS
57
DR.
HOOKBob
32,54
DYLAN,
47
EAGLES
22
EARTH
WIND
& FIRE
20
ELECTRIC
LIGHT
ORCHESTRA
21
FOLEY, Ellen. . .
68
FLEETWOOD MAC
3.64
GILLAN
44
HOT TRACKS
50
JACKSON,
Michael
12
JUDAS PRIEST
67
LAST,
James
56
LED ZEPPELIN
70
MADNESS
MANHATTAN TRANSFER ...1563
MANILOW, Barry
39,49
MANTOVANI
11
MARLEY, Bob &
The Wallers
71 =
MARTEL,
Lena
MATHIS, Johnny
599
MEAT LOAF
45
MOODY BLUES
16
MOTORHEAD
31
NUMAN, Gary
41
PETTY, Tom & The
Heartbraakers .
71 =
POLICE
4,18
QUADROPHENIA
28
QUEEN
46
RAINBOW
38
RICHARD, Cliff
52
ROCK 'N' ROLLER
DISCO
5
ROSS, Diana
... 7
RUTS
60
SAD CAFE
61
SANTANA
48
SHADOWS
13
SHOWADDYWADDY
37
SKIDS
69
SKY
36
STATUS QUO. .
23
STEWART, Rod
2
SPECIALS
10
STREISAND. Borbra
75
STRANGLERS
58
SUMMER, Donna
24
SUPERTRAMP
30
10CC
6
TOURISTS
55
TUBEWAY ARMY
73
20 SMASH DISCO HITS
42
TZUKE. Judie
65
UNDERTONES
35
WAYNE, Jeff
40
WHITESNAKE
66
WILLIAMS, Don
34
WONDER, Stevie
8

DISTRIBUTORS CODE A - Pye, C
- CBS, W - WEA. E - EMI. F Polygram. R RCA, S — Selecta, Z
Enterprise, K - K-Tel, D —
Arcade, B - Ronco, M - Multiple
Sound, Y — Relay, Q — Chamdale,
SP - Spartan
MW ALBUM CHARTS ARE
COMPILED BY BMRB ON
RETURNS FROM 450
CONVENTIONAL
RECORD
OUTLETS. SALES THROUGH
OTHER THAN REGULAR SHOPS
AND DEPARTMENTS ARE NOT
INDICATED. CHART COVERS LPs
RETAILING AT £2.25 AND
UPWARDS.
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The 3 track single 'Out of Luck' Buy 59-special pressing of 2,000 12" Buyit 59
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W
The new single 'Baby,Let's play house'c/w 'Wildwood saloon'(live)Buy 55
I
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Released Nov 23rd God bless whoever made you' Buy 61
Order through CBS Tel 01960 2155
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On November 15th 32 million eyes
will be on Miss World.

32 million ears will be on Sacha Distel

At least sixteen million people will watch
Sacha Distel compere the Miss World
competition on November 15th. During the
show, the incomparable M. Distel will sing
a medley of his favourite love songs.
They're all winners and they're all featured
on his current album "From Sacha With
Love." Lots of people will be looking for the
album after his performance, so you can
be one of the winners if you stock up now.
SIDE 1
LOVE IS IN THE AIR
JUST THE WAY YOU ARE
DON'T GIVE UP ON US
THREE TIMES A LADY
CHANSON D'AMOUR
WHEN I NEED YOU
I'M NOT IN LOVE
THE OLD FASHIONED WAY
YOU MAKE ME FEEL BRAND NEW
I HONESTLY LOVE YOU
SIDE 2
HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE
KILLING ME SOFTLY
YOUR SONG
IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW
FOR ALL WE KNOW
MY EYES ADORED YOU
MICHELLE
A LITTLE BIT MORE
CANT SMILE WITHOUT YOU
THE WAY WE WERE

«

Album 9198 139
Cassette 7299 937
Order I'rom our own distribution company; Polygram Record Services,
P.O. Box B6, Clyde Works, Grove Road, Romford RM6 4C)R.
V
.nwrmm/
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EMERGING FROM a background of coffee dance
clubs
Ihe Fifties non-alcoholic equivalem of the
distoiheques - Kenned> Street Enterprises, based in
ihe Wilhington area of Manchester, is existing proof
,hal >ou don't have to be situated in London to be a
successful and lucrative part of (he music business.
Ioda>. Kenncd> Street is an empire of its own, embracing
management, agency, concert promotion and publishing. Its
best-known act is lOcc, whose success needs no re-telling. And
far Irom confining its activities to the North ot England, an
area in which it reigns supreme, the organisation has co\ered
all aspects of the pop music business in all areas ol the UK.
Kenned) Street Enterprises has four directors, Danny Belesh
who started the company back in the late Fifties with a group
of Manchester businessmen. Harvej Lisberg, who was
originali) the agent for Herman's Hermits in the Sixties, Ric
Dixon and Stuart Liltlewood, who manages Max Boyce.
Currently based at Kennedy House, 2 Swinbournc Grove,
Withington, the organisation celebrates its 21st birthday next
year with a planned move into new larger premises in
Altrincham. From its current rather-cramped offices in a
converted Victorian house. Kenned) Street w ill find itself with
9,300 square feet of space on its hands.
Ric Dixon takes up the story of Kenned) Street Enterprises.
"Danny Bctesh started a chain of coffee-dance clubs in the
North called The Three Coins — there was one in Leeds, one in
Blackpool and the third in Kennedy Street, in Ihe centre of
Manchester which is how the organisation eventually got its
name. It surprises a lot of people when the) learn that we never
actually had an office there, (hough.
"At the same time I owned a club in Manchester called Ihe
Oasis which was a hot-bed for local musical talent. Bctesh
eventually decided to sell The Three Coins chain, in order to
concentrate on agency and promotion work and suggested that
I should join forces with him. Harvey Lisberg came in through
his association with Herman's Hermits and Graham
Gouldman, who wrote many of Herman's hits like No Milk
Today, and The Hollies' Bus Stop and who. of course,
eventually became part of lOcc.

fc,
SAD CAFE: Harvey Lisberg worked for two and a half years
trying to break the band.

Rabid]

riu new enterprise grew rapidl), particularly in (he midSixties with the explosion of music from Liverpool and
Manchester.
Dixon recalls: "At that time (he entire music scene was
dominated by Mcrse)beat and groups Irom Manchester like Ihe
Hollies, 1 reddy and Ihe Dreamers. Wayne Fontana and Ihe
Mindbenders and Herman's Hermits. Even so. to a great extent
the music (hat was coming out of Manchester was
overshadowed by what the Liverpool names were producing.
"Ihe business relationship between Danny Belesh, Harvey
Lisberg, rnvself and latterly Stuart Liltlewood has turned out
to be verv successful but because we are in (he North of
England a lot of people are still inclined not to realise just how
much success Kennedy Street has had over Ihe years," he
continues.
"So lur as we are concerned, there is certainly no
disadvantage in being based in the North. When you can make
a business work in an area which everyone likes working in,
then why move? Other companies might appear to be more
successful than we are, because they are in London, but for all
of us, Manchester and Ihe surrounding areas is home and that
is what matters,"
THE MUSIC industry is for many good practical
reasons centred on London — to the extent that the very
lively artistic and business activity in provincial cities is
pushed so far into the background that it is forgotten.
Manchester is one place where things are constantly
happening on both fronts. Talent editor Chris White
went on a Northern safari to two thriving music
businesses, situated within yards of each other. In many
ways the younger, Rabid Records, could be said to be
where the older, Kennedy Street Enterprises, was soon
after it started 20 years ago.
As a concert promoter, Kennedy Street has presented names
across the whole range of pop and rock music. It has just
finished Gary Numan's UK lour and started Ihe latest Camel
tour; upcoming are Hawkwind and Dr. Hook and two dates by
Abba at Bingley Hall in Staffordshire. Dixon comments: "We
had five times as many applicants as we had tickets."
On the management side, the company has a number of bigname acts — lOcc, Sad Cafe (produced by lOcc's Ric Stewart),
Godlev and Creme, Gordon Gillrap, female singer Shan Lee
Parker. Max Boyce and co-manager Barclay James Harvest.
Through lOcc. Kennedy Street has an interest in Strawberry
Studios in Stockport and Strawberry South in Dorking, Surrey.
A new act to be managed by the company is duo Scott and
Batischel from the Manchester area and signed to Polydor for
recording. Following the long battle to break Sad Cafe into the
charts, Kennedy Street's next priori!) is to emulate that success
with Scott and Batischel.
Acts promoted by (he organisation during the last few years
include Boney M, XTC. the Stylislics, Captain and Tennille,
Lou Rawls and Donna Summer. A new departure will come in
February when Kennedy Street promotes two London
Symphony Orchestra classical rock concerts at the Royal
Albert Hall.

tewste—s

OPERATES virtually as a cottage industry but for
Rabid Records, based at 20 Cotton Lane, Withington,
Manchester — not much more than a stone s throw
from Kennedy Street Enterprises — the last two and a
half years have brought a lot of success.
n by'Lawrence Beedlc, Martin Hannctl and Tosh
Ryan, the company has been instrumental in bringing
Manchester pop and rock talent to the eyes of a muc
wider public. Most notable of course arc Jilted John,
who had a top ten hit with the sons of the same name,
John Cooper Clark, now signed to CBS and Slaughter
And The Dogs, originally with Decca and w o
recently reformed.
_
bid first saw the light of the day in May
.
Tosh Rvan put up the money for Ihe operation. The
first success came with Slaughter And The
the single Cranked Up Real High which was re'eased
on the Rabid label. Subsequently Ihe band g
recording deal with Decca.
..A^uohid
hat was the whole idea," Bccdle explains.
i.jm,
we wanted to bring local talent to the fore )
singles with them and then hopefully so
company would want to make a deal.lt app
Graham Fellows when wc released is '
single on the label - EMI International heard
immediately bid for the rights.
riarL- was
ub.sequcn.lv. new wave poet John Cooper Clark was
signed to CBS after his earliest product
had been
issued on Rabid. Maurice Oberstem, lhcn,
director of CBS and now chairman even eame up to
see us for the day, after we had sent htm a copy of
single."

mraieal

He added: "Mind you, I think the fact that we showed a
little cheek also helped. Wc sent the letter and record
to 'care of the head boy' and told him that CBS had
passed on everything else in the way of product that
we had sent. 'How about this then?' "
For Rabid's own releases, they went to Phonodisc for
pressings and used distributors like Rough Trade,
Virgin, Bonaparte's and latterly Wynd-Up for
distribution. The company has always been run by a
close-knit staff although at the same time it has
adopted a policy of having an 'open door' and it is a
popular meeting place for young musicians and
budding record company executives.
Flannelt says: "Rabid is like a recording co-operative.
Everyone helps everyone else and there is a free-flow
of information, both between us and other music
companies in Manchester. There is certainly no
rivalry."
A new step for Rabid has been the appointment of a New
York representative, Lynett Bean.
"At the moment we mainly export overseas but (here has
been a lot of American interest shown in our product
and it will be Lynette's job to see that Rabid's records
get even more exposure. The Jilted John single is
going to be released in the US soon — EMI failed to
pick up (he rights there — and we are hopeful for its
success." Hannetl adds.
He concedes that the market for singles is shrinking and
says that Rabid may well change its policies next year.
Hannetl adds however: "Whatever happens, we will
still be around. There is no way (hat we arc going to
just disappear from the scene."

/f •:
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Ric Dixon: If every year we could break a new lOcc or Sad
Cafe, then we would be more than happy. "
On (he publishing side, Ihe company has St. Anne's Music
which represents the music of lOcc, Sad Cafe, HarveyAndrews, Godley and Creme and Barclay James Harvest.
For Ihe future, Dixon says: "I can see the company going
only one way and that is upwards. We are very selective about
the kind of people that we work with and have working for us.
For instance, our belief is that the management is a verypersonal thing between people and that is why Stuart
Liltlewood personally manages Max Boyce and Harvey Lisberg
and myself look after the members past and present of lOcc.
"Kennedy House has about 17 people working within the
organisation and most of them have been with us for a long
lime. There is a great degree of loyalty. However, in order to
do some of the other things that we have lined up for the
future, it is important that we move to bigger premises next
year. We are expanding in order that we can cover the whole
sphere of music."
Dixon adds: "One thing we definitely don't want at the
moment is our own record label, because for one thing it would
mean having to have our own promotion staff in London and it
is better to leave it to the experts. Mind you, when we sec Ihe
success of some of the small independents compared with the
majors, we sec every encouragement to start our own label!"
Dixon describes the Manchester music scene as being "still
very active". He cites some of the successful names to have
emerged during Ihe last (wo or three years — Ihe Buz/.cocks.
Jilted John, John Cooper Clark and Kevin Parrotl (of
Matchslaik Men and Matchslalk Cats And Dogs songwriting
fame) and companies like Rabid Records.
"The type of acts we are looking for are those who can
generate their own material and who indeed are selfgenerating.
"That is what has been so gratifying about the success of Sad
Cafe. Believe me, Harvey Lisberg has shown so much tenacity
in attempting to break that band as a record-selling act — it has
taken something like tw o and a half years to break them. There
has been a lot of hard work and a lot of money poured into Sad
Cafe and a lot of belief from Harvey. We have as much faith in
Scott and Batischel because they are writing some very strong
commercial material."
Dixon adds: "Every year we get dozens of tapes from
unknown groups sent in. If every year we could break a new
lOcc or Sad Cafe, then we would be more than happy."
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HOLD THE LINE — I think our wires are crossed. Rabid Records' Law
Beedle (left), John Cooper Clark and Martin Hannetl appear to be h
some difficulties when it comes to making a few telephone calls.
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IT WAS ELO's eighth EP, and their first doubic^
album. It had advance orders of four million
worldwide, representing more than 47 mil io
'n retail orders before release.
Bev Bevan, co-founder of the band an » s
drummer — and the one generally accepted as ^
spokesman — remembers how, after years o
acclaim and a hard-earned position as a n
Anterica, the band found global interes s ir
New World Record.
.
-..mprf
Out of (he Blue followed the Pr0P^'lca'^
rca|
New World Record. Bevan recalls: That w,
turning point for us. It was the, lefirst
a um
^
was a best seller throughout ( .,v™" |IK nd 0,iier
America — and was a huge hit in the
turopean countries."

Blue—a

makes

group

history

With New World Record hurtling towards being
just what it described itself as, the cry was — Follow
that! "A lot of people said there was no way you can
follow up New World Record. But Jeff Lynne's
songwriting talent is such that it was really quite
easy."
Total solitude
Lynne followed his usual routine when writing,
which was to seek total solitude while composing. He
went to Switzerland for a few weeks with only
musical instruments for company, and worked. The
results surprised and delighted even his fellow
musicians.
"He emerged with 15 songs — far more than we

needed for one LP — but the quality was so high that
we decided to do a double album. It is some thing we
had never done before (and something we will
probably never do again, because double albums take
a great deal of lime to do, are very hard work, and
often end up containing material which is not of a
very high standard).
"But on Out Of The Blue there was no question of
padding with filler tracks. And we took so much care
over it that each track was treated with equal
importance ... in fact we worked so hard on it that
in the end it was beginning to drive us mad!"
It's doubtful whether any band, however big they
arc, would these days waste either time or money in a
studio — but the popular image of bands of
incredibly rich, self-indulgent yahoos block booking
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astronomically expensive studios in order to spend 50
per «ent of the time outside them, doing anything but
recording, still lingers on.
ELO's working methods run counter to this image
in every way possible. In the last few years it has
become one of the hardest working bands in the
world. During one stint in 1976 they did 68 concerts
in 75 days.
While recording is not an unwelcome chore (except
perhaps at the end of a particularly long and difficult
session), it is not regarded as a semi-holiday either.
For Out Of The Blue, as for their other LPs, the
creative routine was aimed at doing it right, and
doing it in the minimum time needed to get it
absolutely right.
Double quantity
>
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JEFFLYNNE
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The group joined Lynne in Switzerland for a few
weeks to rehearse the double quantity of new songs,
then they went to Musicland in Munich to record.
"We spent about three and a half months in the
studio, and believe me we did not shirk — we worked
a 12 hour day. By the end of the session we were
exhausted. We were also suffering from something
like claustrophobia; Musicland is a basement studio,
so we had in effect spent months underground.
"Our recording routine has been much the same
since Eldorado, when we started using the full
orchestra. Jeoff plays us the songs as he has them on
his own rough demo. Then the four of us will discuss
the music, maybe change some things, or re-order it.
"Then we rehearse until we know the music by
heart (at this point there are no lyrics; Jeff always
does those last because his first love is the music and
the composing). Our engineer Mack goes into the
studio with us, and he has been working with us for
so long that it takes him very little time to get that
drum and bass sound which is the basic thing on our
records. We can usually get things right in three or
four takes anyway; we try not to let it go beyond
that, and if we are having trouble with some
particular part of a song and have reached the tenth
take we leave it, do something else and come back to
it.
"When we have half a dozen backing tracks down
— bass drums and rough piano will probably be
wiped off later — I then double track the drums. This
is something which I don't think many other people
do. I don't use automatic double tracking because it
is too close. The sound 1 want — and it's a very
difficult thing to do — has the slightly bigger gaps,
and maybe the odd mistake here and there! But
whatever it is, that sounds can only be got by doing
the double tracking myself.
"Then the rhythm and lead guitars go on, and
Richard Tandy puts on the keyboards — he has a
whole host of them of which he may use up to ten on
a track."
For the double Out of the Blue this process was
repeated 17 times before all was safely in the can.
Once the band had completed their part of the
recording, Louis Clarke, ELO's string arranger (who
recently made an LP of his own) was called in, to
work with Jeff Lynne and Richard Tandy on (he
string and choir arrangements. With (he orchestral
parts Clarke had written out for them the Munich
Philharmonic strings went to work like the
professionals they are. "They are marvellous,"
comments Bevan admiringly, "and it only needs
about four takes to get each track perfect."
Mmgider statos
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Finally the choir added their contribution; Out of
the Blue was made using a mixed choir of 20 male
and 10 female voices, and they matched the orchestral
musicians in striving for "one-lake wonder" status.
As another reminder that recording may be hard
work and should be approached in a workmanlike
mood, but that it does not by that token have to be
grim, Bevan remembers that on Out of the Blue (as
elsewhere) Jeff Lynne deliberately works in "some
silly bits" which are as much fun to record as they
are to catch on the finished album. One example is on
When ELO used their special
effects in Los Angeles, the police
received over 500 calls from
people misting they had seen a
'flying saucer
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the Jungle (rack, where the German singers had to
break briefly into a version of The Fishermen Of
England, in English.
After all (his, which had put on tape ail that
richness of sound which is characteristic of ELO,
there only remained one little detail — the lyrics.
It is (rue that many fans, critics and sundry
surveyors of the pop music scene would agree (hat the
unique and universally commercial sound of ELO is
in the music — in (he melodies themselves and in
their performance and arrangement. But the lyrics
sound like anything but an afterthought. However, as
Bevan admits, the words come last in ELO's scheme
of things, and "I think Jeff does regard the lyrics as
a bit of a chore!"
Once the Out of the Blue lyrics were ready Jeff
Lynne and his co-vocalist bass player Kelly Groucult
went in and put this final piece of the sound jigsaw in
place.
Creative thread
It was the end of a marathon session for the whole
band, but all arc ready to acclaim Jeff Lynne as the
master magician, the strongest creative and
hardworking thread which runs from before the
beginning to after the end of every ELO project.
Talking about Out of the Blue soon after (he album
was released, he recalled sitting in his rented Swiss
mountain chalet, surrounded by instruments — his
mind a blank. "The first four days I couldn't get a
thing. I just looked at all that equipment and thought
'what a funny job I have'. The fifth day I was
playing bass notes on the moog, and out of that came
Turned To Stone, which was written all on bass
notes. 1 mullitracked it, bashed on a bucket for
drums and punched the microphone for bass drums.
Once I wrote the first song, the rest came much
easier. Mr Blue Sky was the hardest — it started as a
chord sequence, that I pounded for nine hours in a
row one day. Some songs I can write instantly.
Others I can hear but can't immediately play. Mr
Blue Sky took a week."
When he eventually came to writing (he lyrics in
full he made them more accessible, rather more down
to earth (if (hat is a suitable description for songs on
an LP tilled Out of the Blue) than the rather mystical

offerings on previous LPs. But one of (he four sides
on (he double album proved to be an extended piece
of conceptual work — something he had not
produced since Eldorado. The concept for Concerto
For A Rainy Day was not hard to conceive — it was
raining stair rods outside the chalet most of the lime
the composer was at work.
Having been away from home for almost a year,
Birmingham Blues was a piece of musical
homesickness. It was to find itself on an album which
featured some of ELO's most elaborate vocal
arrangements ever.
After the double-tracked lead vocals had been laid
down in the studio, and Bevan had added his bass
tones where needed, the final stage — mixdown —
went ahead. "That is where 1 take my leave," Bevan
admits, "because that comes down to two or three
people at the desk, head down, totally concentrating,
and listening to everything over and over again."
There it was then. One of the most successful
albums in pop history finally found its way onto
vinyl.
The next thing was to take the show on the road,
and put it all across live. However splendid a band
sounds, the need is for a very strong visual impact as
well. For those who have paid their ticket price for a
place at the rear of a really large arena or auditorium
a distant view of a group of faceless figures standing
by mikes was obviously something (hat the bands
who wanted to really entertain their fans were keen to
improve on. Stage sets and lighting had already
become visually exciting and elaborate, and
frequently awe-inspiringly expensive. Out of the Blue
was to push the boundaries of (he spectacular even
further.
Bevan recalls of the Out of the Blue lour; "The
idea of the spaceship for the stage show came,
obviously, from the album artwork — so it was
honestly not our idea. Originally we intended only to
use drapes behind us with the space ship on them, but

the idea caught on and developed on a scale which
was unbelievable."
The thought of having the gigantic top half of the
space ship shell, with its tons of suspended lighting,
sitting above one's head would probably not appeal
to (he faint-hearted anyway, but Bevan points out
that until the moment the effect was actually due to
go into operation all anyone had to go on was a pious
hope that it would work!
Nerve-racking
"It was a bit unnerving on that night, because we
had never used it before — the lop section weighed
about three tons, and if it had not worked there was
nothing we could have done about it, as it could not
be hand operated."
But it did work, brealh-takingly well, as audience
reaction proved.
"The initial nerve-racking part of using it was at
Wembley, but we got to lake it for granted. We only
used it on alternate dales of the lour because of the
time taken to dismantle it and set it all up again, and
really we began to enjoy doing gigs without it,
because that gave us more freedom on stage. Of
course, it was very spectacular, and wonderful for
those who were watching, especially those sitting far
away from the stage. We won't be using it again;
whatever we do next will be very visual, but not so
restrictive."
Like others whose status demand that in stage
presentation they should lead the field for innovation
and complexity of effects used, Bevan is not wholly
enthusiastic about the situation. "Supergroups now
all have fallen into the trap they have set themselves,
and the audiences expect it. That is why we don't
make money touring. But we have a very loyal set of
supporters; they have confidence in us, and we do it
all for them."

"On Out of the Blue there was no question of padding with filler
tracks. And we took so much car over it. . .that in the end it was
beginning to drive us mad."
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Stravi/berry Mastering, situated in the
heart of London's historic Westminster
within sight of the Houses of Parliament and
Westminster Abbey and is convenient for a
parts of central London,
Facilit ies include a custom console
designed and built by Formula Sound,
transformerless to allow maximum retrieval
of information and frequency response. In
collaboration with Technics of Japan and
Ortofon of Denmark, based on a Neumann
lathe, in addition to conventional mastering,
we are able to offer the facility of half speed
mastering, achieving significant

improvements on current commercially
acceptable standards, All ancillary electronics
are also optimised for half speed mastering
and all possible steps are taken, be it for
conventional mastering or half speed
mastering to minimise distortion and
improve frequency and transient responses
and dynamic range.
All makes of lacquers are available to
meet the preference of individual clients. A
wide range of equalisation, limiting and
compression, together with a choice of noise
reduction systems are available with
playback at 19 cms, 38 cms and 76 cms.

Strawberry Mastering (UK) Ltd,
30 Strutton Ground, Westminster, London S.W.I. Tel. 01-222 2191. Telex 666255
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CHART ENTRY NOW
2 LIGHT YEARS
AWAY
IMPETUS
STILL STRONG ,
VELOCITY
ACCELERATING

y

ELO
INTERGALACTIC
SUCCESS CONTINUES
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PAN GROUP OP COMPANIES
ALWAYS ON STAND BY
NO MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ...

ROYALTY AND the ELO — the nobility and stars met at the charity
gala night at Wembley on June 2, 1978. Pictured at the reception are (left
to right) Hugh McDowell, Kelly Groucutt, Mik Kaminsky, Melvin Gale,
Duchess of Gloucester, Tony Curtis, Duke of Gloucester, Richard
Tandy, Jeff Lynne and Bev Bevan.
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Mick Wor wood and Paul Pike
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with and to have handled all
ELO merchandising for the last tliree years
We look forward to many more.
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JET RECORDS has been a name linked with ELO
from its very earliest days, as inseparably linked as
cheese and wine or beer and skittles. David Arden,
now vice president of Jet, talks about bow he
came to know them, manage them, and watch
them develop from the first, excruciating attempts
to marry classical and rock instruments into a new
pop music to the huge worldwide success they
enjoy (and deserve) today.
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"ELO's masterpiece"said Record Mirror

"I HAVE been very lucky to be associaled with them
from the very beginning. My first contact with Bev
Bevan was when he was still with The Move, in
1967."
At that lime David Ardcn's father. Don, was their
manager, but in 1968 the band made a management
change for about 12 months, and David Arden
temporarily lost touch with Bevan.
"We got back together, and in 1970 Jeff Lynne
joined The Move. (Lynne was to describe them as
'the biggest Birmingham band at the lime, sort of
posh neighbours', and they were then led by Roy
Wood. Foreshadowing later huge success as a writer
Lynne wrote The Move's only US hit, Do Ya, and
was later to re-record it with ELO and have a hit with
it again on New World Record)
"Lynne joined The Move for one reason only, and
that was to pave the way for forming ELO with
Bevan. That happened, and in the beginning the job
of manager was, as with every group, a building
process which required many games of brinkmanship
to be played on their behalf . . . But it is a long time
since I have had to do anything like that, because
they are so hugely successful. I find my role is now

International
Talent
Booking
113-117, Wardour Street, London W1V 3TD England.
Telephone: 01-439 8041 (10 lines) Telex: 25115

A
ITB are proud to represent

Q

for Agency

and congratulate them
on their achievements.

Directors: Rod MacSween, Barry Dickins
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lhat of friend — which sometimes makes things a
little difficult from a business point of view!"
Greatly inspired by the Beatles, ELO was formed in
1972 by Lynne, Bevan and Wood, but Wood left to
form Wizzard soon after the first LP and (he first
ELO hit single, 10538 Overture. Richard Tandy
moved to keyboards when the band was making ELO
II, and he helped to create the now so distinctive ELO
sound. For that LP the band cut the old Chuck Berry
classic Roll Over Beethoven, and employing what
they admit was "(he most obvious idea in the world"
(except lhat no-one had ever thought of doing it
before) they started with some bars from Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony and segued into the rock number. It
was (he first ELO hit in America.
Horrified amusement
Before that had come the first tentative attempts to
perform their unique idea of using amplified
orchestral string instruments in rock music.
David Arden remembers the first gig, at the
Greyhound in Croydon, with fond but still slightly
horrified amusement — but it was not all lhat funny
at the time.
"A lot of working, hoping and praying had gone
into it, but that first night was a disaster. The ideas
were loo big, loo unusual. There were major technical
problems with amplification, because of the use of
strings and because there were 10 musicians in that
first line up. (Once Jeff was able to assume real
control of the band he went into sorting out the
number of musicians and changing the sound)."
Reflecting on early lours, Bevan himself has said:
"No-one had ever tried to combine strings with rock
before, and when we attempted it we understood
why. The first lours really sounded terrible. We just
couldn't gel a decent sound on the violin and cellos."
The big breakthrough came when Don Arden
brought back some Barcus-Berry pickups from
America, and the strings could be played directly
amplified like the guitars.
On the third LP, On the Third Day, Lynne first
linked songs conceptually and musically, but it was
the fourth LP, Eldorado, which really established the
group. According to Lynne, it was "twice as good"
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as any of the previous albums, and was the first on
which ELO actually used a full orchestral section,
rather than a few strings overdubbed many times.
It was after Eldorado that the group settled down
as the line-up which David Arden now manages; these
being, with Lynne and Bevan, Richard Tandy on
keyboards, Kelly Groucutt on bass (sharing lead
vocals), and the string section of Mik Kaminski on
violin, and Melvyn Gale and Hugh McDowell on
cellos.
That ELO are stars of the first magnitude is
something which no-one (unless he has spent the past
few years communicating with penguins in the deepest
Antartic, or incommunicado in a Himalayan
monastry) is likely to dispute.
There is many a manager who, although delighted
by his band's success, reserves a special kind of
nervous (witch for when the word "star" is bandied
about.
It can mean acting as interface between record
companies, studios and the public — and a collection
of ageing adolescents whose income and the way they
earn it has totally cut them off from reality. Life can
(hen be full of colour TVs flying out of hotel
windows, new cars in swimming pools, extravagant
demands for life's more outrageous "comforts", and
the recurring feeling (hat perhaps it would have been
more fun to run away and join a circus.
Many writers who would not shrink from relating
the most revolting exploits of their interviewees have
over (he years been fairly happy to admit that where
ELO arc concerned there is no dirt to dish.
WORLDWIDE sales of Out of the Blue total to date
about 10 million, including over one million in the UK
alone — and that figure obviously does not include the
albums which have been pirated, or the huge numbers
sold off as cutouts when Jet split from UA. These can
obviously never be officially accounted for, but Jet
vice-chairman David Arden guesses that they may add
about another two million units onto the world wide
figure. Pirating of this album continues, a kind of
backhanded tribute to its enormous popularity. And
only a few weeks ago Arden came across new
counterfeit copies from Singapore.
David Arden can say: "We are very lucky in (hat
we have no star problems. They are down-to-earth
fellows who gel their kicks out of the music, and they
have their families. As a manager 1 can say that they
are very easy to look after."
He recalls first hearing the (apes of Out of the
Blue. "As soon as I heard them I realised they were
incredible. I had been worried because there was so
much pressure on Jeff, from me and from UA, to get
a double album done in such a short time.
"I had heard it at different stages during the
recording, but I'll never forget when I first heard the
complete LP, It was astounding."
Jet as a company has learned a great deal through
handling the huge success lhat was New World
Record.
David Arden comments; "We probably learned more
about the business with that LP than with anything
else we had done up to that time, and it helped us to
release and promote Out of (he Blue in the best
possible way. Firstly by simultaneous release
throughout the world. Secondly by making sure that
merchandising and marketing aids were uniform
throughout all the territories. And thirdly we knew
the value of fine album artwork.
"The artwork for Out of (he Blue earned many
awards and congratulations. But things were being
done in such a rush that the LP was not complete
until just three weeks before release, so we had to get
the artwork ready before the LP.
"At lhat lime there was an air traffic controllers'

strike on. I had to get the artwork to the boys in
Germany, but when I got to the airport there was no
way that I was going to be able to get a scheduled
flight out there.
"All my luggage was taken and held up
somewhere, but I had held onto (he package with the
artwork in it. Clutching that, I hired a private jet
from Luton, and I went to Munich with it. In all the
rush I had not even seen it."
Considering the enormous impact lhat album sleeve
was to make all over the world, and the spectacular
way lhat (he ELO space ship was to become the focal
point of (he stage set-up on (our, Arden is entitled to
grin when remembering lhat he had, in fact, not been
at all sure about it when he first unwrapped the
package.
"1 must admit that I thought the space theme was
wrong for (he band. The boys themselves were a little
unsure, but none of us could come up with a better
idea. So it was against my judgement that we went
ahead with it as it was.
"That will leach me to have opinions about
artwork. I'm obviously not a judge of that sort of
thing!"

What the papers said
DAILY MAIL, December 21, 1977: (Kenny
Everett, Capital Radio star DJ chose Out of the Blue as
his album of the year "because it's the only album this
year that hasn't got one-off track on it — and I've
played them all!"
MELODY MAKER, November 5 1977;
". . . when Jeff Lynne goes down in musical history he
will be reviewed as THE synthesiser of Seventies' pop.
On Out of the Blue Lynne once more pens some of the
best pop tunes recorded this side of Sgl. Pepper."
NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS,
November 5 1977 however, just didn't like it . . ." Why
does the female praying mantis eat her male partner
after organism! Why do Jeff Lynne and ELO sell so
many albums? So Out of the Blue is Lynne's idea of
music, art, entertainment which or whatever. Well it's
not mine and Lord knows I'm nowhere nearer to
stumbling on the (or any) secret of Lynne's success after
spinning this new double deluxe studio album than I
was before . . ."
MUSIC WEEK, November 12, 1977;
"Another blockbuster from the classical rock giants.
The album has achieved gold status before release, and
on two days sales enters the chart at number 50 this
week. It is a 2LP set which offers every visual trapping
of luxury such a band can afford, and the contents for
the most pan match the quality of the colourful,
expensive, slightly gimmicky packaging. Lynne and the
other six living legends have spent almost a year on the
album and have come up with a worthy follow up to A
New World Record . . ."
RECORD MIRROR, November 5, 1977:
"A double album of completely new material: a bold
effort since similar projects by big name bands have
tended to fail, to prove too much. Happily, this is not
the case with Jeff Lynne and his ELO ... it is almost a
masterpiece and easily one of the best albums this year

DA VID A RDEN has a pri vale bet with himself. Out of the Blue has so far yielded
big single hits in the shape of Turn To Stone, Sweet Tulkin' Woman, and Mr.
Blue Sky.
It was, as he recollects with pleasure, difficult to pick the singles: so many of the
tracks instantly suggested themselves for release as 45s.
He believes that several more — but he is not yet saying which tracks — which
still, and for a long time, will have the potential to be hit singles. "Where singles
are concerned", Arden points out, "Jeff suggests the tracks, and Don and I make
the final choice — it's very important to release them in the right order. "
He guesses that the number of singles on Out of the Blue could be as high as
seven or eight, and may well at future dates unleash some more on an
unsuspecting world, and see if he wins his own wager.
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SINGLES
TITLE/Artist
LABEL/Number/Distributor
RUPERT
HOLMES
Escapo (Tha
Pino Colodn
Song)
Infimtv INF 120 ICBS1

COMPILED BY TONY JASPER

RELEASE
DATE
November 2

UK CHARTING
PROMOTION/ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
Highest (or last) entry
None
Colour
bag with
eye-catching
frontpressdepicting
illustrates
and gives
Pina Colada
ingredients.
Special
handouthandcuffs,
sheet.
AB;flip
Bom
Northwich,
Cheshire.
Classical
training,
including
Manhattan
School
of
Music,
Now
York.by
Arrangedluminaries
for artistsincluding
includingBarbra
Gene Streisand.
Pitney, Partridge Family, songs recorded
various

BEN
KING
MusicE Trance
Atlantic
K 11A07 IVVEAI

November 2

ST.
WINIFRED
S
SCHOOL
CHOIR
Broad
And
Fishes
Music tor Pleosuto FP 899 (EMI)

November 2

Three
hits,
1961. none
since.127,
Then;
First
Taste
Lovo
1961). (38).
StandAlso
By hits
MoOf 127),
Amor
as
load
vocalist Drifters.
None

FirstColchester;
UK visit for19-25,
Two years
for sfour
which commences
November30, 16Croydon.
at Norwich;
London'
Aphrodite'
London:
AB'
In17,re-organised
of the Five
Crowns
with Kings club;
leaving26, after
success of Save The
Last Dance For Me and other hits.
Colour
sleeve
with pic of school and presumably two teachers Seasonal flavour.
No school
information.

TWINKLE
BROTHERS
Jehovloh
Virgin From Line
FLS 12312 - 12" (Virgin!

October 26

Reggae charts.

Reggaepresent
chart first weekAB:
at number
three. 12"oneversion,
great oopularity clubs
before
of a number
Virgin
includingrelease
at time 10" Six
LP. guy
Praisegroup,
Jah (SL 1041)
latest LPgiven early push by

BILL More
LOVELAOY
One
Regooo For The
Rood
Charisma CB 347 (Polygram)
KIT HAIN
The
Joke's
Harvest
HAROn5191You(EMI>

November 9

Reggao For August
It Now (12.
10
wks.
18 (caving
chart entry:
W/E October 27).

October 26

AsDancing
one ofInMarshall
The(39,
CtiyHain
(3, 19781.
Coming Homo
1978)

FollowsTOTP
closely
on heelsForof recently
departed hit,music
artist on MW,
Dealerinterviews.
Tour. UK
tour,
on Reggao
It Now,
radio
AB:
frombands
Liverpool,
bred sheep
dogs,consumer
classical training,press
beenplus
in numerous
backing
for visiting
US artists.
Colour
bag with
front with
groupmusic
shot on
(lip. Atpress.
timeAB:
of Dancing
In The City,
TOTPartist
plusfeatured
considerable
coverage
- daily

THE
RUTS
Jah Wer
Virgin
VS 298 (Virgin 1

November 2

PRETENDERS
Brass In Pocket
Real ARE 11 IVVEA!

November 9

BabylonSomething
Burning (7.That1979,
wks),
1 Said11
8).(29. 5 wks entry September
Stop
8entry:
wks).Your
KidSobbin'
(33. 1979,(34.7 1979,
wks,
July
14),

ENGLISH
SUBTITLES
Time
Tunnel
Small Wonder
Small 22 (Small
Wonder-'
Spartonl

November 2

None

MELBA
Burn MOORE
EPC
EPC 7968
7968 -- 7"12"(CBS)
(CBS)

November 9

ThisI'lIsl Dance
It (9, 1976),
Pick Mo
Up
(48, 1979).

Majoranddisco
pushbyviatime
successful
team. Familiar artist name oven if hits
few
spaced
New LP,Disco
BurnPool
(83788)

90NoDEGREES
Doctor
Virgin
VS 311 (Virgin) - 7"
. VS 31112 (Virgin) - 12"

November 9

None

12" limited
editiontoBasic
band,
contracted
Ice company servicing of club, radio outlets. AB: All guy

UK gigs, TOTP
on two hits;
pressconcept
biog though
out-of-date accompanying
this
45.
to further
band,picture
earlybag
gigsutilising
lor Rockglobal
Against
Racism,
debut 45lyricontheme.
PeopleAB:
UniteFourlabel,guy
worldwide Virgin contract Immediate success hit-porado terms for Virgin.
B/W bag
which front-piece
doesn't saywith
too much
other than
band'
s name
acrossMuch
halfwhite,
half-black
flip music
keeping
samefeatures,
position,
balance
covered
with
double-page
consumer
press
popular
with
DJ's22,
programmers
on12. previous
singles, London's Marquee each Monday October
— NovemberRadio
Nationwide
Robertson,
One show. gigging. Promo for lady in phone-in B.A.
Black/whitenine
bag. Pressdemo
hand-out.
AB;andFrommixed
Oxford, threeday.
tracksaccepted
on this onEP
come
recorded
hearingfrom
by Smalltrack
Wonder Company
have hopes onfor same
this now band.

COMMENTS
Quality
song ingive
Billyrecord
Joel league,
has ininsistent
back-beat
whichtouches
might have been
heightened
extragood
push
fina'e. for
otherpleasing
pleasing
arrangementtoand
all providing
colouring
vocals. For inoil that
perhaps
too well contender,
structured, mannered,
and needing
touch
(or it toof I
botheserious
fortunate
Radioof roughness
One DJ. Record
Week, chart
though even thenunless
only lower
end ofto become
chart feasible.
Hardly
Ben singer
E. Kingwhoof early
solo
norfairlyof infectious
Drifters magic.
Hero
merelyfootvery
competent
keeps
pacehasdays,
with
disco
flavoured
tapperforwhich
in musical
varietyinjection
description
in its title.
Certainly
wouldbetter
tailor {
well
12"
but
needs
extra
of
excitement.
The
Master
needs
mntoriol but record might flirt around bottom chart end.
Firstcurrent
Christmas
recordManchester
received, area
now schoolchildren.
doubtless also released
with eyes
on
hitschool
from
Thewith
Ramblers.
Theyorcentred
sing
well
known
Christmas
song
in
refreshing
manner
no
tricks
innovation^ Another kid's record of the moment is Maria Morgan — Rupert The
Bear (President
PT 480)
released
Christmas
1979.with post office stomp styled corner containing words
Double-sided
record.
Mainassideon runs
ten LP.
minutes
vocaltoken
from
Ralston Grant,soiling
not same
version
PraiseforJah,
Majorwith
partload
of time
bytitleddubFreeworkout.
Flip
features
Sir
Leo;
a
number
popular
with
the
group'
s
fans
Africa.
Warmly recommended by black music press, an assessment
shared by this
reviewer.
Exceptionally
strong follow-up.Hard,
As with
previous,
merelyhook
oneand
important
colouring
in instrumentation
driving
numberreggae
with good
given
extra
with mouth-harp
and virtual
instrumental
savewith
for few
vocal late
linesliftalmost
at end Surprising
if Lovelady
is not play-out
chart-bound
this.
Drums
joined
by familiar
discoThough
guitaritchords
preface feel
vocalit makes
entry bylittle
artistuseonofwhat
islady'
disco
orientated
number
has
attractive
s
appealing
vocal
tone
and
delivery
as
known
in
past
recordings.
Lacks
definite
discoorientated
stamp andtoward
somewhat
paradoxically
may fail pop ratings because it
seems
the1380formorl
Guests,more
scheduled lor January,
release.Taken from new album. Unexpected
Only
lyric-theme
whichcommercial
might stemsound
programming
can surely alfcct
hit courseJahof
this disc.
Extremely
in usualwellaggressive
band
manner.
War
chant
provides
notable
riff
whilst
brass
employed
to
keep
pace moving
along in fine stylo. Debut LP, The Crack
Excellent
but sorepetitive
too wereriffprevious
releases
the thirties.45.Basic
slides in and
aroundwhich
somesomehow
pop vocalsnever
fromescaped
Chrissie
Hyndo.
Flip,
two
track
instrumental
outing
for
band
with
somewhat
laboured
LP late "SOs, early 60s guitar twanging. Both these cuts not on band's first
Basically in new
wove bagandwithsomewhat
hypnotic muddy
driving mi*.
sound largely
dependentSmall
on
drum
key changes
Wonderwork,
releases
worth attention: The Proles
— SMKTwo
(Smallother
221 current
and The Wall;
Kiss
The
Mirror
(Small
21)
with
latter
hard
driving
sound,
thick
strident
guitar
chords with vocals in mould of Ruts, Members etc.
Strongest
fromgurgles
lady and
for some
time.
clean disco
floorvocalisation.
pulling sound
before
fewcut
vocal
thence
into Good
very
strident,
positive
Funky
bass,
spacey
effects
so
too
steel
guitar
outings.
Also
in
CBS
discoTheline-up,
pleasant but not exceptional Dance Until You Drop (Nov 9. EPC 8001),
Force
— The Dirty Dog with bolter Hip, at last in 12", Rock Your Baby (Nov 9,
PIR 7928).
Remorseless
hammering
home against
ol title linegeneral
whichverse
fortunately
is givenvocals
hit in Equals
sounding
riff.manner
Title linewhich
played
with
strident
style
and
in
suggests
this,
if
it
fails
to
chart
via
90
Degrees,
make
single
(or The
Thing. If major programme DJ risks this as would
record
ofeffective.
thegood
weekGreat
it should
easilyReal
lodge
for club-disco
playitself into the nation's heads. Simple, direct,
;

1
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Effective 1st Oct. 1979 Music Week Classified
Advertisement rates are;
£4.00 per single column centimetre.
Box number charge £1.00, and series discounts will remain
at; —
6 insertions 10% 13 insertions 15%
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ADVERTISEMENTS ARE
SOLD BY THE SINGLE COLUMN CENTIMETRE
(MINIMUM CHARGE £6.00)
The per word rate is discontinued.
The copy deadline is Bookings Wednesdays; Artwork Thursday 5pm,
one week prior to publication. Advertisements may be submitted as
fiat artwork or typed copy for typesetting.
For further information contact Jane Bartlett.
Tel: 01-836-1522. 40 Long Acre, Covent Garden,
London WC2.
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims
arising out of advertising on the classified pages.

S. GOLD 0 SONS LIMITED
BRITAIN'S NO. 1
Complete manufacturers catalogue in stock at all times.
TOP 75 ALBUMS, SINGLES AND TAPES,
PLUS ALL TV PRODUCT
Our prices - strict trade or orders over C150 value, otherwise 3 per
cent handling charge. No rounded up figures to disguise inflated
prices. Accessories include Card, Polythene £r PVC covers. Blank
cassettes, Mirrors, Record El Cassette Cases, Mirror badges & up
to the minute sow-on patches.
We can supply anywhere in the world and extended finance can be
arranged for export customers our service to Northern Ireland is,
without doubt, the finest, and we offer a 24-hour service to the
whole of the UK.
We are now (irmly established in our custom-built warehouse and
would welcome anyone who wishes to call and have a look around.
We have been in the business for four years.
REMEMBER THE NAME YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR IT A LOT
S. GOLD & SONS LIMITED
777/779 High Road, Leytonslono, London Ell 4QS
PHONE 01 558 2121/2
24 hour answering sorvlco 01-556 2429
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DISCS
cut out the rest - come to the best
RUL'LrPRlCriMPORTS,
DELETIONS, OVERSTOCK^

THE NORTHERN SOUL/OLDIES LABEL
BLAST INTO THE FESTIVE SEASON WITH
SOME BIG NEW RELEASES.
OUTNOW!
DS1005 I GETTHE FEVER-CREATION
DS1006 ON A MAGIC CARPET RIDE - MISS DEE
DEE
DS1007 SPRING RAIN - DESTINY ORCHESTRA
(ALSO ON 12")
DS1008 A HOUSE FOR SALE - CONNIE LAVERNE
DS1009 SENSITIVE MIND - GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DS1010 YOU WONT SAY NOTHING - TAMALA
LEWIS
Still selling from our back catalogue.
DS1001 OUT ON THE FLOOR — DOBIE GRAY
DS1002 GONE WITH THE WIND IS MY LOVE - RITA
& THE TIARAS
DS1004 BLACK POWER - JAMES COIT
"NEW COMPILATION ALBUM - OUT VERY SOON"
You can order all these great releases PLUS the best in
import oldies by phoning this number 0602 410055. Ask
for Sally or Pauline.
Distributed by; Colony Records, Nottingham.
Pinnacle Records, Orpington, Kent.
Wynd-up Records. Manchester.
OUT NOW „« FROM JAMAICA I
LET OS ALL / MAN TALK TRUTH ( Long varolon ) 12" alnglo
KJ7
Order Directly :
FRANTIC MAIL ORDER COMPANY
Anderson Road, Warley
west Midlands, fi 66 4BI3

(Please make cheques payable
to the frantic Mail Order Company)
Orders for the Continent:
future-Sounds LTD. BacKerstr. 68
CH-800'1 Zurich Telex 63821

Qique
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WJiS Secorl
.
PARSHIRE
HOUSE
HASLEMERE (0428) 53953
2 KINGS ROAD
Liron
t'
.
O
'
j
.
o
ifL
i
Telex. 858226
HASLEMERE SURREY
THIS WEEK'S
CHART LP.s
very very cheap from E.E.C.
Phone or write immediately to
ensure quick delivery.
Rose Records.
67 Belsize Park Gdns.,
London NW3 4JN.
Tel: 01-722 5686

CHEAP! CHEAP! CHEAP!
We Undersell All
Importers
See For Yourself
SendTO-DAY!
For Our Lists
GLOBAL RECORD SALES
3 Chepstow
ManchesterSt.
(061 236 53691

BEE HIVE RECORDS
"Modern" Jazz featuring;
Dizzy Reece, Pepper Adams,
Sal Nistico, Curtis Fuller, etc.
Available from
CHRIS WELLARD
110 Eltham Hill
London SE9 5EF
Tel: 01-850 3161
(8 am to 10 pm every day)
Write for list

£1,000,000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo LP's, 8-iracks
and Cassettes. Highest prices
paid. No quantity is too large or
too small. Phone, telex, write
or visit us for a generous cash
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC, 2933
River Road, Croydon. PA
19020, USA. Phone: 215-785
1541 or Telex 843366,
Rccstapos CRDN.

ALL PICTURES COVERS
ONLY 60p EACH ( + V.A.T.) minimum ordor 50 records (C.W.O.)
KATE BUSH Wuthering Heights - ROLLING STONES Miss You COMMODORES Throe times a lady - PATTI SMITH GROUP - Because
the night — EXILE Kiss you all over - TASTE OF HONEY Boogie oogie
oogie - WINGS Mull of Kintyre or send S.A.E. for list of over 2.000 titles,
some from as low as 20p plus VAT.
OLDIES
DEPARTMENT
Y. 6/12
Street, St.
Georges.UNLIMITED.
TELFORD, Shropshire
TF2 9NQ
Tel:Stafford
(0952) 617625.
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OLDFIELD

SHIPS

PLATINUM

PLATINUM The impressive new album
from Mike Oldfield released 23rd Nov.
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Massive Promotional Back-up.
National TV Campaign.
Double and Full Page Consumer Press Ads.
National Press Advertising.
Comprehensive Window and In-store Displays.

Make A Sound Investment. Order Platinum now!
Album V2141
Contact yourr Virein Salesman orCB.S. Telephone Sales: 01-960 2155.
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DISCS

POSITIONS
ADMINISTRATOR

OVERSTOCK BLUES?
Get rid of them in one stroke.
Retailers, wholesalers, manufacturers — Just
phone us now and we will clear all your unwanted
stocks of records/tapes for cash.
Contact: Harris and Goldring Ltd, Soundrax
House, rear 239 Edgware Road, Collindale,
London, London NW96LU.
Tel: 01-200-7383/01-951-0992

mciinline
record co.
51 LESLIE PARK ROAD
CROYDON, SURREY

An expanding music publishing company is
seeking a young person to look after accounts and
general administration.
43
40

require

SSiOLES SALES
SWESEiMTlWE
SVOLES^S
Telephone 01-2001263
WAREHOUSE NOW OPEN
53 Colindale Ave.,
London NW9
Callers Welcome
24 hr answering service
01-349 1388
GRADUATE RECORDS
SMALL LABELS
ONE STOP
We stock all those hard to find
small U.K. labels you keep
getting asked for and at the
right price too. Ask for our free
catalogue listing over 300
singles and IP's and we'll keep
you up to date with the best
independent releases.
1, Union Street, Dudley. West
Midlands Tel: Dudley (0384)
59048 or 211159
BIG, BIG,
RECORD BARGAINS
' Alwdys 1000's of Bargains and
Deletions
* Top
sfock 50 Singles and LP's kept in
* Best Discounts given
' Fast Efficient service.
* Open 6 full days a week
* Cash and Carry or Dofivery arranged.
" Export onquinos welcomed.
*" Wo
Overstocks
bought in servicing
specialise
Supermarkets and Departmenial
Stores.
*Phono.
Established
for 20oryears.
Write
Call, Express
Records. 29, Rawson Place,
Bradford. Yorkshire Telophono
0274 27845 Telex 517527

ALL RECORDS,
tapes bought/exchanged.
lOp £2.20 each cash paid
(10p-£2.50 exchange).
Absolutely NONE refused.
Bring ANY quantity in ANY
condition to:
RECORD & TAPE
EXCHANGE
38 Notting Hill Gate,
London W11.
(01-7273539)
ANY LP's, cassettes may be
sent with SAE for cash
(estimate on request).

WEEK-END BREAK
3-STAR SOMERSET
LUXURY MOTEL
2 nights Friday and Saturday
only. All rooms have private
bathroom, colour T.V., radio,
telephone, teasmade and are
centrally heated.
Double £16 I Anor,m riKlt/
Single £12 f Accom.only
Advance bookings only.
Norton Cross Motel,
llminster,
Somerset.
Tel: llminster 2144

CUSTOM PRESSING
Some figures to mPRESS you

40©©0
ALBUMS EVERY WEEK

4©©®©
SINGLES EVERY WEEK

500000
FLEXIDISCS EVERY WEEK
LYNTONE 01-2631378
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The company has a small staff and is based in
Mayfair.
Applicant should telephone Fiona Davis for an
appointment on (London) 491 3401.

an enthusiastic

iS&
IMPORTS
OVERSTOCKS
& DELETIONS
OI-656 7919
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS & SUPPLIERS
Telex: 896691 TLX 1RG
MAINTEL

A basic accounting knowledge is necessary
together with an understanding of royalty
accounting.

Preferably with previous experience to cover
the Scotland area. Clean driving licence
essential as is an aptitude for hard work.
Tireless energy and good sales will be
rewarded with a competitive salary, excellent
bonuses and company car or van.

IBM 3741/42 MACHINE OPERATOR
(18+ > required for royalty processing department of West
End International Music Publishing Company.
Some experience of royalty processing preferred but not
essential. Salary negotiable depending on age and
experience. Bonus and season ticket schemes in operation.
Telephone 734 8121 Extension 30.

To arrange an interview please ring Hilary

01-727-8070

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE
SOUTH AFRICAN RECORD BUSINESS?
We are looking for someone with a good knowledge of
the South African Recording Business who will be
dealing specifically with Recording Contracts.
The successful applicant must be fluent in Afrikaans, and
have a working knowledge of Portuguese and Spanish.
Salary negotiable.
Please apply In writing to BOX NO MW 685.

Manage a

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
PAYS

RECORD COMPANY
SECRETARIES
are you on our books? MEMO Emp
Agy. 734 5774/5

EXPERIENCED
enthusiastic
RECORDING
ENGINEER
required to work in new
multi-track recording
studio outside Edinburgh:
Phone or write to Colin
Bell, 258 Pentonville
Road, London N.I. 01278-7713.

SERVICES
RECORD PROfViOTION
liU SCOTLAND
DJ's/Radio Stations/
Retailers
Fire Island Promotion
29 Waterloo St, Glasgow G2
6B2.
Tele: 041 221 7282.

EQUIPMENT

W0 Ho Smith
Mecord Departmemt
We are one of the largest retailers of records.
Could you help us sell more?
Whatever your taste in music whether Beethoven or
Blues, if you're 25 + and you have a good all round
experience in selling records then you could be the sort of
person we are looking for to run the record department
at our Haling, Broadway shop.
We'll train you in Smith's systems and offer you a
challenge to reach higher management positions.
We can offer;
Minimum starling salary of £4138
Excellent prospects for promotion.
Generous staff discount.
5 day week including alternate Saturdays off.
4 weeks holiday after qualifying service.
Write or telephone now for more details: Recruitment
Office, W. H. Smith & Son Ltd., 68-72 Powis Street,
Woolwich, London SE18 6LQ. Telephone: 01-855 1384
Join us at "W.H. Smith - where people matter.
OWHSMITH

IN ANSWER TO POPULAR DEMAND...
Hearngrange ltd.
The Carrier Bag Specialists
Have added a RECORD CARRIER to their well known and
comprehensive range.
SPECIAL iNTRODUCTORY OFFER:
Heat collated tear off bags - appro*. 50 per block 14 x 16
150 gauge punched out handle on one inch block.
100,000
50,000
£13.75 per thousand
£14.25 per thousand
£6.75 per thousand
8" x 10" (154" blockl
PRINTED BOTH SIDES WITH YOUR OWN DESIGN
R Co

I RD
fJi '4
bags
Z£

For further details, samples Ft quotations please contact:
LONDON OFFICE: Jan Hunter - 012786761
MIDLAND OFFICE: Mary Rudgard — 0455613794
NORTHERN OFFICE: John Perkins - 092 572 6879
53/67 Wharfda/e Road, Kings Cross, London Nl Tel: 263856
Cyril G.
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PRIZE

FUND

Buying Philips Audio Cassettes has always been a sound investment-and now, more than ever!
On August 1 st, this year. Philips deposited a prize fund of £14,000 in a major national Building
Society and it's rapidly earning interest. And you could win one of 48 Building Society accounts
simply by buying Philips Audio Cassettes between now and the end or December.
loin flu® Mjfumn Prize-winners
Some lucky retailers have won accounts, already. But there are plenty more prizes left-including
top ones. Your next order could be a winner!
So, act now. The Philips range offers a complete choice of high quality cassettes-Ferro, Super Ferro,
Super Ferro 1, Chromium and Ferro Chromium-for all types of cassette recorder. With Philips Audio
Cassettes you can please everyone, and build up a very sound future for yourself.

<®--x- --«5r

m

PHILIPS
For full details of how you can share in the Philips Cassettes SOUND INVESTMENT FUND, contact yourtape
I^l?ps A^io^City n'ouse^f^dSO^ondonRoa^lCroydonCRP 3QR

Simply years ahead
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EQUIPMENT
CLEAR PV.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.
CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000 £34.60 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester), LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE2 7PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691
CLEAR PVC RECORD
COVERS
Manufactured by ourselves from Raw Material — to
film — to covers in 500 gauge seamless PVC film,
having nylon-like strength for 7" singles and 12" LP
Records.
BUY BULK DIRECTLY
& RECEIVE DELIVERIES B Y RETURN
Phone/write now for Samples/Prices
PANMER LTD Telephone 01.903 6068/9
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex.
KEENPAC
Polythene Sleeves and high quality
polythene record earners LP and
single si-re
Printed to your own design at
competitive prices
Why not let us quote NOW1
LEICESTER
20084 / 537806
PVC ALBUM COVERS
Sizes 7". LP & Doub!e-LP. Also 200
gauge Polythene LP Covers.
For SERVICE. QUALITY & VALUE
Contact:
M b G Pockaging Ltd . 53 Pavilion
Drive. LeighonSea. Essex Tel:
0702 712381.
DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION OF
ARTISTS. COMPOSERS, etc.
Enqoinos for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(Showcard
& Display)
Co..SW11.
119
Altenburg
Gardens,
London
1JQ. Tel. 01-223 3315
RliQQPP
APAPTORS7" 1paper
1.000-C7.00
- oi5.000-€32.00
sleeves
(white
green).
1,000-1.covers
1 00
- 4 000 C40.00. 7" cardboard
"argc-.i. 500 rTTbO --( 1.000 f22 00.
10% discount if co !octed. — aEove
pricesC.W
include
& INS extra.
Paid.
0. PfcrP
(or) VAT
COD
Quotations Larger orders on request, to
KENNEDY'
S
"The
Glebe'
.
6
Church
Lane, Outwood, Nr. Wakofiold.
YorkshireringWF10924
2JT.822650
Cos tomers
please
or calling
Leeds
35604

DUST BUG'S
STILL ALIVE
the full range of Cecil Watts record
care products
plus
7" card covers £14.75 per 1,000
7" pvc covers
£ £3.60 per 100
£6.94 per 100
12" pvc covers
12" pvc D/A"
£12.04 per 100
Adaptors
£6.00 per 1,000
31 peach
Cassettes C60
C90
38p each
" "headcleaner
36p each
all prices plus VAT & P&P.
contact.
FARNELL SALES &
DISTRIBUTION
53, Makepeace Avenue,
Woodloes Park, Warwick. 0926
496SOO (24hr answering service)
"Protecta-Disc"
CARDBOARD
RECORD COVERS
7" White, per 1000 £26,00
12" White, per 1000 £42.50
7" Brown, per 1000 £24.00
12" Brown, per 1000 £38.00
All prices include
carriage & VAT
Discounts for quantities.
C.W.O.
Details of all our products
from M- Young, Southgate
Ave., Mildenhall, Suffolk.
Mildenhall 712553
16 Track Recording
Equipment For Sale
2" Scully 16 Track Recorder
24 x 8 Midas Mixing Console
Call 836-7608.

scs
BANKRUPT STOCK
FOR SALE
35,000 L.P.'s and cassettes on British major full price
labels.
Featuring all well known artists and groups.
Quantity discounts available.
Cost price starts at £1.40 + VAT.
Exports enquiries welcome.
Write or phone the Seles Director, HARRIS AND
QOLDRING LTD., Soundrax House, Roar of 239
Edgware Rd„ Colindale, London NWS 6LU. Tele; 01-200
7383 or 01-951 0992, Telex: 923574.
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MERCHANDISING

POSITIONS

SH0WSHIRTS
Custom printed T-shirts, Sweatshirts,
Paper Jackets. Badges
Hats. Ca' Stickers &
Prices
AnyCompotitivo
quantity undertaken
659 FULHAM ROAD. LONDON SW6
Telephone-731-5056 or 731 4986

CAN YOU MANAGE
ROCK BANDS, ORCHESTRAS AND
THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS

SHAPED PIN BADGES
made to your design. Min, 250 quick & competitive service.
Big range of Poo Badges, Shapedround & mirror types. Available from
stock.
Samples & prices on request.
PIN BADGE CO, PO Box 22.
Banbury Tel" 0295-57321.

The HM V Shop chain is the retail arm of EMI Records Ltd.
It is recognised as Britain's leading independent record retailer,
servicing customers over a broad range of music.
We are currently looking to appoint a Manager for
one of our major shops at Lewisham in South East London.
The successful applicant will, as manager of this shop, be
responsible for the buying and control of stock, the continued
development and growth of HMV's business in this important
market, the recruitment, supervision and motivation of a
small but highly efficient team of staff as well as general
managerial duties required from our professional approach to
record retailing.
The successful candidate will have had previous record
retailing experience, and possess sound product knowledge.
The ability to motivate staff is essential as are thorough
administrative skills. Also, he/she will already have a strong
interest in a particular area of music and records and will be keen
to leant about other areas. An extremely competitive salary is
offered to the right person according to age and experience on
top of which there is a bonus scheme from which it is possible
to earn up to 40% of basic salary. Company benefits including a
contributory pension scheme, are in accordance with a large
international group.
For an application form, please contact Anne Janes at:
EMI Record Shops Ltd,
Royalty House, 2E/73 Dean Street, W1V 5HB.
Telephone: 01-432 0444 Ext. 8 or 24.

Button Badges are today's
answer to Low Cost —
High Impact advertising.
Contact the Specialists:
ANN SARGENT
Badges &- Promotional
Items
Tel: 01-856 9609
60 Falconwood Avenue,
Welling, Kent
Attention shopsl...
Punk/New Wave Group
badges now available
from stock

HANG
YOUR
XMAS GREETINGS
ON THE
MUSIC WEEK
XMAS TREE
For further
information
call Jane or
Ian

Advertisement Manager

CASSETTES
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This senior appointment on Britain's colour rock
weekly has become vacant and applications from
men and women are invited for the above position.
Heading an already successful sales team, the
candidate must be able to communicate and sell at
top level to record companies, consumer companies
and their respective advertising agencies.
An attractive salary, plus bonus scheme and a two
litre motor car accompany this position. For full
details and an application form please write or
telephone:
Steve Bush-Harris,
Spotlight Publications Ltd.,
40 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JT.
Tel: 01-836 1522.

fflOEiSX SiUSSC TAPES
Wholesale Distributors of Cassette Tapes
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS include
MEMOREX MRX III C90 TWIN-BAGS
£69.49 plus V.A.T. per case (36 twin-bags) including
delivery (trade only).
Apply CWO to Phoenix Music Tapes,
755 Romford Road,
Manor Park, London E12.
or telephone 01-478 1474
for further details and price list
L
- MEMOREX

O

WHEi PEPLYfiiG TO ADWERTS
PLEASE SlEiTIOi slSJSiC WEEK

You probably think we only produce
demo cassettes
WRONG
If you need cassettes for your reps (or
any other purpose) in a hurry
CALL US NOW
Normal delivery 24 hrs. Tape Copying
Services, 199A Qloucoster Place
01-723 6301
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The new releases from DJM this month
are really goin' places.
So pick 'em up quick before they
pass you by.
'The Bona Album of Julian & Sandy'a comedy album starring Kenneth
Williams, Hugh Paddick and
Barry Took. Re-released at
.v-.-Sy-i-mid-price due to popular
^
demand. (DJM 22084).
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'No More Interviews'-John Mayall
following his successful album release
earlier this year, the "Godfather"
returns with a more traditional bluesy
style. (DJM 20564).
Jgj
Also available on cassette.
\

"Zt-

'Choice'-Dalton & Dubarri-the first
album release on the American
Hilltak label from this talented
songwriting, performing and
production team. (DJF 20565).

XJil?
RECORDS
AND TAPES

<$$>

DJM RECORDS LIMITED, JAMES HOUSE,
5 THEOBALDS ROAD, LONDON WC1X 8SE.
Order from CBS Distribution. Tel; 01-960 2155
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I WAS very pleased to read the
Opinion piece by E. D. Fearn
{MW November 3) because it
said what 1 was on the point of
saying myself.
The mature record buyer
despairs at the obsession with
the teenage market which
apparently necessitates
mountains of trash being
churned out that only
immature tastes could condone.
Those responsible for its promotion
apparently don't share my view
that, despite the impression created
by Top Of The Pops and babbling
disc jockeys, this portion of the
market is a relatively small
percentage of its overall potential
size, and that the huge majority of
the public still appreciates and
wants to hear some beauty and
melody in popular music.
The success of Mull Of Kintyre,
Rivers Of Babylon, Bright Eyes,
You Needed Me, and One Day At

East Anglia

market

A Time bears this out. As a
retailer, I know that these singles
were not bought in large numbers

Letters

but the teenies, who mistakenly arc
supposed to have all the money,
but by the more discerning music
lover. The fact that most of them
were No. 1 hits irrefutably
underlines the buying power of the
adult sector.
Now, if these five records had been
on release simultaneously, they
would have occupied the first five
places in (he chart, and, extending

that line of reasoning, another 15
as good would have filled the Top
20. Why, therefore, arc we treated
with such contempt? Why is it
necessary at all to pander to poor
taste?
My coalman could shout Hcrsham
Boys, Hcrsham Boys louder than
Sham 69. He could also recite
Reasons To Be Cheerful, Part
Three In an even broader accent
than Ian Dury, and shriek fourletter words unheard of by the Sex
Pistols. In no instance would 1 pay
to hear him do it.
A couple of final points: The bestselling LP in my shop over the past
year has been the MfP album of
beautiful duets by Jo Stafford and
Gordon MacRac and when 1 took
my young daughter — a raving
Top Of The Pops fan — to see
some Gilbert and Sullivan by the
D'Oyly Carte Opera Company, she
loved it.
TED SISTERSON, The Chocolate
Soldier, Amberley-by-the-Sea,
Morpeth, Northumberland.

Videodisc represents

not a
backwater
ACCORDING TO John Peel of
Radio One fame, he would have
listeners believe that East Anglia
is a musical backwater.
I am surprised by such
statements — particularly as he
resides in this area himself. In
some ways this region is not very
well served by the music industry
and most of the major acts miss
out the area. Also acts from this
area must inevitably travel to
London in order to gain more
recognition.
But, for Mr. Peel's
information, deep in the heart of
rural Suffolk things are stirrring.
I can speak as both a manager of
a record shop and director of a
record company. Our company
was set up four months ago to
right this imbalance with an
initial aim to sign bands, press
2,000 singles and try to bring
them to the attention of major
record companies.
However, the current
fashionable appeal of small
independent labels has spurred
us on to market our own records,
and attempt to establish our
singles, keeping it in the family,
as it were.
We are proud to be associated
with East Anglia and its vast
wealth of talent. There arc many
people who share my views, so
perhaps John Peel would wake
up to the fact that East Anglia
has a lot to offer.
STEPHEN GUY-CLARKE,
Trial Records, Sudbury, Suffolk,

C. C. MANN
MY
SHOOTiNG
STAR
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ROCK RECORDS artist Naviede is pictured with Derek Howe, singles
manager of HMV Records. Market Street, Manchester during a recent
personal appearance to promote his single, Guess It Doesn't Matter Anymore.
Rock Records would like to organise more PAs for Naviede and any interested
retailers should contact Rock on 061-832 2537. Distance, they say, is no object.

PHONOGRAM PERSONNEL from London and the North of England
turned out in force recently at Manchester's Playboy Club for a party to
welcome North Country act Fivepenny Piece to the company. Their first album
for the company. Life Is A Game Of Chance (Philips 9101 234) is released this
month. Among the sea of faces are those of the group somewhere — Lynda
Meeks, John Meeks, Colin Radcliffe, George Radcliffe and Eddie Crotty.

a new language
HORST REDLICH'S comments on
Video Discs? Forget It! (MW
October 27) are pessimistic in the
extreme.
"While you can listen hundreds of
times to a sound recording of a
rock artist," he is quoted as
saying, "who really wants to watch
him make the same movements in a
concert or whatever, over and over
again?"
It's true that our present-day visual
vocabulary is very limited when
compared to the textures and layers
of music, but there is no reason
why visual language could not
develop this depth and subtlety.
Even in its short lifetime, the
language of the moving image has
developed at an incredible rate. I'm
sure a modern-day advertisement

shown to a 1930s filmgoer, who
had not seen anything in between,
would be almost incomprehensible.
Cutting rates in film and video
have decreased steadily over the
years, and will continue to do so.
Videodiscs represent an enormous
challenge in this direction and I
predict that, in the future,
songwriters and performers will
conceive and execute sight and
sound side by side.
In other words, a new language
will emerge, which combines sound
and vision in a totally non-divisible
organic interplay. The possibilities
are enormous, and this is a
challenge to be welcomed.
JOHN SINCLAIR, SARM Studios
Ltd., London, El 6TD.

iyestiiiiii & ioiiiMiiri
YOUR FRONT page article (MW
November 3) about Rod Stewart's
platinum disc must surely raise the
following questions concerning the
industry's attitude to awards and
the increasing devaluation of such
awards.
1. If platinum discs are based as
£1 sales (at RRP, I assume), a
record now has to sell less than
half the quantity it did four years

CHARISMA RECORDS have signed Trimmer And Jenkins — Ian Trimmer
and Billy Jenkins, formerly with Burlesque — and release a single, I Love
Parties, next week. Trimmer And Jenkins have recently toured with Chas And
Dave and support Roger Chapman on his forthcoming tour. The band will be
doing interviews for press and local radio to tie in with the tour in November
and December. Pictured fighting for the huge advance of £1 are (left to right):
Pete Hawkins, Octogrange Management, Billy Jenkins, Ian Trimmer and
David Brown, Charisma Records.

ago.
2. If a platinum disc is awarded
on prc-release sales, it is based on
wholesale sell-in and not actual
sales.
3. When £300,000 is spent on TV
promotion, is £1 million worth of
sales really an achievement
justifying an industry award?
D. CROSBY. Rox Ltd..
Birkenhead, L4I 2RB.

Music Week welcomes letters on all subjects relating to the
music industry. If you have something to say write to the
Editor, 40 Long Acre, London WC2. Note: the Editor
reserves the right to shorten or edit letters. We cannot print
anonymous letters but will withhold names and addresses
from publication if requested.
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FRANK IE VA UGH AN is pictured with Lugtons' reps at the Hornsey del
His latest album. Moonlight and Love Songs, is on Frank's own Big V i
which is licensed to SRTand is being promoted with radio advertising.
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RODNEY BURBECK'S
AMERICAN NOTEBOOK
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PAUL RICH of Car tin Music
looking cheerful at Musexpo as
indeed he might, considering that
of the eight Carlin-published items
in that week's chart, he had
personally signed seven of the acts
in volved.

Musexpo

A FEW months ago, you could have measured the pulse rate of the
American record industry in beats per minute, but now it s bleats as
you listen to already well publicised tales of platinum returns and
disco backlash.
A 10-day visit restricted to silling in a New York hotel room waiting for calls
to be returned and shivering in Ice Age air conditioning in a Miami Beach hotel
at Musexpo is not the best experience on which to base an objective opinion,
but Doolcy came away with the distinct impression of an industry running
scared and boxing its own shadow.
It is perhaps significant that most topline record executives stayed away
from Musexpo, presumably not wishing to be seen to be sunning themselves
(what sun?) at a time of crisis, and the debates in seminars lamentably lacked
cohesion and came to no particular conclusions.
There was an excellent gala performance by Blood, Sweat & Tears — still a
light rock V roll band, although gritty-voiced lead singer David Clayton
Thomas is the only survivor from the original band. The Australian showcase
was a triumph for the Four Kinsmen, whose act (a cross between the Barren
Knights and the Muppets), though a little out of place in a music industry
setting, could be very successful for British TV and cabaret.
C-
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The absent leiress
ONE OF the more bizarre events of Musexpo was a parly for handcream
heiress AHsabelhc Jergens, who, apart from being one of America's most wellheeled beautiful people, also happens to be a Red Indian princess (honorary)
and a recording artist.
, , .
,
,The strangest thing about the parly (apart from the fact that it was hosted by
a statuesque Hollywood lady gossip writer whose name escapes me) was the
fact that Ms Jergens i«k in Paris at the time and nobody played her record.
"She did not want people to think she was over-hyping herself by being here
in person, "said her husband, self-made millionaire Peter Forsythe, who owns
anow
chunk
of the his
California
coastline,
runs a music publishing company, and is
managing
wife's singing
career.
Alisabethe is the 22-year-old granddaughter of the founder oj the
Jergens cosmetics empire, and was inducted as a Sioux princess, with the
Indian name of Silent Thunder Woman, after contributing considerable
charily work for abandoned Sioux children in Montana.
Her record Hungry For Your Love, has a strong disco flavour, was
produced by April Twenty-Two Productions of Los Angeles, is being released
on a lerritory-by-territory basis, and is still up for grabs in Britain and the US.
The lovely Alisabethe and husband now live in Paris, so she is ideally placed
to promote the record in Europe, and all prof its from her debut single will go
to the many charities she supports.
FIVE YEARS AGO
John Fruln resigns as Polydor MD
to form his own company. State
Records, in partnership with Wayne
Bickcrton, and will be succeeded by
Freddy Haaycn, head of Polydor
Holland, with Tom Parkinson, MD
of Contour, appointed deputy MD
also from January 1 . . . new Dccca
Records MD Ken East orders a
cutback in number of singles
released by the company, saying
"quantity is no substitute for
quality" . . . Chancellor Denis
Hcaley includes record royalties in
the list of costs allowable by the
Prices Commission in considering
applications for higher prices . • ■
CBS releases its first batch of midprice tapes from its Embassy budget
line . . . Jeffrey S. Kruger bringing
Las Vegas-style cabaret to London
in May 1975 in the Queen Mary
Suite of the Cunard International
Hotel at Hammersmith, while his
Ember Enterprises sues Famous
Music for S7.5 million alleging
failure by Famous to fulfil
Ember disc release obligations in
US.

TEN YEARS AGO
EMI readying a major drive to
expand its retailing activities with
the emphasis on self-service in its 21store chain by converting its Oxford
Street showcase to this formal
following similar moves in its
Putney and Slough branches . . .
Apple condemns as "ghoulish and in
the worst of taste" a rash of single
releases in the States prompted by
the rumoured death of Beatlc Paul
McCartney . . • Board of Trade
figures reveal record sales worth
£15,735,000 during the first seven
months of year, a seven per cent rise
over the same period in 1968 . . .
disc jockey Alan Freeman opens his
first record shop in Leyton . . . blues
artist John Mayall planning his own
label called Crusade . . • Mike
Housego leaving Robert Stigwood
Organisation to rejoin the Daily
Sketch . . . Electricity Board to use
EMI record tokens as premium offer
on small appliances in prc-Chrislmas
sales campaign . . . Mickie Most
goes to America to record some new
material with Donovan m
California.

IT'S IN the bag for most of Music
Week's Musexpo team who are
presenting their case (from the left)
Australian representative Peter
Conyngham, editor Rodney
Burbeck. publisher Peter Wilkinson,
American representative Dick
Broderick and his wife Mary, and
promotion manager Avril Barrow.
THE LATEST hit of the New
York theatre season is a joyful
black musical. One Mo' Time,
celebrating and gently satirising the
black music scene in New Orleans
in the twenties.
Co-produced by former Atlantic
Records owner Jerry Wexler
(producer of the latest Bob Dylan
album, Slow Train Coming), One
Mo' Time has been running for
only a couple of weeks, but is
already packing the Village Gate
Downstairs with smart-set
theatregoers who wouldn't
normally be seen dead in Bleecker
Street.
The show is set backstage and on
stage of the Lyric Theatre, New
Orleans, which until it was
destroyed by fire in 1927, nightly
entertained with black vaudeville
acts including Bessie Smith. The
theatre was on the TOBA circuit
(Theatre Owners Booking Agency
— or, as the performers dubbed it,
Tough On Black Asses).
One Mo' Time stars Bertha
Williams as leader of a troupe of
singers, but she is upstaged by 70year-old Jabbo Smith, the
legendary jazz trumpeter, at one
time ranked alongside Louis
Armstrong, who stops the show
with his own song, Love Is, and
which I'm sure Jerry Wexler
already has his eye on for a certain
nostalgia hit single when he comes
to record the cast album.
C. C. MANN
MY
SHOOTING
STAR

WATCH FOR rapid worldwide expansion of Illinois-based
Ovation Records whose president Dick Schory is also into TV
and film production, and is reliably rumoured to be one person
who made a strong bid for RCA Records last week . . . One of
the hottest selling records in the US is Rapper's Delight by The
Sugar Hill Gang on obscure Sugar Hill label which allegedly
started selling by word-of-mouth with no promotion or
marketing off the backs of station wagons, has now done 1.3
million copies and is moving up the charts... A vacation visitor
to Musexpo, A&M's Derek Green, chortling over news of EMI
and Decca takeovers when he recalled all the gossip of the past
year that his company was for sale . . . An airline managed to
lose Trevor Lyttlelon's baggage containing all his demo tapes
(sound of mirth over at PRS?) but they turned up in time to do
Musexpo deals . . . Ex-patriate English promo man Tony King
says New York's Brit community desperate to remember the
name of Alma Cogan's singer sister (our Chris White says it was
Sandra Caron) . . . Former girlfriend of late Marc Bolan, Gloria
Jones, has written and produced an album for Brazilian singer
Ricardo de Campos for distribution by Casablanca worldwide.
DOOLEY HORRIFIED to see a very plump Rosemary Clooney
singing the praises of kitchen tissue paper on US TV commercials
. . . Musexpo highlight for Response Records' Mike Claire was
hearing news from back home that Dodworth Colliery Band,
with whom he has an album, won Blackpool Brass Brand
Championship . . . Lousy Musexpo weather not conducive to
Florida tans but good for business, and the bar of the Konover
Hotel resembled the Martinez at Midem on some nights . . . And
Konover hotel manager confided in several delegates that what
he would really like to do is be in the music business — could
explain certain shortcomings in his hotel service . . . Number of
Musexpo delegates actually got paid $20 a day plus free lunch to
sit by the pool as extras in a Cuban film being shot on location at
the hotel.
LAST THURSDAY night was Chrysalis night on BBC TV with
three Two-Tone acts on Top Of The Pops, Richard & Linda
Thompson singing the theme to Kiss The Girls And Make Them
Cry and later, Frankie Miller starring in Play For Today . . .
Debbie Litllestone has quit the Bronze promotion office to
become a bus driver . . . Lilian Bron has written to all record
companies asking them to rally round to support the Cambodia
relief fund . , . veteran songwriter Yip 'Over The Rainbow'
Harburg considering doing one-man show in London . . . Spyro
Gyra to star at Midem gala on January 21.
ARTISTS LINED up for future Radio One Star Special slots are
Ian Gillan, Mary Wilson, Max Boyce and Cliff Richard . . .BBC
Radio London preparing 18-hour charity programme on
December 1 and 2, and music programme organiser David Carter
is looking for artists to play requests live in the studio in return
for donation pledges and also artists' possessions for on-air
auction . . . Thought it only happened in the ageing studios at
Broadcasting House — Capital DJ Mike Smith had to change
studios three times within first 20 minutes of his Sunday
. Breakfast Show when gremlins continued to get in the works.
AT LAST A PICTURE DISC THAT DOESN'T GO
CRACKLE, CRACKLE, HISSSS.PHWOP, AFTER
THE THIRD TIME YOU PLAY IT.

UMM
CASH PUSSIES
TRIBESMAN
UNflELCASCO TRACK
BOMBERS

DAVE GOODMAN
EATERTRACKS
fWO UhRtLCASFD
FRONTTRACKS
WO USRCLCASCO

MARKETED
BY THE
LABEL
PERFECT SOUND QUALITY,
GLOWS IN THE DARK,DEFRACTS
LIGHT, TRANSLUCENT
TRAN5LUMAR DEFRACTOR DISC
also available on black
HAN-O DISC TLR LP002S f5.99
BLACK VINYL TLR LP 002 f4.49
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MUSIC FOR PLEASURE LTD. 80 BLYTH ROAD HAYES MIDDLESEX UB3 I AY TELEPHONE 01 561 3125
EMI TELEPHONE SALES, I 3 UXBjjlDGE ROAD HAYES MIDDLESEX UB4 OSY/teLEPHONE 01 759 4611

CHARLES AZNAVOUR

CHARLES AZNAVOUR - 50398

